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!(
User(Guide(
!
The!READ!in!Practice!portfolio!(RIPP)!is!the!companion!document!for!the!
dissertation!An!integrated!approach!to!evaluation:!A!participatory!model!for!
reflection,!evaluation,!analysis!and!documentation!(the!‘READ’!model)!in!
Community!Arts,!submitted!by!E.!Barkley!for!the!Doctor!of!Creative!Industries!(DCI).!!
This!RIPP!companion!document!pertains!to!research!on!the!first!industry!
application!of!the!READ!model.!The!model!is!a!learning!and!appraisal!framework!for!community!arts!
that!integrates!reflection,!evaluation,!analysis!and!documentation!(READ).!The!model!was!devised!
by!arts!organisation!Alphaville!in!2012,!in!response!to!the!evaluation!needs!of!the!Nuclear!Futures!
Partnership!Initiative!(Nuclear!Futures),!a!three4year!international!arts!and!cultural!program.!
The!RIPP!is!a!collection!of!artefacts!and!resources!generated!through!the!evaluation!practice!
conducted!for!the!Balaklava!Community!Arts!Project,!part!of!the!Nuclear!Futures!program.!The!
design!and!implementation!of!the!model!involved!collective,!collaborative!processes!involving!many!
stakeholders!at!the!Nuclear!Futures!site!of!practice.!
The!portfolio!is!one!of!two!DCI!research!outputs:!
1.! Dissertation:!A!comprehensive!document!outlining!the!research!problem,!methodology,!site!
of!practice,!and!the!READ!model!application.!Included!is!the!original!research,!key!findings,!
and!developed!READ!product.!See!accompanying!document.!
2.! READ!in!Practice!portfolio!(RIPP4!this!document):!A!compilation!of!materials!and!resources!
generated!through!the!evaluation!practice.!Included!is!the!Nuclear!Futures!evaluation!plan,!
designed!evaluation!instruments,!linked!program!planning!content,!creative!documentation,!
reflections,!reports,!and!academic!research!material.!
The!two!documents!can!be!viewed!in!order,!as!a!set,!or!as!guided!by!the!cross4referencing!included!
in!the!dissertation.!Each!Article!in!the!RIPP!has!a!short!description!to!explain!its!purpose!for!the!
evaluation!practice.!Given!the!scale!and!scope!of!the!READ!application,!only!selected!examples!are!
included.!The!structure!of!the!READ!in!Practice!portfolio!follows!the!basic!phases!of!the!READ!model:!
•! Scoping!and!support!structures!
•! Reflection!
•! Evaluation!
•! Analysis!
•! Documentation!
•! Integration,!Utilisation,!Dissemination.!
!
!
!
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!Section(A:(Article(1(( Photo(overview((
Title:&Scoping!photo!summary&
Content&author:!Photos!by!Jessie!Boylan!
Date:!20134!2014!
Description:!Various!images!of!the!scoping,!consultation!and!planning!process!for!READ!application.!
Purpose&for&READ:!Scoping,!consultation,!planning!and!design(
Scoping&photo&summary&
!
!
!
!
Left:!Creative!team!members!build!
relationship!with!community!
member!Avon!Hudson!(right)!
through!in4depth!discussion!and!oral!
history!collection!at!Avon’s!house!in!
Balaklava.!Early!discussion!focused!
on!what!project!success!would!look!
like!and!what!priorities,!outcomes!
and!evaluative!questions!are!of!
interest!to!nuclear!veteran!
communities.!
Left:!Staff!from!the!State!Library!of!
South!Australia!(SLSA)!conducted!
two!field!visits!to!Balaklava!to!assess!
the!significance!of!Avon’s!private!
archive!and!provided!training!and!
mentoring!for!fulfilling!the!legacy!
goals!of!the!project!(for!sharing!
materials!in!the!public!domain).!
Feedback!from!SLSA!about!the!
national!significance!of!Avon’s!
materials!and!oral!history!shaped!
our!approach!to!documentation!for!
the!READ!design.!
!
Left:!Creative!team!members!met!
with!representatives!from!Wakefield!
Regional!Council!and!Youth!Advisory!
Committee!for!visioning!and!
planning!the!potential!community!
arts!and!cultural!development!
activities!to!fit!with!regional!
strategies!and!goals!for!broader!
community!constituencies.!
Consultation!about!reporting,!
creative!outputs!and!evaluation!
needs!from!these!local!groups!was!
fed!into!the!READ!design!process.!
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!(
Section(A:(Article(2(( Interview(design(for(scoping(interviews((
Title:&Question!design!for!scoping!interviews!and!consultation&
Content&author:!E.Barkley!
Date:!December,!2013!
Description:!Rationale!and!interview!question!schedule!example!used!for!the!scoping!phase,!
conducted!with!stakeholders!and!partners!for!the!READ!application.!
Purpose&for&READ:!Scoping,!needs!assessment,!partnership!brokerage!(
&
Question&design&for&scoping&interviews&and&consultation&
Consideration!was!given!to!the!structure!and!type!of!questions!used!and!their!implications!for!the!
information!gathered!in!response!(in!terms!of!accuracy!and!validity).!The!questions!aimed!to!collect!
individual!articulations!of!‘evaluation’!and!the!program!being!evaluated,!to!provide!insight!into!the!
underlying!constructs!of!participant!definitions!of!evaluation,!and!identify!evaluation!principles!of!
importance.!This!responds!to!evidence!from!the!Contextual!Scan!that!for!evaluations!to!be!utilised,!
they!need!to!be!able!to!answer!the!questions!of!interest!for!the!intended!users!(Kotvojs!&!Hurworth,!
2013;!Patton,!2008).!Techniques!for!interview!design!included!funneling!(where!interviews!begin!
with!general!or!open!questions!and!move!to!more!probing!ones),!story4telling!(using!questions!that!
elicit!stories!and!examples)!and!filtering!(so!respondents!are!directed!only!to!the!pertinent!questions!
appropriate!for!their!experience)!(Kendall!&!Kendall,!2001).!
Probing!and!cross!checking!during!the!interviews!(where!necessary)!allowed!the!perspectives!being!
offered!to!be!cross4checked!for!consistency!with!responses!with!earlier!questions.!Having!a!
consistent!question!schedule!also!aided!the!later!comparative!analysis!of!interview!responses.!
Interview&Design&&
•! Two!principal!sets!of!interview!probe!questions!have!been!design!to!suit!industry!and!case!
study!participants!
•! Techniques!for!interview!design!included!funneling!(where!interviews!begin!with!general!
questions!and!move!to!more!specific!ones),!story4telling!(using!questions!that!elicit!stories!
and!examples)!and!filtering!(so!respondents!are!directed!only!to!the!pertinent!questions).!
•! Interviews!will!be!conducted!with!individuals!or!small!groups!based!on!the!interview!
questions.!Small!groups!allow!participants!to!compare!and!contrast!their!experiences,!
trigger!insights!and!allow!for!understandings!to!be!tested!within!the!group.!!
•! Original!intention!to!use!a!questionnaire!has!been!incorporated!into!the!interview!questions!
to!streamline!data!collection!and!includes!questions!on!stakeholder!profiles,!participation!
arrangements!and!information!about!evaluation!needs!for!the!case!study.!
Continued!overleaf.!
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!Section(A:(Article(2(continued.(
Example:(Interview(Design(Schedule(
Code( Code(category( Aim(of(Data( Questions(to(generate(data( Relevance( Notes(for(analysis(
Partner( Industry(
StakHs( Stakeholder(
profiles(
Gather(data(on(
background(of(
participant(and(
positioning(within(CBA(
stakeholder(groupings(
Could( you( please( briefly( describe( the( field( that( you(
work(in(and(the(type(of(work(you(do?((ie(your(current(
role)(
What(type(of(organization(do(you(work(for?(
*( *( Participants(to(be(analysed(in(
terms(of(stakeholder(group(
and(as(individuals.(Analysis(
may(be(relevant(relating(to(
years(of(experience(and(
evaluation(lessons(etc.(
How(long(have(you(worked(in(this(area?( *( *(
EvUse( Evaluation(Uses( Gather(a(multiple(
perspective(snapshot(of(
evaluation(uses(and(
dissemination(
What( is( your( experience( in( participating( in,(
implementing,(reviewing(or(using(evaluation?(
*( *( Provides(a(gauge(to(
participant’s(experience(with(
evaluation(
Are( you( involved( with( evaluation( practice( in( your(
current(role?((
If(so,(what(type(of(evaluative(activities(do(you(do?(
If(not,(how(does(your(organization(use(or( implement(
evaluation?(
*( *( Analysis(on(dominant(
evaluation(uses(and(
dissemination(relevant(to(
participants(
Does( your( organization( (or( yourself)( disseminate( or(
share( evaluation( findings( to( other( practitioners( or(
organisations?(If(so,(how(and(why?(
*( *(
EvDef( Evaluation(
Definitions(
Gather(a(multiple(
perspective(snapshot(of(
evaluation(definitions(
How(do(you(define(evaluation?(
What(is(the(purpose(of(evaluation?(
*( *( Analysis(aims(to(identify(the(
dominant(underlying(values,(
assumptions(and(constructs(
of(CBA(evaluation(by(key(
stakeholder(groups(to(
provide(insight(into(the(
partnership(context(of(CCPI(
and(CBA.(
Does( this( definition( reflect( how( your( organization(
defines(evaluation?(
*( *( Examine(if(there(is(conflict(or(
difference(in(personal(vs(
organizational(agendas.(
EvVal( Evaluation(Value( Identify(what(
participants(value(about(
evaluation((
What( is( your( personal( opinion( of( the( value( of(
evaluation?(
*( *( Analysis(of(dominant(uses,(
values(and(barriers(of(CBA(
evaluation(by(key(
stakeholder(groups(to(
provide(insight(into(the(
functionality(points(for(NFs(
evaluation(design(
How(does(your(organization(view(evaluation(practice(
do(you(think?(
*( *(
What(are(some(of(the(negative(aspects(of(evaluation?( *( *(
Beyond( the( evaluation( findings( themselves,( what(
other(benefits(does(evaluation(offer,(if(any?(
( *(
EvCBA( Evaluation(
CommunityU
based(Arts(
Gather(a(multiple(
perspective(snapshot(of(
evaluation(within(the(
CommunityUbased(arts(
context;((
Identify(what(principles(
or(factors(make(for(
‘good’(evaluation(
Do( you( think( it( is( possible( to( successfully( evaluate(
CommunityUbased(Arts(projects(or(initiatives((or(CCPI(
or(relevant(language)?(
*( *( Analysis(of(context(specific(
issues(for(undertaking(
evaluation,(may(be(
approached(by(stakeholder(
groupings(or(theme(based(
analysis.(
What(do(you(consider(to(be(the(barriers(to(successful(
evaluation(in(CommunityUbased(Arts?(
*( *(
What(aspects(of(communityUbased(arts(are(important(
to(‘measure’(or(evaluate?((Why?(
*( *(
Are(evaluation( reports( from(other(CommunityUbased(
Arts(projects(of(interest(to(you?((
Do(you(get(an(opportunity(to(learn(from(other(projects(
via(evaluations?(
( *(
What( do( you( think( are( key( elements( that( you( think(
makes( a( ‘good’( evaluation( in( the( CommunityUbased(
Arts(context?(
*( *( Analysis(for(building(a(criteria(
for(successful(design((can(be(
analysed(in(terms(of(metaU
evaluation(scholarship)(
PartEv( Participatory(
Evaluation(
Identify(dominant(
definitions(and(levels(of(
experience/(familiarity(
of(participants(
Have(you(heard(of(‘participatory(evaluation?’((
If(so,(what(is(your(understanding(of(this(approach?(
If(not,(define(participatory(evaluation(
*( *( Analysis(of(key(features(or(
examples(provided(of(
participatory(approaches(and(
levels(of(experience(with(
participatory(approaches(by(
partners(
Have(you(been(involved(in(evaluation(before(that(used(
participatory(approaches?(
If( so,( what( were( the( key( benefits( of( this( type( of(
approach?(
If( so,( what( were( the( issues( or( disadvantages( arising(
from(using(a(participatory(approach?(
*( *( Looking(for(evidence/(links(
between(participatory(
approaches(and(benefits((or(
potential(benefits)(to(the(
program(that(will(assist(in((
theory(development(on(
participatory(approaches(
given(constraints(of(CBA(
projects(
What(do(you(think(the(benefit(might(be(for(using(a(
participatory(approach(for(a(program(like(NFs?((
Is(there(any(evidence(of(this(so(far?(
*( (
What(do(you(think(the(benefit(might(be(for(using(a(
participatory(approach(for(CommunityUbased(arts(or(
CCPI(programs?(
Do(you(know(of(examples(or(case(studies(where(this(
has(been(the(case?(
( *( Analysis(of(potential(
strengths(and(constraints(of(
participatory(approaches(for(
particular(elements(or(
complexities(within(the(CCPI(
case(study(
!
! !
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!!
Section(A:(Article(3(( Extracts(from(stakeholder(management(systems(
Title:&Partner!and!stakeholder!information!management!systems&
Content&author:!E.Barkley!
Date:!Set!up!from!December!2013,!ongoing!maintenance/!updates!
Description:!Extracts!from!searchable!spreadsheets!containing!partner!profiles!and!information,!
including!READ!and!communication!preferences/needs.!These!are!two!of!many!examples.!
Purpose&for&READ:!Scoping,!support!structures,!planning,!partnership!brokerage,!utility!
Example&1:!Example!of!partner!and!stakeholder!database!(some!columns!hidden!for!privacy!reasons)!
!
!
Example&2:!Extract!from!needs!assessment!summary!(columns!hidden!for!privacy)!
Partner'
Organisation'
Representing' Preferred'
comms'
Needs' “Nice'to'haves”'
Alphaville!#1! Host!
organisation!!
Email,!phone! Evaluation!data!as!per!contract!requirements.!
Descriptive!information/!account!of!program.!Insight!
into!impact!of!creative!arts!generated!(short,!
medium,!long!term).Assessment!of!partnership!
development.!Insight!into!listed!key!areas!of!
community!cultural!development!outcomes.!Model!
for!future!evaluation!practice.!Material!for!
promotion/!endorsement.!Financial!reports.!
Successful!reviews,!community!
of!practice!of!researchers.!
Lessons!for!future!practice.!
Long!term!role!of!creative!arts!
in!exposing/engaging!
communities!with!nuclear!test!
issues;!broader!social!
implications!of!arts!practice.!
Australian!
Nuclear!
Veterans!
Assoc!!#1!
Community!
partner!#1!
Face4to4face,!
phone!
Media!coverage;!interested!to!find!out!how!far!the!
story!was!distributed,!when!it!plays!to!audiences,!
feedback!and!if!the!government!is!doing!anything!in!
response.!
Gauge!of!social!change.!
Artist!#1!! Playwright! Phone,!email! Creative!documentation!for!script!writing!purpose.! Project!updates!(informal)!
Wakefield!
Regional!
Council!#1!
Local!partner! Email,!phone! Reporting!to!Council!at!completion.!(short!report).! Interested!in!evaluation!
findings!but!not!required.!
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!Section(A:(Article(4( ( Integrating(READ(with(program(management(
Title:'Nuclear!Futures!Timeline!201342016'
Content'author:!E.Barkley,!courtesy!of!Alphaville!
Date:!February,!2014!
Description:!Example!of!program!management!planning!documentation!demonstrating!READ!planning!as!incorporated!component!of!the!Nuclear!Futures!
program.!
Purpose'for'READ:!READ!planning,!design,!delivery!and!linkages!to!program!management!and!creative!practice(
Nuclear'Futures'Timeline'2013?2016'
!
 2013 
 
2014 2015 
 
2016 + 
NFPI PROGRAM Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 + 
O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D + 
RESIDENCIES 
Balaklava Community Theatre                                          
Storybook                                          
Visual Arts and Installation                                          
INTEGRATION PROJECTS  
International youth leadership 
workshops    
      
   
   
      
            
       
Archives project                                         
On-line community project                                          
SHOWCASES – PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS & WORKSHOPS 
Public seasons 
(Aust 2014/15; UK 2016)    
      
   
   
      
            
       
Storybook launch                                         
Creative futures workshops                                         
'HUB' SUPPORT STRUCTURES  
Coordination & administration                                         
Forward planning & steering 
committee    
      
   
   
      
            
       
Fundraising                                         
READ  
(includes Evaluation)    
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!
Section(A:(Article(5(( Digital(content(and(storage(plan(
Title:'Nuclear!Futures!Digital!Content!and!Storage!Plan'
Content'author:!E.Barkley,!based!on!collaborative!design!with!Linda!Dement!and!Jessie!Boylan!
Date:!June,!2014!
Description:!Example!of!information!management!system!created!in!anticipation!of!artImaking!and!
READ!outputs!and!content!to!be!generated.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Support!structures,!planning,!archiving,!documentation!
!
Nuclear'futures'digital'content'&'storage'plan'(June'2014)'
(Support!structure!for!‘documentation’!within!the!READ!model)!
Overview'
During!the!Nuclear!Futures!(NF)!program!extensive!creative!and!documentation!content!will!be!generated.!To!
ensure!this!vast!collection!of!content!is!accessible!to!the!NF!collective,!a!digital!storage!and!indexing!system!
has!been!developed!to!organize!files!and!create!easy!access!points!for!content!retrieval.!In!the!short!to!
medium!term,!the!organization!of!NF!content!will!be!trialled!using!a!simple!xls!database!where!information!
fields!relate!to!organized!content!folders!stored!on!the!NF!hard!drive.!Descriptive!metadata!about!the!
collection!will!be!recorded!to!make!the!content!searchable,!and!thus!usable,!for!a!range!of!creative!and!
research!purposes!now!and!beyond!the!life!of!the!program.!Metadata!files!will!also!be!included!in!hard!drive!
folders!(as!rich!text!format)!so!the!system!can!operate!independent!of!the!xls!database!if!necessary.!This!
simplified!approach!prioritises!metadata!at!the!folder!level!only,!in!order!to!reduce!the!time!and!resources!
required!to!maintain!and!manage!the!system.!The!limitation!of!not!using!specialized!indexing!software!
however!will!mean!that!individual!data!files!are!not!linked!to!the!database!or!metadata!directly.!!
!
Who'will'use'the'stored'content'and'index?'
During!the!program,!the!key!users!of!the!content!and!indexing!system!will!be!NF!personnel!(both!
administrative!and!creative)!who!need!to!search!the!collection!for!documentation!or!creative!research!
purposes.!Users!will!need!to!have!access!to!the!backup!hard!drive!or!request!online!access!to!selected!
material.!Content!may!also!be!viewed!by!individuals!or!organisations!external!to!the!NF!team.!
!
Conditions'relating'to'NF'content'storage'and'use:'
Alphaville!will!manage!the!stored!NF!content.!Beyond!the!life!of!the!NF!program,!the!material!will!become!an!
archive!resource!for!future!projects!and!research.!Artists/contributors!with!material!(images,!files,!artworks)!
stored!on!the!NF!content!archive!agree!to!the!following!conditions:!
•! NFs!content!may!be!viewed!by!NF!personnel!and!external!parties!
•! Contributors!retain!copyright!of!their!material!and!are!encouraged!to!have!their!own!backups!of!their!
material!
•! Permission!will!be!sought!from!artists/!contributors!before!others!use!or!modify!their!content!for!
creative!or!artImaking!purposes!during!NF!or!beyond.!Agreement,!remuneration!and/or!copyright!
conditions!will!need!to!be!negotiated!with!the!contributor!to!suit!the!proposed!use.!
•! Contributors!agree!to!Alphaville!using!stored!content!for!nonIprofit!promotional,!documentation!and!
research!purposes!about!the!NF!program,!such!as!on!the!website,!for!reporting!or!in!public!
presentations.!Where!possible,!attribution!to!the!artist!will!be!a!condition!of!use.!
!
How'will'the'content'be'organised?'
The!folders!on!the!NF!hard!drive!will!be!organized!into!several!folder!pathways:!
1.! By!artist,!so!the!content!creator!is!easily!identifiable!and!their!NF!body!of!work!is!housed!together.!
Within!artist!folders!will!be!subIfolders!organized!by!project,!activity!or!location.!Stored!content!
within!artists!folders!may!be!a!mix!of!documentation!and!creative!material;!and!include!a!range!of!
content!formats!(video,!images,!text).!!
2.! By!collaboration!or!project,!such!as!the!promotional!video!or!collectively!generated!showcase!
content.!
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!3.! As!NF!documentation,!to!include!all!nonIartist!generated!NF!content!(images,!documents,!reports!
etc).!This!folder!will!not!be!a!complete!collection!of!‘documentation’!related!material,!as!
documentation!content!will!also!reside!in!the!other!folders.!
!
The!contents!of!the!folders!will!be!summarized!in!megadata!files!stored!within!each!folder,!and!also!in!a!
separate!xls!database.!A!schema!has!been!developed!that!specifies!what!types!of!information!fields!or!data!
elements!will!be!recorded!as!well!as!a!NFs!tailored!thesaurus!to!ensure!standardized!descriptions!and!terms.!
Ongoing!quality!control!will!be!necessary!to!ensure!consistency!of!metadata!and!standardization!of!the!
indexing!approach.!
!
Schema'for'metadata'fields''(for!database!and!rich!text!format!megadata!files)!
Fields' Data'!!!
Contributor! Name!of!person!who!supplied!the!file/!image!
Creator/artist! Name!of!person!who!created!content!
Date! Date!(Year/month/day)!
Folder!Description! See!thesauri!for!guidance.!Describes!the!contents!&!material!within!the!folder,!
including!major!subject!matter.!
Format! Physical!or!digital!manifestation!of!resource.!
Location!(if!relevant)! Locations!depicted!in!image.!
Names! Names!of!persons!that!have!significant!relationship!with!the!image!eg.!Avon!
Hudson!(for!archive!image)!
NF!project/activity! See!thesaurus!for!project/activity!guidance.!
Copyright!information! In/out!of!copyright.!Permission!status!relating!for!copy/cite.!Permission!status!of!
people!in!the!image.!
Storage! Location!of!original!item/!digitized!image!or!file.!Will!relate!to!folder!references!in!
general!(not!specific!pathways).!
Key!words! Tags.!Aiming!to!generate!a!consistent!&!searchable!list!
NF!uses!to!date! Where!possible,!include!any!known!NF!uses!to!date.!
'
BackPup'procedures'and'resources'
The!procedure!for!backIup!and!longIterm!storage!for!NFs!content!is!still!coordinated!by!Ellise!in!cooperation!
with!team.!Current!NFs!hardware!includes:!!! 3!portable!hard!drives!1TB!(for!artists!to!take!to!residencies!for!backup)!!! 1!‘rugged’!hard!drive!2TB!(for!backup)!NF#Shuttle!!! multiple!solid!state/dock!hard!drive!2I3TB!(principal!storage!hard!drives)!with!LD,!EB,!JB,!PB!
Management'beyond'the'life'of'the'Nuclear'Futures'program'
At!the!completion!of!the!NF!program!there!are!several!necessary!actions:!!! meeting!between!Alphaville!and!key!contributors!to!renew!agreement!about!the!future!storage!and!
terms!of!use!for!content!!! artists!are!requested!to!go!through!their!material!and!nominate!any!content!that!could!become!open!
source!or!part!of!creative!commons!(with!their!preferred!licenses)!enabling!long!term!public!access!to!
selected!NF!generated!creative!content.!!! content!relevant!to!particular!archive!or!creative!collections!in!external!institutions/!platforms!to!be!
reviewed,!and!where!possible,!with!artist/creator!permissions!material!can!be!displayed,!licensed!or!
donated.!Eg:!material!on!Avon!could!be!donated!to!SLSA!collection.!!! Donation!or!licensing!of!content!relevant!to!particular!communities!or!families!may!need!to!be!
negotiated!with!contributor/artist.!!! An!updated!list!of!contact!details!for!all!artists/contributors!of!the!NF!content!needs!to!be!included!on!
the!hard!drive,!with!agreement!status!regarding!longIterm!housing!and!use!included.!
!
**********************!
!
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!Section(A:(Article(6(( Archive(framework(
Title:'NFPI!Archive!framework'
Content'author:!E.Barkley!
Date:!February,!2014!
Description:!Example!of!early!plans!created!as!part!of!READ!planning,!this!one!for!guiding!Nuclear!
Futures’!approach!for!archive!development,!documentation!and!wide!dissemination.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Planning,!documentation!and!legacy!goals(
(Note:!SLSA!refers!to!State!Library!of!South!Australia.)!
!
!
!
!
!
! !
NFPI&Archive&framework&
Research& &Archive&process&
&
•  generate&new&material,&footage,&interviews&
•  uAlise&private&and&public&archives,&sources&
•  idenAfy&NFPI&relevance&across&projects&
•  refer&to&SLSA&and&NFPI&collecAon&guides&
•  access&to&SLSA&mentoring& &equipment&
•  undertaken&by&arAsts,&researchers& &NFPI&
community&archivist&
•  Create&community&engagement& &skill&
development&opportuniAes&
•  DigiAse&copy&material&where&possible&
State&Library&of&SA&collecEon&
&
•  priority&themes/&series&
•  SA&oriented&
•  complies&with&standards&
•  donaAon&process/&agreement&
•  public& &embargoed&content&
&
NFPI&archive/&resources&
&
•  creaAve&research&materials&
available&for&all&NFPI&projects&
•  online&community&archive&
(with&donor&consent)&
•  public& &embargoed&content&
Other&forums/&distribuEon&
&
•  copies&given&to&donors,&
families&or&partners&
•  NaAonal&archives&
•  potenAal&educaAon/&
curriculum&resources&
Documentary&materials/&resources&
Processing/&forma[ng&if&required&
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!Section(A:(Article(7(( Permissions/(Release(form(
Title:'Release!form!
Content'author:!E.Barkley,!courtesy!of!Alphaville!
Date:!November,!2013!
Description:!Example!of!a!consent!form!used!for!documentation!activities!(for!the!project).!
Purpose'for'READ:!READ!planning!and!support!structures(
Release'Form'
Nuclear!Futures!/Alphaville!(Creative!Arts!partnership)!!
Letter!of!agreement!about!photos,!video!and/or!sound!recording!
Name:.......................................................................................................!
Address:...................................................................………………………………!(Postcode)……….!
Email:........................................................!!Phone:........................................................!
!Best!contact!is!via!local!Balaklava!Coordinator!
Alphaville!(Nuclear!Futures)!is!seeking!permission!to!use!and!share!your!photo,!video!or!sound!
recording!publicly!for!promoting!Balaklava!Community!Arts!Project!and!for!future!promotion.!
Material!may!also!be!used!in!artworks!for!public!presentation!via!the!Nuclear!Futures!program.!
'
By'signing'this'form,'you'are'giving'permission'for'this'material'to'be'shared'via'public'display,'social'
media,'website/internet,'printed'material,'film'and'television.'
!
We!are!asking!for!your!permission!to!use!a!photo,!video!or!sound!recording!that!contains!your!
words!and/or!image:!
1.! As!background!research!material!for!promotion!and!art!works.!
2.! As!part!of!a!public!display,!film,!video,!or!website!presentation.!!
Note:!the!material!will!need!to!be!edited!for!this!purpose.!!!
3.! As!part!of!an!archive!of!material!to!be!kept!for!the!use!of!genuine!researchers!and!historians.!!
4.! For!use!in!audio!or!written!form!or!images!for!promotion!and!documentation!of!the!Balaklava!
Community!Arts!Project!and!the!Nuclear!Futures!partnerships.!
!
Please'delete'any'of'the'above'uses'that'you'do'not'want'to'authorize.''
__________!
•! I!agree!to!the!material!being!used!in!the!above!ways,!except!those!deleted.!
•! I!also!agree!that!copyright!in!the!material!will!be!owned!jointly!by!myself!and!Alphaville!(Nuclear!
Futures),!and!that!such!copyright!is!licensed!and!assigned!to!Alphaville!(Nuclear!Futures),!for!the!uses!
listed!above.!
•! I!do/!do!not!give!my!permission!for!my!name!to!be!attributed!to!extracts!from!the!recordings/material.!
(if!relevant)!
•! I!will!receive!a!copy!of!the!recording!and!of!the!edited!presentation!and!be!able!to!comment!on!these.!
(for!extended!interviews)!
•! Alphaville!(Nuclear!Futures)!will!delete!material!from!the!recording!and!presentation!at!my!request.!!!
•! I!will!be!consulted!about!any!use!of!the!material!other!than!listed!above.!
!
Signed!..........................................................!on.............................!(date)!
(if!under!18!years!of!age,!permission!must!be!signed!by!parent/!guardian)!
Countersigned................................................!!on..............................(date)!
(On!behalf!of!Nuclear!Futures)!!
For!more!information!contact!>>>>>>!Contact!details!for!Alphaville!(Nuclear!Futures)!is!>>>>>.!!
[modified!for!privacy!reasons]!
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!!
Balaklava!Community!
Theatre!Project!
!
2014!!
!
DRAFT!
!
Nuclear!Futures!Partnership!Initiative!
www.nuclearfutures.net!
!!
!
!
!
This project has been assisted by the 
Australian Government through the  
Australia Council, its arts funding  
and advisory body.
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!
αlphαville pty ltd
28 Denison Road, Lewisham, NSW
ABN/GST 67094748213 
NUCLEAR FUTURES PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE (NFPI) 
BALAKLAVA COMMUNITY THEATRE PROJECT 
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What!we!plan!to!do!
Working!in!partnership,!the!Australia!Nuclear!Veterans!Association!(ANVA),!members!of!the!
Wakefield!Community!(especially!its!youth)!and!SydneyAbased!production!company!Alphaville!
will!create!a!communityAbased!performance!at!Balaklava!in!rural!South!Australia!during!2014.!!
The!key!activities!will!include!an!Arts!Residency!program!using!community!and!cultural!
development!processes,!collaborative!and!communityAdriven!arts!development,!and!
showcases/!performances.!!!
The!Balaklava!community!theatre!work,!which!will!be!multiAarts!and!multiAplatform,!will!share!
the!stories!of!veterans!and!their!families!affected!by!British!nuclear!testing!in!South!Australia,!
and!explore!the!relevance!and!impact!of!South!Australia’s!nuclear!history!and!its!future,!for!
new!generations.!!
In!one!sense,!the!project!is!therefore!a!‘meeting’!between!the!veterans!community,!Balaklava’s!
youth!community!and!creative!artists.!But!the!project!also!aims!to!make!a!more!general!
contribution!to!youth!community!activities!and!interAgenerational!connections!in!Balaklava!and!
Wakefield.!!
During!the!project,!a!cohort!of!experienced!creative!artists!(representing!several!fields)!will!visit!
Balaklava!to!work!with!community!participants!in!the!research,!script!development,!digital!
content!generation!and!performance/installation!of!the!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!Project.!!
In!developing!this!original!creative!work,!themes!relating!to!our!‘nuclear!futures’!will!be!
explored,!as!one!of!what!could!be!several!topics!of!interest!to!participants.!We!will!use!
documentary,!verbatim!and!multiAmedia!art!techniques.!Underpinning!the!work!will!be!an!
approach!that!draws!on!existing!strengths!and!prioritises!skill!sharing,!local!experience,!shared!
decisionAmaking,!cultural!sensitivity!and!locationAspecific!story!telling.!
The!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!Project!is!nested!within!a!wider!ranging!Nuclear!Futures!
Partnership!Initiative!(NFPI).!This!initiative!is!a!threeAyear!collaboration!across!Australia,!Japan,!
UK!and!India,!involving!linked!multiAarts!and!cultural!activity,!grounded!in!community!projects!
that!use!Community!Arts!and!Cultural!Development!!(CACD)!processes.!!
The!creative!work!for!the!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!Project!will!be!extended!to!reach!a!
wider!audience!via!showcases!in!several!Australian!capital!cities!in!2015!and!then!overseas,!as!
part!of!the!broader!Nuclear!Futures!Partnership!Initiative.!!
At!the!same!time,!the!work!in!Balaklava!will!help!to!seed!further!cultural!activity!in!Wakefield!
region!–!using!creative!arts!to!tell!local!stories!and!address!local!issues.!!
Why!we’re!doing!it!
In!the!South!Australian!desert!between!1953!and!1963,!with!the!agreement!of!Prime!Minister!
Menzies,!nine!atomic!bombs!and!hundreds!of!‘minor’!experiments!were!trialed!at!the!BritishA
run!nuclear!testing!sites!at!Emu!and!Maralinga.!Three!bombs!were!also!exploded!at!Monte!
Bello!Islands!in!WA.!!
The!impacts!of!these!experiments!continue!to!play!out!in!the!ill!health!and!changed!lives!of!
both!Aboriginal!and!nonAAboriginal!communities,!who!were!exposed!to!or!involved!in!the!tests,!
over!multiple!generations.!The!tests!have!also!left!a!deepAfuture!legacy!of!environmental!
contamination.!
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The!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!Project!continues!a!tradition!of!creative!artists!responding!
to!the!bomb!tests!and!their!legacies.!The!impulse!for!new!work!comes!from!the!renewed!
efforts!by!veterans’!communities,!against!all!odds,!to!seek!compensation!and!recognition;!from!
new!evidence!about!the!long!range!impacts!of!atomic!tests;!from!the!drive!towards!resilience!
and!cultural!development!amongst!atomic!survivors;!and!from!the!urgency!to!work!with!the!
last!surviving!veterans.!!
The!project!addresses!enduring!global!concerns!about!weapons!testing!and!the!nuclear!
industry!generally,!while!asserting!the!resilience!of!survivor!communities.!Thematically!it!will!
also!explore!the!role!of!science!in!the!contemporary!world,!and!human!responsibility!towards!
the!legacy!of!nuclear!radiation!destined!to!endure!over!very!long!(eg.10,000!year)!timescales.!!
What!we!hope!to!achieve!
The!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!project!aims!to:!
• Develop!an!original!performanceAbased!creative!work,!producing!a!dynamic!and!
digitally!embed!performance!piece!relevant!to!the!communities!and!multiple!
generations!involved.!
• Develop!effective!strategic!community!partnerships!and!new!collaborations,!involving!a!
mix!of!arts!and!nonAarts!partners,!to!promote!community!access!and!engagement!in!
the!arts!in!the!Wakefield!Regional!Council!area.!
• Build!capacity!of!local!champions!for!youthAled!arts!activities,!through!provision!of!skills!
development!and!capacity!building.!
• Celebrate!the!community!resilience!of!SA’s!nuclear!veterans!communities!and!explore!
connections!with!global!atomic!survivor!communities!and!events.!
• Assist!the!development!of!a!new!archive!collection!for!the!longAterm!storage!of!the!
significant!oral!histories!and!records!of!SA’s!atomic!history.!
• Lay!the!groundwork!for!subsequent!touring!during!and!beyond!2015!to!venues!
accessible!to!other!atomic!survivor!communities,!enabling!SA!artists!and!communities!
to!showcase!their!work!to!wider!audiences.!
• Provide!opportunities!for!participating!artists!to!advance!their!practice!and!develop!
new!skills,!networks!and!partnerships!for!future!creative!practice.!
• Contribute!towards!partnership!development!between!institutions!and!organisations!
able!to!offer!services!of!longAterm!relevance!for!the!nuclear!veterans!communities,!and!
Balaklava!young!people!interested!in!the!arts,!that!will!continue!beyond!the!
completion!of!the!project.!
Here’s!the!plan!so!far….!
Spreading!the!word!
By!about!the!middle!of!February,!we!will!have!further!developed!the!network!of!people!
involved!in!the!project,!and!we!will!extend!the!invitation!to!a!wide!range!of!community!groups.!
We!will!also!establish!a!steering!group!for!the!project.!
Visioning!Exercise!(February!or!March!2014)!
As!a!starting!point!we!plan!to!run!a!one!day!workshop!that!asks!whoever!wants!to!be!involved!
about!their!vision!of!the!project.!This!will!be!facilitated!by!our!steering!group!and!key!artists,!to!
establish!values,!goals,!criteria!for!success,!themes,!approach!and!timetable.!
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Balaklava!residency!and!project!development!!(MaySOctober!2014)!
Facilitated!by!creative!artists!across!a!range!of!practices!(SA!and!national),!the!residency!will!be!
led!by!SA!Director/Facilitator!Teresa!Crea.!The!Balaklava!residency!will!bring!together!writers,!
digital!artists,!performers,!designers,!researchers,!activists!and!local!communities!for!a!
collaborative!process!of!research,!development!and!ultimately!a!performance!and!installation!
of!creative!works.!The!project!will!also!generate!digital!and!website!related!content!and!seed!
other!activities!within!the!Nuclear!Futures!Partnership!Initiative.!
!
The!key!creative!team!will!be!visiting!Balaklava!over!an!extended!period,!with!preparations,!
workshops,!presentations!and!followAup!work!extending!across!much!of!2014.!We!will!
undertake:!!
• Skills!development!workshops!(public!and!targeted!audiences)!on!creative!research!
processes,!leadership,!writing,!performing,!script!development,!photography,!multiA
platform!presentation,!and!digital!design.!
• Script!and!resource!development,!using!faceAtoAface!and!online!participatory!
processes.!
• YouthAled!engagement!opportunities!including!‘Meet!the!Artist’!events!for!secondary!
school!and!public!audiences.!
• Archival!and!oral!history!activities!using!community!and!cultural!development!
processes!to!preserve!and!curate!historical!evidence!and!community!anecdotes:!
Unearthed!material!and!collected!oral!histories!will!inform!the!communityAbased!
creative!process.!!
• Preliminary!showings!of!workAinAprogress!to!communities!and!community!partners!for!
feedback!(includes!audience!development).!
• Evaluation!and!forward!planning!of!showcases!and!future!cultural!activity!in!
Balaklava/Wakefield.!
!
Beyond!Balaklava:!South!Australian!and!other!showcases!of!creative!work!!!!!!!!!!
(2014S2016)!!
We!are!planning!showcases!that!grow!from!the!Balaklava!project!and!also!other!projects!within!
the!Nuclear!Futures!Program.!So,!apart!from!preliminary!presentations!in!Balaklava,!and!postA
showcase!collective!reflection!processes!for!participants!and!partners,!we!also!imagine…!
• Continued!collaboration!between!SA!artists,!strategic!community!partners,!
stakeholders,!our!steering!group,!and!local!Balaklava!Arts!communities.!!
• ReAdevelopment!of!the!Balaklava!work,!and!rehearsal!of!a!multiAmedia!showcase!of!
audio!visual!presentations,!installations,!digital!art,!acted!scenes!and!performance!art!
resulting!from!the!communityAcohort!processes.!!
• At!least!one!final!presentation!in!proximity!to!the!Wakefield!communities!involved,!
probably!in!Balaklava!itself,!with!a!community!presentation!of!‘behind!the!scenes’!
documentation!and!curated!archives.!
• Adelaide!performances!(potentially!5!shows),!early!to!mid!2015,!possibly!in!conjunction!
with!the!2015!Adelaide!Festival.!!
• Reflection,!evaluation,!analysis!and!documentation,!which!informs!the!longer!term!
plans!for!showcase!and!multiAplatform!presentations!elsewhere!in!Australia!and!
internationally!(through!the!wider!Nuclear!Futures!Partnership!Initiative).!
!
!
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!
Project!Partners!!
The!project!is!driven!by!partnerships!involving!arts!and!nonAarts!organisations!(see!overleaf!for!
selected!partner!descriptions!and!key!creative!personnel).!Below!is!a!summary!of!partners.!
Community!Partners!
Australian!Nuclear!Veterans!Association!!
Wakefield!Youth!Advisory!Committee!!
Creative!Personnel!!
Paul!Brown,!Creative!Producer!(Alphaville)!
Teresa!Crea,!Director/Facilitator!!
John!Romeril,!Playwright!
Avon!Hudson,!writer/!archivist!(and!nuclear!veteran)!
Linda!Dement,!MultiAplatform!designer!
Jessie!Boylan,!Photographer!(Atomic!Photographers!Guild)!!
Partner!Institutions!
Wakefield!Regional!Council!(phase!one)!
State!Library!of!South!Australia!!
Funding!Partners!
Arts!South!Australia!
Australia!Council!for!the!Arts!
Strategic!Alliances!
British!Nuclear!Test!Veterans!Association!!
Global!Hibakusha!Project!!
Hiroshima!Peace!Institute!!
In!Place!of!War/Manchester!University!!
Murdoch!University!!
Queensland!University!of!Technology!!
!
Steering!group!
Effective!collaboration,!community!involvement,!playAmaking!and!cultural!development,!will!be!
guided!by!the!project’s!Steering!Group.!This!committee!will!oversee!the!broad!coordination,!
administration,!ethical!considerations,!and!protocols!(i.e.!for!working!with!young!people!and!
shared!copyright/ownership);!as!well!as!managing!processes!for!reflection,!evaluation,!analysis!
and!documentation.!Representatives!from!ANVA,!Youth!Advisory!Committee!and!Alphaville!are!
the!initial!steering!group!members.!We!are!also!in!the!process!of!inviting!representation!from!
key!SA!advisors!and!stakeholders,!such!as!arts!organizations!and!local!groups.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Partner!descriptions!and!key!creative!personnel!
!
ALPHAVILLE!(HOST!ORGANISATION:!NUCLEAR!FUTURES!PARTNERSHIP!INITIATIVE)!!
Alphaville!is!a!Sydney!based!production!company!specialising!in!community!arts!projects!that!have!
environmental!themes,!working!across!local,!national!and!international!contexts.!Previous!projects!have!
included!Half%a%Life!a!verbatim!play!made!with!veterans!of!British!Nuclear!Testing,!and!Sixty%Thousand%
Barrels!a!community!engagement!project,!then!an!observational!documentary!film!made!with!the!
Botany!community!about!its!struggle!with!toxic!industrial!waste.!Alphaville’s!creative!producer,!Paul!
Brown,!is!a!scriptwriter!and!filmmaker!specializing!in!verbatim!theatre!and!documentary!film,!and!has!
also!had!a!twentyAyear!career!in!academia!as!a!practitioner,!researcher!and!teacher!in!environmental!
studies!and!creative!arts.!Members!of!the!Alphaville!project!team!have!worked!with!Australia’s!nuclear!
veterans!for!a!decade.!Within!the!wider!Nuclear!Futures!Partnership!Initiative,!Alphaville!takes!the!lead!
in!a!‘hub’!that!provides!overall!coordination!and!strategic!development!including!planning!and!funding.!
http://www.nuclearfutures.net/!!
!
AUSTRALIAN!NUCLEAR!VETERANS!ASSOCIATION!(ANVA)!
The!Australian!Nuclear!Veterans!Association!(ANVA)!came!into!being!in!the!early!1970’s.!At!first,!it!
consisted!of!a!group!of!men!who!had!shared!the!experience!of!serving!at!Maralinga,!South!Australia.!As!
time!went!by!many!of!the!men!suffered!a!set!of!health!problems!they!considered!could!be!traced!back!
to!their!service!during!the!British!run!atomic!tests.!ANVA!consolidated!and!formalised!its!organisation!for!
advocacy!and!legal!objectives,!and!membership!was!opened!to!all!who!had!served!at!any!of!the!three!
locations!in!Australia!where!British!nuclear!weapons!tests!took!place:!the!Monte!Bello!Islands,!Emu!Clay!
pan!and!Maralinga.!Four!decades!on,!the!ANVA!is!in!transition,!as!nuclear!veterans!become!fewer!as!the!
years!go!by.!The!legacy!and!stories!of!the!ANVA!remain!a!significant,!yet!somewhat!obscured,!narrative!
informing!contemporary!understandings!of!Australia’s!historical,!political!and!cultural!association!with!
the!nuclear!and!atomic!industry.!As!well!providing!national!links!to!a!number!of!Australia’s!surviving!
veteran!communities,!the!partnership!with!ANVA’s!SouthAAustralian!outfit!in!particular!offers!extensive!
support!towards!the!community!archive!curation!and!valuable!access!to!materials,!facilities,!networks!
and!interviewees!during!the!creative!research!process.!
!
STATE!LIBRARY!OF!SOUTH!AUSTRALIA!(SLSA)!
The!State!Library!of!South!Australia!(SLSA)!is!the!largest!public!reference!library!in!South!Australia!and!
plays!a!primary!role!in!the!collection!and!preservation!of!information!about!South!Australia’s!cultural!
heritage.!The!partnership!with!SLSA!offers!the!project!an!institutional!means!of!preserving!the!archival!
material!unearthed!during!the!project,!which!SLSA!endorses!as!having!potential!national!significance.!
Ensuring!that!nuclear!veteran!stories!and!records!of!Australia’s!atomic!bomb!tests!are!preserved,!means!
future!artists,!historians,!the!wider!public!and!future!generations!can!access!and!engage!with!this!
important!content.!SLSA’s!role!in!the!archival!curation!will!involve!developing!a!new!collection!about!
SA’s!atomic!history!(no!collection!currently!exists),!as!well!as!providing!the!necessary!inAtheAfield!
expertise!and!equipment!to!ensure!archival!quality!collection.!http://www.slsa.sa.gov.au!!
!
WAKEFIELD!REGIONAL!COUNCIL!
The!Wakefield!Regional!Council!is!one!of!the!largest!regional!councils!north!of!Adelaide,!and!was!
established!in!1997!as!a!result!of!the!amalgamation!of!the!former!BlythASnowtown!and!Wakefield!Plains!
District!Councils.!The!art!and!production!sector!is!very!well!regarded!in!the!Wakefield!Regional!Council!
area,!with!Balaklava!being!a!strong!and!significant!cultural!hub.!Wakefield!Regional!Council’s!support!of!
and!input!into!the!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!Project!will!ground!community!and!cultural!
development!activities!within!the!local!context,!aligned!with!regional!and!state!objectives,!and!ensure!
the!project!complements!the!existing!program!of!Arts!and!cultural!events!already!undertaken!in!the!
area.!!http://www.wakefieldrc.sa.gov.au!!
!
!
!
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!
YOUTH!ADVISORY!COMMUNITY!(YAC)!
The!Youth!Advisory!Committee!is!made!up!of!young!people,!aged!12A25,!from!within!the!Wakefield!
Regional!Council!area.!Set!up!to!positively!promote!and!engage!young!people,!the!YAC!is!a!group!‘run!by!
young!people!for!young!people’.!The!interests!of!YAC!members!and!their!wider!network!are!diverse,!
with!the!group!organising!recreational,!sporting,!and!arts/!cultural!activities!throughout!the!year!
(including!school!holiday!events!for!young!people!and!community!events!open!to!all!ages).!YAC!also!
provides!a!formal!channel!for!a!‘youth!voice’!to!feed!into!key!Council’s!decisions!that!affect!young!
people!in!the!area,!with!YAC!inputting!into!this!process!via!monthly!meetings.!For!the!Balaklava!
Community!Theatre!Project,!YAC!is!poised!to!potentially!play!a!number!of!important!roles,!from!direct!
involvement!in!the!decisionAmaking!shaping!the!community!and!cultural!development!program,!to!
contributing!handsAon!as!potential!youth!leaders!and!participants!in!creative!arts!activities.!
http://www.wakefieldrc.sa.gov.au/page.aspx?u=130!!
!
Profile!of!Key!Creative!Personnel!!
All!creative!artists!have!been!engaged!because!they!have!expertise!in!community!and!cultural!
development!processes.!The!cohort!comprises!leading!artists!from!diverse!fields,!creating!a!stimulating!
forum!for!interdisciplinary!learning,!exchange,!experimentation!and!exploration!of!the!socioAcultural!
dimensions!of!practice.!!
TERESA!CREA!!(Director/Facilitator)!
Teresa!is!a!leading!South!Australian!writer!and!director!and!artist!in!community.!Trained!in!film!and!
theatre,!she!coAfounded!Australia's!first!professionally!recognised!bicultural!performance!company,!
Doppio!Teatro,!in!1983.!She!devised!many!bilingual!works!with!the!company,!several!of!which!toured!
nationally!and!internationally.!Both!the!company!and!Teresa!herself!have!received!national!awards!for!
their!seminal!contribution!to!multiculturalism!in!the!arts.!Working!with!large!interdisciplinary!teams!has!
required!her!to!act!as!a!translator,!mediator,!negotiator!and!curator.!As!a!creator!and!director,!Teresa!
has!found!herself!working!with!an!increasingly!broad!spectrum!of!artists,!and!making!work!across!a!
variety!of!platforms.!Recent!projects!include!The!Kent!Town!/City!of!Norwood!community!conversation!
about!the!city!and!art.!She!was!awarded!a!New!Media!Arts!Fellowship!in!2003.!!
!
JOHN!ROMERIL!(Playwright%in%residence)!
John!is!a!prolific!writer!and!leading!Australian!playwright.!The!recipient!of!many!grants!and!awards,!in!
1993–96!he!secured!an!Australian!Artists’!Creative!Fellowship.!!His!early!plays!include!the!major!works!I%
Don’t%Know%Who%To%Feel%Sorry%For,%Chicago,%Chicago!and!The%Floating%World.!Other!plays!are!Mrs%Thally%
F,%Carboni,%The%Kelly%Dance,%Lost%Weekend,%Black%Cargo,%Bring%Down%the%House,%Doing%the%Block!and!Red%
Sun%Red%Earth.!More!recent!works!are!Love%Suicides!and!Miss%Tanaka.!John!was!scriptwriter!for!One%
Night%the%Moon,!filmed!in!the!Flinders!Ranges,!and!he!has!a!number!of!other!film!and!television!credits.!
He!has!been!PlaywrightAinAResidence!for!many!theatre!companies!and!tertiary!institutions!and!served!as!
Chair!of!the!Australian!National!Playwrights’!Centre.!In!2003!he!received!the!inaugural!ANPC!Award!for!
Australian!playwrights!who!have!made!a!significant!contribution!to!national!theatre!and!culture,!and!in!
2012!he!won!the!Green!Room!Lifetime!Achievement!Award.!His!most!recent!community!play!is!Dancing%
The%Line,!for!the!Torres!Strait!Islander!Railway!History!Group!2007A2012.!!
!
PAUL!BROWN!(Alphaville%Creative%Producer)%!
In!parallel!with!his!successful!twentyAyear!academic!career,!Paul!has!worked!extensively!in!community!
development!contexts,!through!cultural!activities,!research,!and!creative!writing.!He!coAfounded!Urban!
Theatre!Projects!(then!Death!Defying!Theatre)!in!1980,!and!worked!for!four!years!as!
organizer/writer/performer.!He!later!coAwrote!and!developed!a!series!of!eventAstyle!community!theatre!
works!for!Murray!River!Performing!Group!and!Theatreworks,!and!he!has!been!a!scriptwriter!for!radio!
and!television.!Paul!wrote!and!facilitated!Australia’s!first!fullAlength!verbatim!play!Aftershocks,!made!
with!the!Newcastle!Workers!Club!community.!He!also!adapted!this!into!an!award!winning!film.!He!is!the!
author!of!Half%a%Life!(2003A7)!a!verbatim!play!made!with!Australian!and!British!veterans,!which!was!
nominated!in!2006!for!Best!Community!Play!by!the!Australian!Writers!Guild;!author/editor!of!Verbatim:%
staging%memory%and%community;!and!coAauthor!(with!Deborah!Mills)!of!Art%and%Wellbeing.!!
!
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AVON!HUDSON!(Steering%committee,%ANVA%liaison,%community%archivist,%writer)!
Avon!is!a!veteran!of!British!nuclear!testing!who!served!at!Maralinga!and!Woomera!in!the!1950s!and!60s.!
As!a!leader!within!the!Australian!Nuclear!Veterans!Association!(ANVA),!he!has!been!a!prominent!
advocate!for!recognition!and!compensation!for!Australia’s!nuclear!veterans’!community,!and!has!
campaigned!very!publically!to!bring!attention!to!the!history!and!the!national!implications!of!British!
nuclear!testing.!Avon!is!also!an!artist!and!author:!He!is!a!wood!turner!and!a!collector!and!designer!of!
clocks;!and!he!has!coAauthored!a!book!on!the!experiences!of!nuclear!veterans!and!their!families!titled!
Beyond%Belief:%the%British%bomb%tests:%Australia’s%veterans%speak%out.!For!over!thirty!years,!Avon!has!also!
played!a!key!civic!role!in!the!Balaklava!community,!having!been!a!member!of!Wakefield!Council,!and!
engaged!with!a!wide!range!of!community!organisations!and!civic!projects.!!
!
LINDA!DEMENT!(Designer/%MultiRmedia%Artist/Facilitator)!
Linda!is!a!multiAmedia!artist!specialising!in!arts!computing!since!the!1980s!and!is!internationally!
recognized!for!interactive,!online,!installation!and!augmented!reality!artwork.!Her!interactive!and!still!
image!work!has!been!widely!exhibited!internationally!and!locally,!including!at!the!Institute!of!
Contemporary!Art,!London,!Arts!Electronica,!Austria,!the!International!Symposia!of!Electronic!Art,!
Sydney!and!Montreal!and!at!Impakt!Media!Arts!Festivals!in!Europe.!Twice!winner!of!the!National!Digital!
Art!Award,!she!has!also!been!awarded!a!New!Media!Arts!Fellowship!by!the!Australia!Council!for!the!Arts.!
Recent!projects!include:!Killing%the%Host,!augmented!reality!for!smartphone!located!at!the!Bundanon!
Trust!property;!Bloodbath,!a!collaborative!project!by!Bump,!in!association!with!the!Sydney!Roller!Derby!
community;!Moving%Forest,!an!installation!and!12!hour!operatic!networked!event!by!AKA!the!Castle!for!
Berlin’s!Transmediale!festival!and!reAdeveloped!for!London!in!2012.!
!
JESSIE!BOYLAN!(Photographer/%Facilitator)!
Jessie!is!a!photomedia!artist!based!in!Melbourne!and!is!currently!making!work!about!the!ongoing!legacy!
of!the!nuclear!age!in!Australia.!She!has!previously!worked!in!South!Australia!photographing!nuclear!sites!
in!collaboration!with!nuclear!veterans!and!has!exhibited!in!several!solo!and!group!shows!in!Australia!and!
internationally.!Jessie!was!a!finalist!in!the!Spirit!of!Youth!Awards,!2009,!the!Josephine!Ulrick!&!Win!
Schubert!Photography!Award,!2007!&!2009,!the!Head!On!Alternative!Portrait!Awards,!2009!&!2010,!and!
the!Friends!of!the!Earth!International!Photography!Competition,!2009.!She!held!an!Australia!Council!
ArtsStart!Grant!in!2010.!She!is!a!member!of!the!Atomic!Photographers!Guild,!which!has!26!members!
worldAwide,!aiming!to!render!visible!all!aspects!of!the!nuclear!age.!!Her!recent!work!includes:!Behind%the%
Atom%Curtain,%Life%and%Death%in%the%Nuclear%Age%(2012),%with!the!Atomic!Photographers!Guild,!exhibited!
in!Perth,!Canberra,!Washington,!Colorado,!Philadelphia!and!Brazil!and!Maralinga%Pieces%(2012),%shown!at!
the!Byron!Bay!International!Film!Festival,!the!International!Uranium!Film!Festival!in!Rio!De!Janeiro,!for!
the!Desert!Equinox!Exhibition!at!Broken!Hill,!and!as!Official!Selection!for!the!SoCal!Film!Festival,!
California.!
Notes!on!other!creative!personnel!
• We!will!appoint!three!other!South!Australian!creative!artists!to!the!team:!an!artist!experienced!
in!sound!design!and!music,!and!two!other!artist/facilitators.!
• Community!Archivist!roles!will!be!taken!by!members!of!the!Balaklava!community.!They!will!be!
mentored!by!oral!historian!and!archivist!staff!from!the!State!Library!of!South!Australia.!
• The!project!will!also!be!supported!by!visiting!artists!and!researchers,!including!Bo!Jacobs!from!
the!Hiroshima!Peace!Institute!and!Mick!Broderick,!new!media!artist!and!academic!from!
Murdoch!University.!Both!are!coAordinators!of!the!Global!Hibakusha!Project!(‘Hibakusha’!is!the!
Japanese!word!for!‘atomic!survivor’).!!
!
!
!
*******************!
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!Section(B:(Article(9(( Photo(overview((
Title:!Reflection!photo!summary!
Content!author:!see!below!
Date:!2013I!2015!
Description:!Various!images!of!individual!and!collection!reflection!for!READ!application.!
Purpose!for!READ:!Reflection!strategy,!overlaps!with!evaluation!and!documentation(
!
Reflection!photo!summary!
!
!
!
!
! (
!
!
!
!
Above!(left!and!right):!Creative!team!members!did!
reflective!practice!using!a!range!of!video,!audio!and!
written!methods,!submitting!selfIdirected!and!semiI
guided!reflection!content.!Depending!on!when!
reflections!were!submitted,!data!was!used!as!
formative!and!summative!data!for!decisionImaking!
and!creative!development.!Photos!by!Jessie!Boylan.!
!
Left:!For!some!school!sessions!miniIreflections!were!
done!in!pairs!ahead!of!completing!individual!
evaluation!forms!and!a!collective!reflective!
discussion.!Photo!by!Tania!Safi.!
!
!
!
Left:!Creative!team!members!asked!Avon!(community!
partner)!his!reflections!on!previous!social!justice!
campaigns!and!artwork!made!conveying!the!stories!
of!Australian!atomic!legacies!to!inform!the!direction!
of!artImaking!within!the!broader!context!of!artists!
responding!to!the!bomb.!Photo!by!Jessie!Boylan.!
!
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!Section(B:(Article(10(( Formative(data(from(reflection((
Title:!SelfIdirected!written!reflection!
Content!author:!Withheld!for!privacy!
Date:!February,!2015!
Description:!Examples!of!a!formative!data!generated!from!reflection!by!a!creative!team!member!
after!a!skills!development!session!with!a!documentation!mentor,!including!design!ideas!for!READ!
approach!for!Balaklava;!and!reflective!notes!via!observation!during!READ!implementation.!
Purpose!for!READ:!Reflection!data!collection(
Example!1!(excerpt):!PostI!video!and!cinematography!skills!development!June!05,!2014,!Sydney!with!
an!key!artist!and!mentor!film!maker.!
Jane and I discussed the different purposes and use of video for the NF project. We identified a 
number of different ways in which video is, and can be, used for NF: 
1. Documentation 
2. Webisodes 
3. Documentary film 
4. Artwork 
5. Projections for theatre 
 
1. Documentation:  
This type of video work can be more simplistic, or complex, whilst being able to identify the uses of 
documentation; this could be documenting the development of the theatre piece, i.e.  !! Avon and John discussions  !! Teresa and AH, JR, etc. in Balaklava !! Documentation of NF meetings and discussions !! Balaklava community art/engagement processes !! Balaklava community component of theatre development !! Documentation of showcases !! Documentation of workshops like Marshall Islands, Balaklava, etc.  
 
This type of documentation can be used for the website, grant reporting and acquittals, presentations 
about NF, use in future promos, etc.  
 
2. Webisodes: 
 
The websiodes idea is to make short 2-5 minute edited video pieces of selected components of NF 
projects. For example: !! A webisode on the community participation in the theatre production !! A webisode on the beginnings of the theatre rehearsals !! A webisode on ‘women and the landscape’ in Balaklava and the photography workshops (I 
don’t know how this would work as I would be running the workshops) – this could be done 
throughout the Balak processes with women and once the exhibition is up on the walls to 
show a complete work !! Webisode of the Marshall Islands workshops 
 
3. Documentary Film: TBC 
 
4. Artwork: 
This type of video is for making artwork that may be incorporated into 
exhibitions/installations/collaborations for web, touring shows, etc. This could be new work around 
Maralinga, The Marshall Islands, etc. Ongoing. 
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!5. Projections: 
JR and TC could begin identifying ways in which video and multimedia could be used as projections 
in the theatre piece. Some documentation and artwork could fit into this section – otherwise new work 
could be made.  
--  
Once we discussed the different types of uses for video we focused on mainly documentation and 
webisodes as they were what is mostly being done currently.  
 
We discussed different skills and techniques for making short videos: !! Creating ‘scenes’ for webisodes; how to get enough and the right shots to correctly ‘describe’ 
a scene.  !! How to document important voice content without a radio mic !! Use of different angles and distances !! Creative techniques once the basics are covered !! Generally there is 20 mins of filming to 1 min of use !! How to pre-empt scenarios !! Crossing ‘the line’ 
 
Jane had lined up a subject and event/scenario that we could go and film and then cut as a short video; 
this was about a local teacher/community worker at a local school and what she did in part of a day. 
They wanted to be able to use it for the website.  
 
We met the teacher who we instantly began filming as she was preparing fruit to bring into the 
classrooms, the purpose of the film was to highlight her character, but also that the school was a great 
place for a diversity of students who come from mostly disadvantaged backgrounds.  
 
Jane was the director of photography and lead me through each filming scenario and discussed what 
we were doing and why between each shot. This was a great way to learn practically about how to get 
useable footage to make a short video.  
 
We probably filmed for about 2 hours and then went back to Jane’s to begin cutting it together. I then 
learnt about editing processes to cut this type of video together. I learnt about cutting each scene 
separately and the piecing it together, how to fill in dodgy shots with better shots, how to be steady in 
tricky situations, to know when you are ‘on’ and when you are ‘off’, as well as much more. 
 
This day was incredibly valuable as it built on existing video/cinematography and editing skills for 
the cross-purposes associated with the NF project. I feel much more confident about how to approach 
different parts/sub-parts of the NF projects and which type of work to focus on.  
 
We briefly discussed the need for some tools like a Radio Mic and a Tripod, I have a tripod but it is 
mostly broken. These could be used for the whole NF project and then sold at the end to recover some 
costs…  
 
With more time we could have gone into depth and completed a short video piece for use on the web. 
Next time we would like to do a similar scenario where Jane is not directing or editing the work so I 
can be in complete control. We would also like to watch some documentaries to discuss cinema/video 
techniques and well as storytelling and different styles. 
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!
Example!2!(excerpt):!Observation!during!the!READ!implementation,!of!evaluation!instruments!with!
schools,!incorporated!into!my!own!reflective!practice!as!READ!facilitator.!
!
!
!
Example!of!an!observation/reflection!note!made!during!practice:!
 
Reflections!while!doing!data!entry!of!evaluation!data!
8! I!should!have!put!in!Year!of!students,!and!gender!on!the!feedback!forms!(NOTE!
FOR!NEXT!TIME)!
8! its!time!consuming!!
8! Do!I!need!to!have!included!a!comment!that!we!may!use!for!public!quotes,!or!is!that!
implicit?!
!
Reflections!about!handing!out!and!completing!evaluation!forms!
8! It!worked!well!to!do!the!evaluation!forms!before!the!discussion!to!draw!questions!to!
people’s!attention!
8! Alternatively,!a!minute!of!short!reflection!in!pairs,!before!they!completed!the!
feedback!forms!worked!well8!then!turning!to!group!discussion!and!reflection!post!
evaluation!forms.!
8! interesting!how!the!artists!enjoyed!looking!at!them!after!each!session.!Gave!an!
immediate!gauge!of!the!work!
 
***************** 
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!Section(B:(Article(11(( Summative(data(from(reflections((
Title:!SelfIdirected!written!reflections!
Content!author:!Withheld!for!privacy!
Date:!February,!2015!
Description:!Examples!of!a!summative!written!reflection!submitted!by!one!of!the!creative!team!
members!after!the!public!showcase!at!Balaklava.!Demonstrates!the!rich!data!across!project!areas!
and!how!reflection!data!can!help!with!triangulation!of!data!(ie!from!community!or!audience).!
Purpose!for!READ:!Reflection!data!collection,!analysis,!creative!practice,!triangulation(
Example!1:!Reflection!from!creative!team!member.!
Good!
Through!all!the!ups!and!downs!the!project!really!did!achieve!the!goal!of!marrying!art!(high!end!art)!and!
genuine!community!engagement.!
The!response!and!interest!from!the!audience!was!one!of!the!best!engagement!processes!I!have!seen…!
The!decision!to!go!’softly’!i.e.!not!come!in!hard!on!an!anti!nuclear!stance!but!to!work!on!the!emotional!level!
(via!the!installation)!and!the!community!history!level!via!the!whistleblower!exhibit!allowed!people!to!enter!at!
what!ever!level!they!were!comfortable!with!and!make!their!own!conclusions.!
I!think!it!was!transformative!I!!which!is!perhaps!the!highest!goal!of!art:!!it!has!had!impact!and!will!leave!a!
legacy!!to!the!community!and!the!kids!who!saw!the!event!.!
In!the!light!of!the!current!SA!debate!around!nuclear!energy!I!believe!that!showing!these!‘art!works’!would!
make!a!greater!contribution!to!the!rethinking!and!/or!understanding!/!public!awareness!than!for!example!
writing!another!newspaper!article!because!!they!get!under!the!skin!and!cut!across!‘logical’!argument!to!make!
people!‘feel’!!the!issues!.!This!was!very!evident!in!the!feedback!!
The!problem!solving!capacity!and!adaptability!of!the!project!management!/producer!team!!
Bad!
Hard!going!with!the!technology…I!needed!to!have!had!a!better!understanding!of!the!programs!we!were!using!
before!coming!into!the!event.!We!worked!conceptually!I!and!had!tech!discussions!but!as!artists!we!didn’t!do!a!
full!analysis!of!what!different!software!programs!were!capable!of.!!
Trying!to!learn/buy!new!software!/programs!while!putting!on!a!show.!!
We!could!have!gone!even!further!!artistically!!if!the!tech!insights!had!been!gained!earlier!I!bit!disappointed!
about!that.!
Trying!to!manage!different!aesthetics!and!ways!of!working!!(but!that!is!always!a!challenge!in!brining!artists!
together)!!
Ugly!!(well!not!so!much!ugly!as!uncomfortable!and!stressful)!!
The!concerns!around!how!on!earth!we!were!going!to!define!/find!community!in!a!community!project!I!given!
‘my!brief’!to!deliver!a!community!project!I!felt!somehow!responsible.!The!uncertainty!about!what!was!
happening!at!the!script!level!and!the!constant!needing!to!rethink!the!work!on!a!conceptual!level!because!of!
what!was/wasn’t!happening.!!
Lovely!
Watching!Avon!and!other!vets!who!had!been!witnesses!respond!to!the!installation.!A!high!point!in!my!career.!!!
The!sensory!/emotional!response!from!the!kids!!
The!care!and!support!from!the!producers!and!project!managers.!
The!commitment!and!integrity!of!everyone!involved.!!
The!confidence!that!you!had!in!me!run!with!the!installation!idea!!
Making!new!relationships!with!artistsI!and!the!way!the!artists!came!together!across!their!different!aesthetics!
in!the!end.!
Walking!from!one!venue!to!another!and!the!way!that!Jesse!and!I!complimented!each!other!across!the!two!
projects.!!And!finally!let’s!face!it!!…!the!creepy!doll!in!the!middle!is!now!forever!etched!in!our!minds!.!I!rest!my!
case!for!art!!
!
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Example!2:!Reflection!from!creative!team!member.!
Ten!Minutes!to!Midnight!F!Reflection!
What!worked!well!for!me:!
I absolutely loved being able to focus on art making full time for a number of weeks for the project and to do so 
in collaboration with others. Perfect situation. I really appreciated working with other people with such different 
skills and backgrounds, to collaborate on this hybrid installation/event. I feel especially privileged to have 
worked with you both and with Teresa. Her directorial skill plus her knowledge and research into immersion 
and media seemed to lift and shape the whole work in a way that I could not have anticipated. Fantastic. 
I have to greatly emphasize that Paul and Ellise - you two were incredible. The level of real, tangible support 
for us as artists and human beings was superb. Your careful organisation, attention to detail, vast knowledge 
base (Professor Brown you have a very impressive brain store of knowledge), good humour, charm, wit and 
brilliance all around was amazing. Thank you very much. 
Audience!Reactions:!
I was thrilled and relieved when Avon saw the work and afterwards said “Well you got that right.” I had been 
holding my breath up until then, a little concerned that we may not have told the story in a way that aligned with 
his experience.  
I was also very pleased at how positive the responses were across the board, from school children to adults. It 
was confirmation that we had told a cohesive story even though it takes a quite abstract and tangential form. 
It surprised me to realise that many audience members, especially the younger ones, had no idea about the 
atomic tests at Maralinga nor the ongoing associated problems. 
From watching the show many times from both inside the circle and out, I can see how well this piece could 
work as an installation in a museum or art gallery. The viewers might walk around rather than sit, the experience 
might be timed and organised or not. This different kind of audience experience could be just as positive. 
Creative!Development!Process:!
Coming from a fine arts background I found that the speed of developing and presenting the work was breath-
takingly fast. I am more accustomed to much longer development periods. By the last iteration of the work I still 
had a long list of things I’d like to edit or try or modify or discuss with the others. I’m really pleased that there 
will be other opportunities to develop the work further and fine tune it. I know that we can push this and refine 
to be better. 
Given the time and resources available though, I am very happy with the existing installation/event. Its success 
is testament to the level of skill and professionalism of the team and, as above, the outstandingly awesome 
creative production angels. 
Further!Development:!
Aside from fine tuning the existing work I am still interested in possible interactivity. For example; the idea that 
we capture the silhouettes of the audience at some stage & have them freeze on the screen, or something along 
those lines. Teresa’s early discussion of implicating and directly involving the audience is an appealing idea. 
I am also keen to start work with Jessie and the Yalata women on video content that could run in the same 
structure using the same technology – developing new works for the system, with the added benefit of now 
knowing some of the pitfalls and some of the more efficient successful ways of working with it. 
 
!
*************!
! !
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Section(B:(Article(12(( Guided(video(reflection((
Title:!Guided!video!reflection!
Content!author:!Reflection!by!Linda!Dement,!guided!and!filmed!by!Tania!Safi!
Date:!February,!2015!
Description:!Example!of!a!video!recorded!guided!reflection!(5!minutes!40!seconds)!where!the!
documenter!leads!the!reflection!based!on!semiIstructured!reflection!questions.!
Purpose!for!READ:!Reflection,!Evaluation!and!Documentation!
!
!
!
!
!
Clink!link!to!view!video!online:!Short!video!reflection!by!creative!artist!(5mins!22!sec):!
http://nuclearfutures.org/guided-video-reflection/!!
PASSWORD!PROTECTED!–!Password:!READ!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
(If!any!problems!arise!with!the!direct!link,!the!video!can!be!accessed!via:!
http://nuclearfutures.org/read-practice/  (Password:!READ)!!
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Section(B:(Article(13(( Online(and(media(content((
Title:!Field&of&View&Community!Photography!Exhibition!
Content!author:!see!below!
Date:!2014I!2015!
Description:!Example!of!content!in!the!public!domain!via!website!and!mainstream!media!coverage!
that!include!reflective!insights!about!the!project!activities!and!outcomes.!
Purpose!for!READ:!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis,!Documentation!
!
Example!1:!Screenshot!of!blog!content!written!by!members!of!creative!team!on!Nuclear!Futures!website!
(source:!http://nuclearfutures.org/projects/balaklava-creative-residencies-and-performance-project/field-view-exhibition/ )
!
!
Example!2:!Media!interviews!with!community!members!and!the!creative!team!were!another!source!of!
reflection!content.!Source:!http://theclothesline.com.au/tenIminutesImidnightIinterview/!!!
! !
See!Article!30,!p.111!for!media!report!
for!legible!media!items.!
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!Section(B:(Article(14(( Passive(reflection(capture((
Title:!10&Minutes&to&Midnight!exhibition!opening!speech,!delivered!at!The!Block,!QUT!
Content!author:!Maxine!Goodwin!(community!of!interest!participant)!
Date:!July,!2015!
Description:!Reflection!data!captured!through!‘passive’!means!(see!Chapter!5,!Section!5.4.2).!!
Purpose!for!READ:!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis!and!Documentation!
!
The!following!speech!was!written!and!presented!by!Maxine!Goodwin,!20th!July!2014!at!
The!Block,!QUT.!
!
I!WOULD!LIKE!TO!ACKNOWLEDGE!THAT!THE!STORY!OF!BRITISH!ATOMIC!TESTING!IN!AUSTRALIA!IS!A!
COMBINATION!OF!THE!EXPERIENCES!OF!SERVICEMEN!AND!THEIR!FAMILIES!AND!THE!ABORIGINAL!
EXPERIENCE.!IT!IS!ALSO!IMPORTANT!TO!ACKNOWLEDE!THAT!AS!THE!NUMBER!OF!AUSTRALIAN!TEST!
PARTICIPANTS!DECLINE,!DESCENDANTS!LIKE!MYSELF!MUST!CONTINUE!TO!HIGHLIGHT!THE!IMPACT!THAT!THE!
TESTS!HAVE!HAD!ON!AUSTRALIAN!COMMUNITIES.!
IN!1952!AS!A!TWENTY!YEAR!OLD!ROYAL!AUSTRALIAN!AIRFORCE!SERVICEMAN,!MY!FATHER!WAS!POSTED!TO!
ONSLOW!WESTERN!AUSTRALIA!TO!PARTICIPATE!IN!THE!FIRST!ATOMIC!TEST.!
SPECIALISING!IN!DAKOTA!AIRCRAFT,!MY!FATHER!SERVICED!PLANES!THAT!BECAME!CONTAMINATED!WHILE!
PATROLLING!THE!WESTERN!AUSTRALIAN!COAST.!
!HE!WAS!ALSO!IN!ONE!OF!THOSE!PLANES!WHEN!IT!MADE!CONTACT!WITH!THE!RADIOACTIVE!CLOUD.!
MY!FATHER!BECAME!ILL!WHEN!I!WAS!A!CHILD!AND!PASSED!AWAY!AT!THE!AGE!OF!49!FROM!LYMPHOMA.!
MY!MOTHER,!A!WIDOW!AT!44,!APPLIED!TO!THE!AUSTRALIAN!GOVERNMENT!FOR!COMPENSATION,!BUT!WAS!
DENIED.!!
THE!OUTCOME!STATED!THAT!IT!WAS!‘POSSIBLE!NOT!PROBABLE!‘THAT!MY!FATHER’S!ILLNESS!WAS!A!RESULT!
OF!EXPOSURE!TO!RADIATION.!!
SHE!WAS!TOLD,!‘YOU’RE!ON!YOUR!OWN’.!COMPENSATION!DOCUMENTS!I!HAVE!RECENTLY!ACCESSED!FROM!
THE!NATIONAL!ARCHIVES,!MAKE!ASSUMPTIONS!THAT!IT!WAS!UNLIKELY!THAT!MY!FATHER!WAS!EXPOSED!TO!
RADIATION,!WHILST!AT!THE!SAME!TIME!THEY!ACKNOWLEDGE!HE!WAS!THERE!AND!THAT!AIRCRAFT!WAS!
CONTAMINATED,!AND!ALSO!ACKNOWLEDGE!THAT!THE!EQUIPMENT!USED!TO!MEASURE!AIRCRAFT!
CONTAMINATION!WAS!NOT!ADEQUATELYWORKING.!
IN!2003!I!MET!PAUL!BROWN.!PAUL!INTERVIEWED!MY!MOTHER!AND!MYSELF,!AND!ALONG!WITH!OTHER!
VETERANS,!THEIR!FAMILIES!AND!DESCENDANTS,!OUR!WORDS!BECAME!PART!OF!A!PLAY!CALLED!“HALF!A!LIFE”.!!
HEARING!MY!WORDS!AND!THOUGHTS!EXPRESSED!ON!STAGE!WAS!A!POSITIVE!AND!REWARDING!EXPERIENCE,!
AND!NOW!I!AM!WORKING!WITH!PLAYWRIGHT!MAREE!FREEMAN!WHO!IS!DOCUMENTING!THE!CHALLENGES!I!
HAVE!FACED!FINDING!OUT!WHAT!HAPPENED!TO!MY!FATHER.!!
THROUGH!MY!PERSONAL!RESEARCH!AND!INVOLVEMENT!WITH!NUCLEAR!FUTURES,!I!HAVE!ALSO!HAD!THE!
OPPORTUNITY!TO!CONNECT!WITH!OTHER!DESCENDANTS!BOTH!HERE!IN!AUSTRALIA!AND!IN!THE!UK.!!
USING!SOCIAL!MEDIA,!WE!ARE!SHARING!OUR!STORIES!AND!EXPERIENCES,!CREATING!AN!INTERNATIONAL!
COMMUNITY!OF!PEOPLE!WHO!HAVE!A!UNIQUE!BUT!UNFORTUNATE!CONNECTION.!RECENT!RESEARCH!
PUBLISHED!IN!THE!UK!HIGHLIGHTS!THE!NEGATIVE!HEALTH!IMPACTS!OF!NUCLEAR!TESTING!ON!THE!
DESCENDANTS!OF!TEST!PARTICIPANTS.!
MANY!OF!THE!DESCENDANTS!SHARE!STORIES!OF!DEBILITATING!AND!PAINFUL!CHRONIC!ILLNESS!AND!AN!
UNCERTAINTY!OF!WHAT!THE!FUTURE!HOLDS!FOR!THEMSELVES,!THEIR!CHILDREN!AND!GRANDCHILDREN!
ALTHOUGH!SOME!HAVE!BEEN!UNABLE!TO!HAVE!CHILDREN.!
CREATIVE!ARTS!ALLOWS!COMMUNITIES!AFFECTED!BY!ATOMIC!TESTING!AND!DESCENDANTS!LIKE!MYSELF,!THE!
OPPORTUNITY!TO!SHARE!THE!STORIES!THAT!HAVE!SHAPED!OUR!LIVES.!
I!AM!PLEASED!TO!BE!HERE!TONIGHT!TO!DECLARE!THIS!EXHIBITION!OPEN.!THANK!YOU.!
************!
!
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!
Feedback!form!for!10#Minutes#to#Midnight.!
Photo!by!Tania!Safi!
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!Section(C:(Article(15(( Photo(overview((
Title:'Evaluation!photo!summary'
Content'author:!Photos!by!Tania!Safi!and!Jessie!Boylan!
Date:!2014=!2015!
Description:!Various!images!relating!to!activities!undertaken!for!the!Evaluation!strategy.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis,!Documentation(
Evaluation'photo'summary'
!
!
!
!
Left:!Participants!involved!in!the!photography!skills!development!
workshop,!and!culminating!Field#of#View!exhibition!provided!
evaluation!of!their!experience!in!a!number!of!ways,!using!
methods!such!as!feedback!forms,!vox!pop!interviews!and!
reflective!discussion.!Mentoring!was!also!undertaken!with!some!
participants,!and!the!observation!and!reflections!from!artists!
provided!valuable!information!for!evaluation.!Some!participants!
were!under!18!years!of!age!so!documentation!required!parental!
permission,!and!this!was!done!via!signed!consent!forms.!!
!
'
'
'
'
'
Left:'The!video!footage!recorded!during!the!art!events!was!
revealing!of!audience!reactions,!experience!and!emotional!
responses!to!the!stories!and!artwork.!Video!documentation!
captured!valuable!evaluation!data.!While!attendance!numbers!
provided!information!on!how!many!people!came!to!the!
showcase,!documentation!enabled!us!to!better!understand!
engagement!levels!of!attendees.!!Photo!by!Tania!Safi.!
'
!
!
!
Left:'Raw!and!processed!evaluation!data!was!
distributed!to!partners.!For!community!partner!
Avon!Hudson,!in!particular,!the!feedback!was!
personally!significant!as!the!commentary!
related!to!his!years!of!campaigning!and!act!of!
whistleblowing!regarding!the!impact!of!
Australia’s!nuclear!tests.!Here!is!an!example!
from!the!gallery!visitor’s!book=!a!community!
record!of!the!thoughts!and!responses!of!Avon’s!
community!and!visitors.!Photo!by!Tania!Safi.!
'
'
'
'
Left:!School!audiences!were!asked!to!fill!in!
feedback!forms,!do!short!mini!reflections!in!
pairs,!and!then!engage!in!group!reflective!
discussions!to!generate!evaluation!data.!We!
experimented!with!the!order!of!how!to!run!
these!sessions!to!inform!future!practice.!!
Photo!by!Tania!Safi.!
!
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Evaluation*Plan_*Version*5_Septeber*2014.*Drafted*by*Ellise*Barkley*(DCI*Candidate),*for*Alphaville*as*part*of*QUT*research.*
* 1"
!
!
!
Nuclear"Futures"Partnership"Initiative"
Evaluation"Plan"2014"9"2017"
DRAFT!
September!2014_v5!
!
!
!
! !
Section"C:"Article"16" Draft"Evaluation"Plan""
Title:"Nuclear"Futures"Partnership"Initiative"Evaluation"Plan"2014917"(Draft)"
Content!author:"Ellise"Barkley"in"consultation"with"Nuclear"Futures"partners/collective"
Date:"September"2014"
Description:"This"Evaluation"Plan"has"continued"to"be"developed"and"refined"as"part"of"the"Nuclear"
Futures"program."This"version,"at"September"2014,"was"formative"for"the"evaluation"activities"
undertaken"in"Balaklava"and"demonstrates"the"level"of"work"completed"on"the"overall"Plan"as"
preparation"for"the"READ"application"for"the"Balaklava"project."*
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!
Contact!details:!
For"inquiries"about"this"Evaluation"Plan,"please"contact:"
Ellise!Barkley!
Doctor"of"Creative"Industries"(DCI)"research"candidate"
Creative"Industries"Faculty,"QUT""
"
For"inquiries"about"the"Nuclear"Futures"Partnership"Initiative,"please"contact:"
Paul!Brown!
Creative"Producer"and"CEO"
! !
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Definition!of!Terms!*
Term! Explanation!
Action" A"broad"statement"of"what"stakeholders"and"agencies"will"do"to"obtain"an"Outcome."
Activity" Used"in"this"document"to"describe"what"was"done/produced"by"a"project/"program"
(Synonymous"with"‘Output’"or"‘Product’)."
Capacity9building" Programs"or"initiatives"aimed"at"enhancing"the"effectiveness"of"individuals,"
organisations"and"systems"to"achieve"or"decline"Outcomes."This"is"done"by"
strengthening"their"knowledge"base,"competence,"resources,"networks,"
infrastructure,"and"through"other"forms"of"support."
Evaluation" A"systematic"process"of"gathering"data"to"describe"what"is"happening"(going"to"
happen/"has"happened),"how"it"is"working,"and"how"well"it"is"working."
Formative"
Evaluation"
Formative"is"the"part"of"the"evaluation"process"that"focuses"on"appropriateness."It"
informs"project"development"and"builds"staff"capacity"to"deliver"a"project."
Goal" A"statement"of"the"overall"aim"of"a"project"or"program,"describing"what"difference"
the"initiative"is"expected"to"make."
Impacts" This"term"refers"to"the"immediate"effects"of"the"program"or"service."
Outcome"" An"intended"result"of"delivering"an"output."Outcomes"are"usually"long"term"and"may"
be"anticipated"or"unintended."
Output" Products"or"services"that"are"produced"and"delivered"by"the"project"in"order"to"
achieve"project"outcomes."
Performance"
Indicator"
A"measurable"item"used"to"monitor"and"report"changes:"used"to"assess"the"extent"to"
which"Outcomes"are"being"achieved."
Program" A"group"of"planned"activities"that"contribute"to"a"common"strategic"objective."A"
program"is"usually"further"subdivided"into"sub9programs"or"projects."
Project" A"set"of"small9scale"planned"activities"that"contribute"to"meeting"the"objectives"of"a"
larger"program."
Stakeholders" People"or"groups"with"an"interest"or"stake"in"the"project"and/or"its"outcomes,"and"in"
the"evaluation"of"the"project."
Summative"
Evaluation"
A"summative"evaluation"is"the"part"of"the"evaluation"that"focuses"on"the"activities"of"
the"project."It"determines"the"extent"to"which"the"project"is"effective"or"efficient."
Source:""Does"Your"Project"Make"a"Difference?"A"Guide"to"evaluating"environmental"education"projects"and"programs."
Published"by"Department"of"Environment"and"Conservation"(NSW)"in"2000,"Sydney."pp395."
" "
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Executive!Summary!!
This"document"is"the"Evaluation"Plan"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"program."It"outlines"the"
evaluation"methodology"and"delivery"schedule"for"the"program"between"201492017."
Nuclear"Futures"is"a"three9year"arts"and"cultural"program"grounded"in"linked"community"
projects"driven"by"collaborations"between"atomic"survivor"communities,"arts"workers"and"
allied"partners."Hosted"by"Sydney9based"arts"company"Alphaville,*Nuclear"Futures"will"use"
community"arts"and"cultural"development"(CACD)"processes"to"produce"new,"multi9platform"
creative"works"that"tell"the"stories"of"the"Aboriginal"and"Nuclear"Veteran"communities"
affected"by"Australia’s"atomic"testing"in"the"1950s"and"60s."The"program"is"supported"by"
international"partnerships"between"communities"of"interest,"arts"organisations,"creative"
artists,"government"agencies"and"academic"institutions."
This"Evaluation"Plan"sits"within"a"broader"interpretative"framework"developed"for"Nuclear"
Futures"–"‘READ’."The"READ"model"integrates"Reflection,"Evaluation,"Analysis"and"
Documentation"to"create"a"wide"summative"lens"for"understanding"and"representing"
program"stories"and"impact."The"Evaluation"Plan"focuses"on"the"formal"evaluation"element"
of"READ."
The"purpose"of"the"Evaluation"Plan"is"to"provide"a"comprehensive,"overarching"methodology"
for"effective"and"rigorous"evaluation"across"the"broad"number"of"sub9projects"embedded"in"
the"program."It"is"primarily"an"‘in9house’"guide"to"inform"project"specific"evaluation"activities"
throughout"the"life"of"the"program."Underpinning"the"evaluation"methodology"is"a"
participatory9oriented"approach"that"encourages"the"involvement"of"partners,"participants"
and"stakeholders"in"the"design"and"delivery"of"the"evaluation.""
The!key!elements!of!the!evaluation!methodology!are!summarised!in!Box!1!(overleaf)."""
"
The"methodology"includes"a"two9phased"delivery,"utilizing"formative"evaluation"in"2015"and"
summative"evaluation"in"2016"to"address"five"key"evaluation"questions."Mixed"methods"will"
be"employed"to"capture"data"from"qualitative,"quantitative"and"performative"sources."
Synthesis"of"mixed"data"sets"will"utilise"credible"and"systematic"analysis"tools"such"as"
performance"rubrics"and"shared"review"processes."Strategies"for"engagement,"participation,"
partnership"brokerage"and"information"dissemination"with"key"partners,"audiences"and"
stakeholders"will"be"implemented"to"enhance"the"value,"end9use"and"relevance"of"findings."
The"evaluation"outputs"generated"will"be"multiplatform"to"suit"the"key"evaluation"audiences."
The"Plan"has"been"developed"as"part"of"research"conducted"through"the"Queensland"
University"of"Technology"for"Alphaville."The"evaluation"design"process"to"date"has"involved"
collaborative"planning"and"development"meetings"with"Alphaville"during"the"inception"and"
early"operation"phases"of"the"program;"qualitative"research"with"stakeholders"on"evaluation"
needs"and"conceptualisations;"a"documentation"review"of"program"materials;"and"an"
extensive"contextual"scan"of"academic"literature"and"industry"evaluation"exemplars.""
Overall,"the"Evaluation"Plan"is"intended"as"a"dynamic"and"reflexive*guide"that"will"be"
continually"shaped"by"partner"input"and"emergent"evaluation"needs"throughout"the"
program."This"reflects"the"experimental"and"evolving"nature"of"the"Nuclear"Futures"program,"
and"the"ongoing"partnership"development"that"will"influence"Nuclear"Futures’"community"
arts"practice."Tailored"plans"and"communication"materials"relevant"to"participating"
stakeholder"groups"and"specific"project"contexts"will"be"developed"where"necessary"to"
support"the"refinement,"implementation"and"continuous"improvement"of"this"Plan."
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**
Box!1:!Summary!of!evaluation!design!elements!for!the!Nuclear!Futures!Program!
Guiding!principles_!
*"participation9oriented"*"representative"*"respectful"and"inclusive"of"traditional"and"
local"knowledges"*"strengths9based"*"creative"*"ethical"*"flexible"*!
Evaluation!purpose_!
1. Assess"program"impact""
2.Measure"program"implementation"against"stated"objectives"and"outcomes"
3. Provide"a"critical"for"lens"for"community"arts"practice""
4. Encourage"skills"development,"capacity"building"and"information"sharing"
Evaluation!approach_"an"internal,"participation9oriented"evaluation"
Key!Evaluation!Questions_!
1. To"what"extent"did"the"program"meet"its"stated"objectives?"
2. How"effective"was"the"program"in"terms"of"generating"opportunities"for"
individuals"and"communities"to"actively"participate"in"excellent"artistic"
practices?"
3. What"was"the"quality"and"depth"of"new"partnerships"formed"and"developed?"
4. In"what"ways"did"Nuclear"Futures"impact"upon"the"delivery"partners,"
participating"groups"and"the"wider"community?"
5. How"does"Nuclear"Futures"increase"understanding"of"the"contribution"of"the""
community"arts"and"development"(CACD)"sector"in"the"stated"areas"of"interest?"
Data!Collection_!Qualitative,"Quantitative"and"Performative"methods"include:!
*"Interviews"*"Focus"Groups"*"Workshops"*"Reflective"practice"*"Survey"instruments"*"
Observation"*"Most"Significant"Change"technique"*"Creative"documentation""
Evaluation!&!Analysis_!Aggregate"analysis"will"involve"internal"and"external"processes"
for"evaluative"reasoning"based"on"rubrics"and"collective"review."
Participation!and!Engagement_"Strategies"include"developing"strong"relationships,"
building"personal"and"organisational"evaluation"capacity,"overcoming"barriers,"and"
investing"resources"to"support"involvement."
Delivery!Schedule_!"Summative"Evaluation"mid92015;"Formative"Evaluation"2016/7"
Presentation!&!Reporting_!Mixed"media"outputs"such"as"written"and"infographic"
reporting,"creative"documentation"and"media"to"suit"(e.g."infographic"summaries,"
digital"stories,"case"studies"etc.)."Wider"industry"and"academic"dissemination"via"
publications,"seminars,"presentations,"mainstream"media,"online"platforms,"and"
community"networks."
"
"
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1.!Introduction!
1.1! Background!to!the!Nuclear!Futures!Partnership!Initiative!
The"Nuclear"Futures"Partnership"Initiative"(Nuclear"Futures)"is"a"three9year"arts"and"cultural"
program"grounded"in"linked"community"projects"–"an"international"collaboration"of"artists"
working"with"atomic"survivor"communities,"to"bear"witness"to"the"legacies"of"the"atomic"age"
through"creative"arts.1"
Nuclear"Futures"is"an"initiative"that"creates"new"partnerships"with"arts"organisations,"and"
with"educational"and"cultural"institutions,"research"facilities,"campaign"groups"and"atomic"
survivor"and"nuclear"veterans"communities"in"Australia,"Britain,"Japan,"Marshall"Islands,"
Kazakhstan"and"India."Through"the"program,"communities"and"artists"use"theatre,"film,"
paintings"and"sculpture,"photography,"digital"arts"and"other"art"forms"to"make"creative"
works"that"reflect"both"the"horror"of"living"with"nuclear"radiation,"and"the"resilience"of"
communities"as"they"face"the"nuclear"future.""
Nuclear"Futures"is"coordinated"by"Alphaville,"a"Sydney9based"company"specializing"in"multi9
platform"creative"arts,"originating"in"community"development"processes."The"program"is"
principally"funded"by"the"Australian"Government"through"the"Australia"Council"for"the"Arts,"
its"arts"funding"and"advisory"body."
Associated"organisations"for"Nuclear"Futures"include"Maralinga"Tjarutja"Council,"Yalata"
Aboriginal"Community,"Global"Hibakusha"Project,"Atomic"Photographers"Guild,"British"
Nuclear"Test"Veterans"Association,"Australian"Nuclear"Veterans"Association,"Wakefield"
Regional"Council,"State"Library"of"South"Australia,"Allen"&"Unwin"publishing,"In"Place"of"War,"
Manchester"University,"Queensland"University"of"Technology,"University"of"Western"Sydney,"
University"of"New"South"Wales.""
The"full"suite"of"activities"included"in"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"is"outlined"in"Section"Two."
Below"is"a"visual"representation"of"some"of"the"key"program"components."
"
"********************************************************
1"The"program"descriptions"and"rationales"included"in"the"Evaluation"Plan"are"based"on"content"supplied"from"
Alphaville"program"documentation."
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1.2! Program!Context!!
Nuclear"Futures"is"a"multidisciplinary"and"multi9arts"program"positioned"in"the"‘community"
partnerships’"sector"of"Community"Arts."In"general"terms,"Community"Arts"encapsulates"the"
diverse"range"of"arts9based"collaborative"practices"run"by,"or"with,"communities"in"
partnership"with"professional"artists"and"art"workers."Within"the"community"partnerships"
sector,"projects"commonly"seek"to"deliver"increased"participation"in"arts"and"cultural"
activities,"encourage"innovation,"and"an"exchange"of"benefits"between"the"organisations,"
communities"and"individuals"working"together"towards"positive"social"and"cultural"impact."
Alphaville*secured"support"from"the"Australia"Council"for"the"Arts"in"2013"for"the"Nuclear"
Futures"program"via"‘creative"communities"partnership"initiative’"funds."The"funding"was"
awarded"for"three"years"(201492016)"and"stipulated"ten"percent"of"funding"resources"(or"
equivalent"value)"be"dedicated"towards"evaluation."Program"funding"was"also"secured"from"
Arts"South"Australia,"as"well"as"extensive"inkind"support"from"a"range"of"arts"and"non9arts"
organisations."Approximately"one"third"of"the"Nuclear"Futures"budget"is"inkind"support"from"
communities"and"collaborators"from"government,"industry"and"academic"organisations."
1.3! The!READ!Model!
This"Evaluation"Plan,"and"the"overall"evaluation"of"Nuclear"Futures,"operates"as"part"of"a"
broader"framework"being"developed"and"employed"to"record"and"tell"the"story"of"the"
Nuclear"Futures"program."The"‘READ’"model"integrates"Reflection,"Evaluation,"Analysis"and"
Documentation"(READ)"to"generate"a"wide"summative"lens"for"reviewing,"understanding,"
representing"and"appraising"the"program."The"approach"was"devised"in"2012"by"Alphaville,*
and"is"being"developed"in"conjunction"with"doctoral"research"at"Queensland"University"of"
Technology."This"Evaluation"Plan"constitutes"the"formal"evaluation"element"of"the"READ"
framework"for"Nuclear"Futures,"and"has"been"created"in"consultation"across"the"program’s"
contributors,"partners"and"communities"via"the"wider"READ"process."Additional"support"
material"about"the"READ"model,"and"the"implications"for"Evaluation"within"the"integrated"
READ"framework,"is"available"on"request."
1.4! Program!Stakeholders!
The"primary"stakeholders"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"are:"
•! Host"organisation:"Alphaville""
•! Delivery"partners:"Nuclear"Futures"core"team,"freelance"artists/practitioners,"Global"
Hibakusha"Project,"Youth"Advisory"Committee"(Wakefield"Regional"Council,"South"Australia)"
•! Community"partners:"Maralinga"Tjarutja"Council,"Yalata"Aboriginal"Community,"Australian"
Nuclear"Veterans"Association"(and"Nuclear"Veteran"communities"and"families),"British"
Nuclear"Test"Veterans"Association,"Wakefield"regional"community""
•! Financial"partners:"Australia"Council"for"the"Arts,"Arts"SA"(others"to"be"included"when"
secured)""
•! Participants:"community"members"and"stakeholders"participating"in"community"arts"
processes"and"projects"
•! Audiences:"members"of"the"public"or"communities"of"interest"who"view,"interact"and"
experience"the"creative"works,"showcases,"promotion"and"affiliated"research"etc."
•! Inkind"partners/"institutions:"Wakefield"Regional"Council,"State"Library"of"South"Australia,"
Allen"&"Unwin"publishing,"In"Place"of"War,"Manchester"University,"Atomic"Photographers"
Guild,"Documentaries"Australia"Foundation"
•! Academic"partners:"Queensland"University"of"Technology,"University"of"Western"Sydney,"
University"of"New"South"Wales.!"
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The"Evaluation"Plan"principally"serves"the"interests"of"the"program’s"funding,"delivery"and"
community"partners"from"the"above"list"of"primary"stakeholders.""
The"key"audiences"for"the"formative"and"summative"evaluation"outputs"are"identified"as:"
•! Alphaville"and"Nuclear"Futures"personnel""
•! Nuclear"Futures"contributors,"partners"and"associated"organisations"
•! Community"partners"
•! Funding"bodies"and"sponsors"
•! Specific"interest"and"niche"audiences"(such"as"CACD"practitioners"and"Evaluators)."
The"stakeholders"and"evaluation"audiences"listed"are"those"with"particular"interests"in"the"
evaluation,"or"those"potentially"affected"directly"by"evaluation"and"information"
dissemination."Beyond"these"groups,"the"evaluation"findings"(and"the"READ"model"generally)"
are"anticipated"to"be"of"interest"more"broadly"across"the"Community"Arts"and"Creative"
Industries"fields."
1.5! Community!Partners!and!Contexts!
The"various"community"partners"involved"in"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"will"require"
distinct"evaluation"approaches"and"project9specific"methodologies"if"ethical"and"culturally"
appropriate"evaluation"is"to"be"achieved."Separate"delivery"plans"will"be"formulated"as"
necessary,"and"these"will"need"to"be"inclusive"and"respectful"of"multiple"knowledge"systems"
(i.e."local"knowledge,"traditional"knowledge"and"scientific"knowledge)"and"contexts."Table"1"
provides"a"brief"summary"of"some"of"the"key"‘communities’"involved"in"the"program."
Table"1:"Participating"communities"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"
"
Community!partners! Location! Description!
Youth"representatives"from"
international"atomic"survivor"
communities"
Australia,"Marshall"
Islands,"Japan,"
Kazakhstan""
Small"groups"of"delegates"from"various"countries,"
including"Indigenous"Australian"representatives"from"
Yalata"and"Oak"Valley"communities"and"Hibakusha2"
descendants"from"Japan"(will"change"each"year)."
Yalata"and"Oak"Valley"
Indigenous"communities"
(Anangu)"
Outback"South"
Australia,"Australia""
Various"groups"of"participating"community"
members,"including"womens,"mens"groups"and"
individuals,"as"well"as"wider"community."Overseen"
by"the"Maralinga"Tjarutja"Council."
Australian"nuclear"veteran"
representatives,"families"and"
descendants"
Australia" Geographically"dispersed"families"and"individuals"
including"Nuclear"Veterans"and"descendants,"as"well"
as"established"networks."
British"Nuclear"Test"Veteran"
Association"(BNTVA)"
United"Kingdom"(UK)" Members"of"UK’s"Nuclear"Veteran"leading"advocate"
group,"including"Veterans"and"descendants.""
Wakefield"regional"
communities"
Balaklava"and"
neighboring"towns,"
South"Australia"
Includes"a"network"of"young"people"via"the"
Wakefield"Regional"Council"Youth"Advisory"
Committee"(YAC)"and"general"community"members"
within"the"Wakefield"region.""
Nuclear"Futures"
‘communities"of"practice’"or"
collaborative"network"
International" Over"the"three"years"Nuclear"Futures"will"create"an"
online"community,"a"mix"of"internal"(i.e."employees,"
management,"artists)"and"the"above"external"
community"partners.!"
********************************************************
2"Hibakusha"is"a"Japanese"word"meaning"people"affected"from"atomic"weapons"and"atomic"survivor"communities"
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1.6! Purpose!of!the!Evaluation!!
The"purpose"of"the"Nuclear"Futures"evaluation"is"to"generate"evidence9based"findings"about"
the"quality"and"impact"of"the"program’s"implementation,"outputs"and"outcomes"over"its"
three9year"operation."Specifically,"the"evaluation"seeks"to:"
1.!Assess"program"impact""
2.!Measure"program"implementation"against"stated"objectives"and"outcomes"
3.!Provide"a"critical"for"lens"for"community"arts"practice""
4.!Encourage"skills"development,"capacity"building"and"information"sharing""
Overall,"the"priority"loading"for"the"above"stated"evaluation"elements"will"be"60%"on"the"
impact"and"implementation"of"Nuclear"Futures,"and"40%"on"community"arts"practice"review"
and"participatory"learning"processes.""
An"overview"of"each"key"evaluation"area"is"provided"below."
1.! !Assess!program!impact!
The"evaluation"seeks"to"tell"the"story"of"program"impact"upon"the"partner"organisations"
(both"arts"and"non9arts),"partner"communities,"participants"and"personnel."Of"high"relevance"
will"be"the"stories"of"participating"communities"and"creative"artists"working"in"partnership"
on"the"community9based"arts"projects."Evidence"will"be"collected"relating"to"demonstrated"
personal,"social,"cultural"development"and"transformative"impacts"of"the"program"on"the"
participating"communities;"the"quality"and"depth"of"community"partnerships"formed"and"
sustained;"and"the"impact"of"creative"works"on"wider"communities"and"audiences."
It"is"anticipated"that"the"evaluation"will"also"provide"insight"into"one"of"the"central"creative"
questions"underpinning"Nuclear"Futures:"what"creative"art"works"and"processes"can"endure"
across"the"deep9time"of"the"nuclear"future?"In"thinking"about"‘deep"future’"and"legacy"
impacts,"the"evaluation"seeks"to"generate"insight"into"the"likely"future"impacts"that"may"
extend"beyond"the"life"of"the"initiative."To"this"end,"legacy"‘markers’"will"be"identified"that"
gauge"areas"of"potential"impact."While"longer9term"impact"can"only"be"speculative"by"the"
end"of"the"third"year"of"evaluation,"the"markers"will"be"valuable"for"flagging"future"lines"of"
evaluative"research"and"analysis"about"the"program."
Data"collection"relating"to"program"impact"will"occur"during"the"formative"evaluation"
process"mid"way"through"the"program"in"2015,"and"in"the"summative"evaluation"in"2016/7"
at"the"completion"of"the"program.""
2.! Measuring!program!implementation!against!stated!objectives!and!outcomes!
The"second"purpose"of"the"evaluation"is"to"critically"engage"with"the"program"delivery,"to"
provide"a"means"to"review"program"implementation"against"its"stated"objectives"and"
planned"outcomes."Objective"and"outcome9oriented"evaluation"criteria"were"identified"as"
highly"relevant"for"program"funders,"as"it"ensures"evaluation"findings"relate"directly"to"the"
formal"funding"agreement."In"particular,"the"evaluation"framework"addresses"how"effective"
the"program"has"been"in"delivering"planned"short"and"medium"term"outcomes"such"as:"
generating"opportunities"for"individuals"and"communities"to"actively"participate"in"excellent"
artistic"practice;"contributing"to"capacity"building"in"communities;"and"in"using"innovation"
through"community"based"programs"and"partnerships"to"address"community"well"being.!"""
"
"
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Critical"reviews"will"be"conducted"as"part"of"the"formative"evaluation"as"well"as"through"
internal"creative"workshops"with"the"Nuclear"Futures"team."Findings"will"be"collated"and"
partner9appropriate"summaries"will"be"disseminated"to"delivery"partners"and/or"
communities,"to"improve"the"effectiveness"and"quality"of"the"implementation"and"
ameliorate"potential"problems"at"the"mid9way"point."Evaluation"of"program"implementation"
against"the"stated"objectives"and"planned"outcomes"will"also"be"central"to"the"summative"
evaluation"phase"in"2016/7.""
3.!!!Provide!a!critical!lens!for!community!arts!practice!!
Third,"the"evaluation"seeks"to"provide"a"critical"lens"for"the"community"arts"practice"
undertaken"through"the"program"and"will"target"key"aspects"of"practice"of"relevance"to"the"
Community"and"Cultural"Development"(CACD)"field."As"a"‘creative"communities"partnership"
initiative’"the"program"will"produce"a"diverse"range"of"cultural"and"artistic"outputs,"engage"
multiple"communities"in"tailored"creative"arts"practice,"and"develop"complex"and"valuable"
networks"and"partnerships."While"critical"review"of"all"aspects"of"community"arts"practice"is"
not"possible"due"to"the"scale"and"scope"of"the"program,"data"will"be"collected"across"
selected"theme"areas"identified"of"interest"in"the"field"(during"consultation"with"partners"
and"funding"bodies)."Community"partnership"themes"include"the"international"exchange"of"
community9based"projects;"reciprocity"between"arts"and"non9arts"partner;"‘unlocking"the"
academies’;"collaboration"with"the"independent"film"sector;"and"community"arts"fundraising."
When"integrated"with"evidence"relating"to"program"impact,"the"evaluation"will"help"increase"
understanding"of"the"contribution"of"the"CACD"sector.""
4.!!!Encourage!skills!development,!capacity!building!and!information!sharing!
The"final"purpose"of"the"evaluation"is"to"act"as"an"enabling"process."As"a"formalised"and"
systematic"plan"running"over"the"three9year"life"of"the"program,"the"evaluation"creates"
opportunities"for"skills"development,"capacity"building,"partnership"development"and"
information"sharing."Underpinned"by"a"participatory"ethos,"interested"partners,"
communities,"personnel,"or"participants"are"invited"to"be"actively"involved"in"the"evaluation"
design"and"implementation."In"this"way,"the"final"purpose"of"the"evaluation"is"to"encourage"
evaluation"capacity"building"for"individuals"and"groups,"via"direct"participation,"skills"
development,"reflective"practice,"exchange"and"shared"dialogue"about"evaluation"practice.""
" "
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1.7! Evaluation!Approach!
The"participation9oriented"approach"underpinning"the"Evaluation"Plan"has"been"designed"to"
reflect"the"participatory"ethos"and"creativity"of"the"program’s"CACD"practice"and"seeks"to"be"
inclusive"and"respectful"of"all"community"partners"involved"with"the"Nuclear"Futures"
program.3"The"Plan"seeks"to"draw"on"the"knowledge,"skills,"perspectives"and"participation"of"
interested"partners"during"the"planning,"data"collection"and"assessment"phases"of"
evaluation."Participation"in"the"evaluation"by"interested"stakeholders"is"voluntary"and"will"
vary"considerably"between"sub9projects."
In"delivering"this"approach,"the"evaluation"aims"to"adhere"to"systematic"and"rigorous"
processes"while"offering"the"necessary"support"and"resources"for"interested"participants"to"
extend"their"evaluation"skills,"knowledge"and"capacity."The"methodology"has"been"designed"
using"a"strengths9based"approach"that"leverages"the"multimedia"creative"documentation"
skills"and"processes"(such"as"documentary"photography"and"film"making)"embedded"in"
Nuclear"Futures’"art9making."Consideration"has"also"been"given"to"engagement"and"data"
collection"techniques"to"suit"the"cultural"protocols"and"community"contexts"in"which"they"
will"be"applied,"so"the"evaluation"is"implemented"in"a"sensitive"and"appropriate"way."
Overall,"the"methodology"seeks"to"ensure"appropriate"and"sufficient"data"is"captured"across"
the"diverse"program"elements,"so"a"mix"of"evidence"is"available"for"assessment."It"employs"
methods"that"have"been"demonstrated"to"be"relevant"and"effective"for"community"arts.""
1.8! Positioning!of!the!Evaluator!
The"Nuclear"Futures"evaluation"will"be"predominantly"undertaken"as"part"of"an"academic"
research"project"through"Queensland"University"of"Technology,"by"led"by"researcher"and"
Nuclear"Futures"Program"Manager"Ellise"Barkley."To"comply"with"funding"conditions,"the"
responsibilities"of"‘program"manager’"and"‘evaluator’"are"structured"as"distinct"and"separate"
roles."This"process"has"been"done"in"consultation"with"program"partners"and"funding"bodies."
To"ensure"impartiality,"a"suite"of"measures"has"been"incorporated"into"the"evaluation"design"
to"ensure"findings"will"be"sound"and"credible."These"include"shared"decision9making"and"
input"processes"at"key"evaluation"milestones;"data"collection"and"analysis"involving"multiple"
partner"representatives;"resource"allocation"for"external"research"staff"to"support"parts"of"
the"data"collection;"integrated"reflective"practice;"and"independent"verification"processes"
such"as"external"review"of"the"evaluation"by"an"impartial"panel"and/or"evaluation"specialist."
The"insider"positioning"of"the"lead"evaluator"is"a"strategic"decision"to"encourage"the"
potential"transformative"benefits"of"an"internally"led"evaluation"process."The"combined"
impact"of"the"internal"positioning,"with"the"participation9oriented"evaluation"framework,"is"
anticipated"to"benefit"from"the"evaluation"team’s"familiarity"with"the"context"and"program"
elements;"utilize"the"extensive"‘in9house’"evaluation"expertise"that"exists"within"the"Nuclear"
Futures"network;"and"assist"with"brokerage,"implementation,"buy9in/"ownership,"and"
dissemination;"increase"understanding,"relevance"and"use"of"evaluation"by"stakeholders;"
and"produce"informed"and"useful"information."Further,"internally"positioning"will"also"
increase"the"ease"and"efficiency"of"incorporating"the"necessary"evaluation"instruments"into"
the"program"management"systems"and"procedures,"including"governance"of"
implementation."********************************************************3*A"participation9oriented"approach"describes"evaluation"practice"where"“evaluators"collaborate"in"some"way"
with"individuals,"groups,"or"communities"who"have"a"stake"in"the"program"or"project"that"is"being"evaluated”"
(Butterfoss,"et*al.,"2001,"p.115).*
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1.9! Overview!of!the!Evaluation!Plan!
The"following"three"sections"of"the"Evaluation"Plan"outline"the:""
•!Nuclear"Futures"Program""
•! Evaluation"Methodology"
•! Evaluation"Implementation""
The"following"section"on"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"details"the"Nuclear"Futures’"program"
logic"(or"rationale)"and"provides"an"overview"of"the"program"objectives"and"planned"
activities"and"outcomes."This"information"combined"with"the"identified"partner"evaluation"
needs"has"been"central"to"the"development"of"the"key"evaluation"questions"relevant"for"the"
program"and"partners."
The"section"on"the"evaluation"design"details"the"overarching"methodology"to"be"employed."
This"includes"the"use"of"mixed"methods"to"collect"information"from"quantitative,"qualitative"
and"performative"data"sources"(via"semi9structured"interviews,"focus"groups,"survey"
instruments,"observation,"creative"documentation,"and"reflective"practice)"as"well"as"the"
planned"data"analysis"processes.""
The"final"section"of"the"Plan"focuses"on"the"implementation,"scheduling"and"outputs"of"the"
evaluation."The"two9phase"delivery"includes"formative"and"summative"evaluation"to"
generate"staged"findings"across"the"three9year"program."Evaluation"outputs"will"be"
‘transmedia’"utilising"multiple"platforms"for"communicating,"reporting,"showcasing,"and"
sharing"evaluation"findings"and"related"research.""
!
"
" "
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2! Nuclear!Futures!Program!!*
This"section"provides"a"summary"of"the"program"logic"for"Nuclear"Futures,"that"is,"the"
rationale"behind"the"program"and"the"causal"links"between"planned"outcomes,"activities"and"
impacts."An"understanding"of"the"key"elements"and"functionality"within"the"Nuclear"Futures"
program"model"are"of"significant"relevance"for"evaluation"design"and"delivery.""
2.1! Program!Rationale!
The"impulse"for"Nuclear"Futures"arises"from"the"current"urgency"to"work"with"the"last"
surviving"eye"witnesses"to"the"world’s"atomic"tests,"and"to"contribute"towards"capacity"
building"and"recognition"for"atomic"survivor"communities."Ultimately"the"program"seeks"to"
explore"how"experience"of"the"bomb"translates"into"community"development"and"
international"campaigns"for"peace"and"disarmament,"and"respond"to"the"atomic"legacies"
through"community"arts"and"partnerships."For"the"Nuclear"Futures"creative"team,"there"is"
interest"in"exploring"the"question:"“What"creative"art"works"and"processes"can"endure"
across"the"deep9time"of"the"nuclear"future?”""
The"Nuclear"Futures"program"rationale"is"significantly"influenced"by"broader"theories"of"
practice"as"a"‘creative"communities"partnership"initiative’"employing"CACD"and"community"
partnership"strategies."The"program"logic"is"therefore"linked"to"broader"theories"of"change"
for"CACD"practice"(and"community"arts"generally)"whereby"participatory"processes"are"used"
to"increase"access"to,"and"involvement"in,"the"arts"by"communities"and"produce"community"
development"outcomes"and"community9relevant"artwork."The"program"rationale"is"also"
underpinned"by"‘community"partnerships’"logic,"namely,"that"community"partnerships"can"
be"used"to"increase"innovation"across"agencies"and"communities"in"the"use"of"the"arts"to"
address"community"well"being,"and"to"generate"an"exchange"of"benefits"between"
organisations.""
The"following"sections"provide"a"summary"of"the"program’s"objectives,"planned"outcomes"
and"four"key"activity"strands."
2.2! Program!Objectives!!
The"program"objectives"as"set"out"in"the"Nuclear"Futures"funding"agreements"are:"
(i)"" To"make"the"story"go"far"
(ii)"" To"develop"the"storytelling"networks,"sharing"stories"of"resilience"
(iii)" To"make"the"link"between"‘white’"and"‘black’"experience"
(iv)" To"collaborative"with"and"support"initiatives"by"nuclear"veterans"and"their"families"
(v)" To"dramatise"the"role"of"British"Scientists"
(vi)"" To"build"new"international"collaboration"and"join"the"global"‘Hibakusha’"project"
(vii)""To"explore"areas"of"interest"within"the"CACD"field"(see"Appendix"A)"
(viii)"To"undertake"independent"evaluation"through"data"collection;"qualitative"and"rich"media;"
structured"feedback"and"review;"critical"reflection;"regular,"rich"reporting."
"
The"above"objectives"formulated"during"the"program"development"phase"were"intentionally"written"
in"general,"non9specified"terms"(i.e."no"timeframes"or"defined"quantification)"due"to"the"
experimental"and"creative"nature"of"the"program."How"the"broad"objectives"become"refined"and"
translated"for"each"sub9project"will"be"a"key"part"of"the"creative"process"that"can"only"be"done"with"
community"partners"as"the"program"proceeds."Unique"goals"will"be"set"within"projects,"and"it"is"at"
the"project"level"that"objectives"will"be"developed"in"more"detailed"and"quantifiable"ways.""
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2.3! Planned!Outcomes!!
The"hierarchy"of"planned"outcomes"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"is"listed"in"Table"2.""
First,"are"the"ultimate"outcomes"that"Nuclear"Futures"seeks"to"achieve"and"influence,"
relating"to"a"series"of"long9term"goals"for"community"arts"and"cultural"development"and"for"
partner"communities."While"these"outcomes"have"been"fundamental"to"the"program"design"
and"will"be"reviewed"as"part"of"the"evaluation,"they"constitute"the"intended"long9range"
social,"institutional"and"cultural"consequences,"some"of"which"will"not"be"fully"realised"or"
demonstrable"at"the"conclusion"of"the"three9year"program."
Second,"are"the"planned"end9of9program"outcomes"that"Nuclear"Futures"seeks"to"achieve."
How"well"the"program"has"contributed"to"this"level"of"planned"outcomes"will"be"of"high"
relevance"for"the"summative"evaluation"of"the"Nuclear"Futures"program."
The"third"category"includes"intermediate"program"outcomes,"relating"to"short"and"medium"
term"objectives"to"be"achieved"during"the"program,"the"foundation"for"the"overall"outcome"
hierarchy."Assessment"of"progress"towards"the"intermediate"outcomes"will"be"relevant"
during"both"formative"and"summative"evaluation."
Table!2:!Outcome!hierarchy!for!Nuclear!Futures!
!
Outcome!Hierarchy!! Planned!Nuclear!Futures!Outcomes!
Ultimate!outcomes!!
!
2016"+""
beyond"the"life"of"the"
program"
•! Increased"public"awareness"about"Australia’s"atomic"test"history"and"of"Cold"War"scientific"
experimentation"and"its"long9term"legacies"
•! Increased"public"recognition"of,"and"response"to,"the"nuclear"age"and"its"impacts"
•! Improved"rebuilding,"and/or"strengthened"atomic"survivor"networks"(including"intergenerational)"
•! Enhanced"international"collaboration"between"atomic"survivor"communities"
•! Increased"international"information"dissemination"and"storytelling"about"atomic"survivor"experiences"
via"cultural"and"media"platforms."
End!of!program!
outcomes!!
!
2016""
end9of9program"
•! New"arts"works"created"to"promote"recognition"of"Australian"atomic"survivor"communities"
•! International"promotion"of"Nuclear"Futures"creative"works"via"public"showcases"and"tours"
•! Increased"opportunities"for"individuals"and"communities"to"actively"participate"in"excellent"artistic"
practice"*"
•! Innovative"community"programs"with"long"term"outcomes"through"arts"and"non9arts"partnerships"*"
•! Increased"capacity"building"in"communities"of"interest"*"
•! Integration"of"distinct"atomic"survivor"perspectives"through"creative"responses"and"new"works"
(Aboriginal"and"Veteran;"Australian"and"international"etc.)"
•! Innovation"across"agencies/communities"in"the"use"of"the"arts"to"address"community"well"being*"
•! Evaluation"outputs,"and"increased"understanding"of"the"contribution"of"the"CACD"sector"*"
Intermediate!
outcomes!
!
2014"–"16""
during"the"program"
!
•! New"and/or"strengthened"storytelling"networks"for"sharing"atomic"survivor"stories"
•! Story"collection"about"the"experiences"and"resilience"of"atomic"survivor"communities"
•! Support"provided"for"new"and/or"strengthened"initiatives"led"by"atomic"survivor"communities,"their"
families,"and/or"community"members"
•! Creative"treatment"of"identified"key"themes"and"content"areas:"i.e."role"of"British"Scientists;"integration"
of"Aboriginal"and"Nuclear"Veteran"stories"etc."
•! Cultural"exchange"and"connection"between"representatives"from"different"atomic"survivor"
communities"via"the"Global"Hibakusha"Project"
•! Skills"development"for"participating"community"partners"and"targeted"participant"groups"
•! Community9based"projects"delivered"using"community"and"cultural"development"processes"
•! Effective"support"systems"established"for"Nuclear"Futures"management"and"implementation"
*"Indicates"outcomes"included"in"Australia"Council"for"the"Arts"funding"agreement.!!
"
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2.3.1! Key!Outcome!Areas!
The"planned"outcomes"listed"in"Table"1"can"be"grouped"into"three"key"categories"of"outcome"
areas."For"the"purpose"of"the"evaluation,"it"is"useful"to"identify"the"key"outcome"areas"as"
they"represent"the"principal"areas"of"anticipated"program"influence."Stakeholder"feedback"
indicated"that"examining"the"program"in"terms"of"key"outcome"areas"(given"the"scale"and"
scope"of"the"program)"is"of"more"relevance"for"understanding"the"program"than"focusing"on"
analysis"of"individual"outcomes."The"three"key"outcome"areas"identified"for"Nuclear"Futures"
will"guide"the"analysis"and"representation"of"the"evaluation"data."
Community!partnerships!
Central"to"the"evaluation"is"the"task"of"understanding"and"assessing"the"outcomes"arising"
from"the"program’s"community"partnerships,"in"terms"of"the"success"of"Nuclear"Futures"in"
building"sustainable"partnerships"and"collaboration"between"arts"and"non9arts"organisations"
in"the"process"of"engaging"with"communities."Understanding"the"quality"and"nature"of"the"
partnerships"established,"as"well"as"demonstrating"the"impact"of"long9term"and/or"mutual"
benefits"generated"were"identified"to"be"of"particular"interest"for"the"Australia"Council"for"
the"Arts."Partnership"exchange"may"involve"community"capacity"and"skills"building;"new"
career"opportunities"for"creative"artists;"professional"development;"access"to"new"networks"
and"audiences;"economic"benefits;"transformative"impact;"and"increased"access"to"resources"
etc."Over"the"life"of"the"program"it"is"anticipated"that"the"relationships"between"community"
partners"will"lead"to"additional"activities"and"projects"in"the"future,"beyond"Nuclear"Futures."
Communities!of!Interest!
The"second"outcome"area"pertains"specifically"to"the"impact"experienced"by"the"
communities"of"interest"participating"in"the"program."The"main"communities"of"interest"for"
Nuclear"Futures"are:"a"number"of"pre9determined"atomic"survivor"communities"in"Australia"
and"overseas"that"the"program"will"work"with"directly;"and"secondary"communities,"defined"
by"geography"or"constituency"(such"as"local"and/or"regional"communities"or"young"people)"
specific"to"each"project."See"Table"1"for"the"summary"of"participating"communities."
Evaluation"of"this"outcome"area"will"involve"identifying"and"examining"the"social,"cultural,"
personal"and"economic"impacts"for"participating"communities."For"example,"this"may"
include"the"impact"of"having"increased"opportunities"to"actively"participate"in"artistic"
practices"and"storytelling"about"their"experiences;"skills"development;"capacity"building;"and"
cultural"and"intergenerational"exchange"between"representatives"from"different"atomic"
survivor"communities."It"is"also"possible"that"Nuclear"Futures"may"generate"benefits"for"non9
targeted"atomic"survivor"communities"and"other"unanticipated"outcomes."
Community!and!Cultural!Development!(CACD)!!
The"third"area"of"focus"is"on"the"outcomes"achieved"in"relation"to"the"community"arts"
practice"undertaken,"and"the"emergent"creative"works."Planned"outcomes"relate"to"both"the"
art9making"processes"and"the"delivery"of"high"quality,"original"creative"works."In"addition"to"
the"broad"CACD"goals"of"Nuclear"Futures"are"project"specific"objectives"that"will"be"assessed,"
such"as"audience"development"or"increasing"access"to"arts"and"cultural"resources"in"regional"
or"remote"areas."Several"of"the"program’s"planned"CACD"outcomes"also"relate"to"community"
arts"management,"documentation,"analysis,"evaluation"and"information"sharing."In"addition,"
the"evaluation"aims"to"provide"insight"into"the"level"and"quality"of"contribution"Nuclear"
Futures"has"been"able"to"make"to"the"existing"body"of"creative"works"in"the"public"realm"that"
respond"to"and"represent"the"stories"of"Australia’s"atomic"bomb"testing.""
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2.4! Program!Activities!and!Outputs!
"
The"Nuclear"Futures"program"has"been"designed"as"a"sequence"of"inter9related"CACD"activities"
that"are"implemented"via"sub9projects."The"four"activity"strands"across"Nuclear"Futures"are:"
•! Community"and"place"based"residencies"across"the"first"two"years"(Balaklava"and"
Yalata/Oak"Valley,"South"Australia)"
•! Integrating"arts"and"cultural"projects"across"the"life"of"the"initiative"(international)""
•! Showcases"of"the"program’s"linked"creative"works,"with"associated"workshops"
(international)"
•! Support"structures"that"ensure"coordination"and"also"reflection,"evaluation"and"forward"
planning"throughout"the"life"of"program."
"
Through"these"four"activity"strands,"Nuclear"Futures"will"produce"a"suite"of"new"multi9platform"
creative"works,"representing"a"‘register"of"voices’"from"various"atomic"survivor"communities."New"
creative"works"produced"as"a"result"of"the"program"will"include"digital"stories,"theatre"plays,"
books,"a"radio"play,"exhibitions/"installations,"sculpture,"online"community,"integrated"showcase"
and"an"enduring"archive"of"historical"and"creative"materials"(See"Appendix"1)."Community"
artworks"and"creative"works"produced"independently"by"professional"artists"will"be"integrated"
into"international"showcases"planned"for"2016,"following"community"presentations"in"2015."
"
Table"3"illustrates"the"suite"of"Nuclear"Futures"projects"pertaining"to"each"activity"strand."
"
TABLE!3:!Key!Activity!Strands!and!Projects!for!the!Nuclear!Futures!Program!(2014_16)4!
"
NUCLEAR!FUTURES!:!KEY!ACTIVITY!STRANDS!!
Community!and!Place!
based!Residencies!
Integrating!Arts!and!
Cultural!projects!
Showcases! Support!structures!
Balaklava,!South!Australia!!
(Includes"play"script"
development;"and"
CACD"residency"&"photography"
exhibition)"
Youth!Leadership!
Workshops!
(Involves"representatives"from"
international"atomic"survivor"
communities)"
"
Community!presentations!
and!creative!workshops!
(South"Australian"communities"
of"Balaklava,"Yalata,"and"others"
TBA)"
Nuclear!Futures!Hub!
(Management,"team"
workshops,"steering"
committee,"legacy)"
Maralinga!Projects!
Yalata"&"Oak"Valley,""
South"Australia"
(Includes"storytelling,"digital"
arts,"script"development,"
sculpture"and"a"book)"
Online!community!
(Involves"film/"webisodes,"
website,"games,"transmedia)"
Exhibitions,!launches!&!
installations!!
(Multimedia"events)"
Nuclear!Futures!network"
(Circle"of"advisers,"academics,"
creative"artists"and"other"
researchers)"
"
Place!based!projects!!
(Under"development,"may"
include"Monte"Bello"islands)"
The!Archive!
(Collection"development"with"
cultural"institutions"and"
creative"documentation)"
Integrated!showcases""
(National"and"international)!
Partnership!development!
(Includes"building"community"
partnerships"and"fundraising)"
" " Scholarly!&!Industry!
presentations!
(Conferences,"seminars"etc.)"
READ!
(Reflection,"Evaluation,"
Analysis,"Documentation)"********************************************************
4"The"projects"included"under"each"activity"strand"will"change"over"the"life"of"the"program"and"represent"the"
projects"under"development"or"being"implemented"at"the"time"of"the"Evaluation"Plan."
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!
2.5! What!will!program!success!look!like?!
Preliminary"research"and"consultation"is"underway"with"key"community"and"delivery"
partners"to"gather"input"into"what"constitutes"‘success’"for"different"representatives"and"
stakeholders"across"Nuclear"Futures"partners.5"To"date,"research"participants"(program"
partners)"have"provided"input"on"what"type"of"information"is"needed"to"adequately"answer"
KEQs"of"interest"to"them.""
The"information"collated"has"been"valuable"for"the"evaluation"design"phase"and"will"be"
pivotal"to"the"development"of"the"proposed"evaluation"and"analysis"processes"that"involve"
rubrics"and"structured"assessment"reviews."Information"has"also"been"sought"on"what"type"
of"evaluation"outputs"and"communication"formats"will"be"relevant"during"and"post"the"
evaluation."
Consultation"about"how"program"success"is"measured"and"articulated"will"be"an"ongoing"
element"of"the"evaluation"process"due"to"the"experimental"and"dynamic"nature"of"the"
program."
The"next"section"outlines"the"key"evaluation"questions"driving"the"evaluation"framework,"
and"details"the"overarching"methodology"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"evaluation.""
"
" "
********************************************************5*As"part"of"the"consultation"process"for"this"Evaluation"Plan,"individual"semi9structured"interviews"and"groups"
meetings"were"undertaken"with"the"core"creative"artists,"community"representatives/"leaders,"delivery"partners"
and"some"partnering"institutions."Numerous"creative"workshops"with"the"core"Nuclear"Futures"team,"plus"several"
associated"advisors,"was"formative"to"the"development"of"the"program"logic"included"in"the"Plan."Secondary"
research"including"a"comprehensive"document"scan"of"Nuclear"Futures"administrative"and"funding"related"
material,"and"case"study"analysis"of"comparable"community"arts"program"evaluations,"was"also"undertaken.*
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3! Evaluation!Methodology!*
This"section"outlines"the"key"evaluation"questions"identified"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"program"
and"the"evaluation"methodology"for"addressing"them."""
The"evaluation"methodology"has"been"designed"to"elicit"comprehensive"and"rich"data"from"
qualitative,"quantitative"and"performative"sources"across"the"suite"of"interrelated"program"
activities"to"be"delivered."The"strategic"mix"of"methods"employed"utilises"program"
evaluation"techniques"demonstrated"to"be"reliable"for"producing"substantive"data,"and"have"
been"selected"based"on"their"relevance"to"the"Community"Arts"context."In"addition"to"
qualitative"and"quantitative"data"collection,"methods"able"to"capture"rich"ephemeral"data"
elicited"from"the"performative"and"creative"aspects"of"the"program"are"also"included."Both"
data"collection"and"evaluative"analysis"will"seek"to"be"participatory"where"possible,"via"
structured"internal"review"and"input"processes.""
The"implementation"of"the"evaluation"will"be"led"by"the"Evaluation"researcher"and"be"
implemented"by"a"team"of"Nuclear"Futures"personnel"and"partner/participant"
representatives."External"expert"and"peer"review"during"the"formative"and"summative"
evaluation"phases"has"been"included"into"the"design"to"allow"for"independent"cross9checks"
(for"verification"purposes)"of"the"evaluation"findings."
3.1! Key!Evaluation!Questions!(KEQs)!
Central"to"the"Evaluation"Plan"are"five"key"evaluation"questions"representing"the"evaluation"
needs"of"partners"and"personnel"identified"during"the"preliminary"research"and"consultation."
This"reflects"both"contractual"obligations"included"in"funding"agreements"as"well"as"the"
nominated"areas"of"evaluation"interest"by"personnel"and"partners"more"broadly."
"The"key"evaluation"questions"for"Nuclear"Futures"are:"
1.! To"what"extent"did"the"program"meet"its"stated"objectives?"
2.! How"effective"was"the"program"in"terms"of"generating"opportunities"for"individuals"
and"communities"to"actively"participate"in"excellent"artistic"practices?"
3.! What"was"the"quality"and"depth"of"new"partnerships"formed"and"developed?"
4.! In"what"ways"did"Nuclear"Futures"impact"upon"the"delivery"partners,"participating"
groups"and"the"wider"community?"
5.! How"does"the"Nuclear"Futures"increase"understanding"of"the"contribution"of"the"
CACD"sector,"in"the"stated"areas"of"interest?"
For"each"of"these"key"questions"a"series"of"guiding"sub9questions"has"been"developed,"as"
summarized"in"Table"4.""
In"some"instances"there"may"also"be"additional"evaluation"questions"addressed"that"respond"to"the"
unique"goals"for"specific"Nuclear"Futures"projects"and"partners."For"example,"in"the"Balaklava"
Community"Project"one"of"the"unique"goals"set"with"Arts"SA"is"to"engage"young"people"in"the"
Wakefield"region"in"South"Australia"with"the"creative"arts."While"these"additional"questions"are"not"
included"in"the"overall"Evaluation"Plan"they"are"integrated"at"the"project"level"evaluation"
instruments.""
In"other"cases,"it"is"anticipated"that"the"KEQs"will"need"to"be"re9framed"to"best"meet"cultural"or"
community"contexts"at"the"project"level."This"will"involve"allowing"communities"to"lead"how"they"
want"to"tell"their"story"or"learning/"reflection"about"the"program"in"their"own"ways"and"language.!"
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Table&4:&Key&Evaluation&Q
uestions&(KEQ
)&and&sub7questions&for&Nuclear&Futures#
Key&Evaluation&Q
uestions&KEQ
s&
Guiding&sub7questions&
Purpose&of&question&
1.0#
To#w
hat#extent#did#the#
program
#m
eet#its#stated#
objectives?#
1.1#
To#w
hat#extent#w
ere#program
#outcom
es#achieved#(interm
ediate,#end>of>program
,#ultim
ate)?#i.e.#How
#effective#w
as#the#
program
#for#increasing#storytelling,#and#sharing#stories#of#resilience#about#atom
ic#survivor#com
m
unities?#
KEQ
1#seeks#to#assess#if#and#
how
#w
ell#the#program
#
objectives#w
ere#m
et.##
1.2#
W
hat#value#and/or#dem
onstrated#im
pact#did#the#program
#produce#in#the#three#key#outcom
e#areas#of#interest?##
1.3#
Consideration#of#specific/unique#objectives,#i.e.#How
#w
ell#did#the#program
#link#‘w
hite’#and#‘black’#experiences#of#atom
ic#
survivor#com
m
unities?#
2.0#
How
#effective#w
as#the#
program
#in#generating#
opportunities#for#individuals#
and#com
m
unities#to#actively#
participate#in#excellent#artistic#
practices?#
2.1#
#To#w
hat#extent#did#the#program
#create#opportunities#for#com
m
unities#to#participate#in#com
m
unity#arts#practice?##
KEQ
2#evaluates#the#quality#
and#effectiveness#of#the#
com
m
unity#involvem
ent#and#
active#participation#in#
com
m
unity#arts#practice.#
2.2#
How
#did#com
m
unity#participants#view
#the#program
#and#their#experiences?#W
hat#w
as#the#value#for#participants?#
2.3#
W
as#the#quality,#scope#and#level#of#com
m
unity#engagem
ent/#participation#w
ithin#target#com
m
unities#adequate?#
2.4#
To#w
hat#extent#did#the#program
#deliver#excellent#artistic#practices#and#creative#outputs?#
3.0#
W
hat#w
as#the#quality#and#
depth#of#partnerships#form
ed#
and#developed#through#the#
program
?#
#
3.1#
How
#effective#w
as#the#program
#in#generating#and#sustaining#partnerships#(betw
een#com
m
unities,#arts#organisations,#and#non>
arts#organisations)?#
KEQ
3#appraises#the#program
#
in#term
s#of#its#creative#
com
m
unities#partnerships,#
focusing#on#the#nature#and#
value#of#the#partnerships.#
3.2#
How
#valuable#w
ere#the#partnerships#form
ed,#in#term
s#of#m
utual#exchange#and#benefits?#
3.3#
To#w
hat#extent#did#partnerships#betw
een#agencies#and#com
m
unities#use#the#arts#in#innovative#w
ays#to#address#com
m
unity#
w
ell#being?#
3.4#
Is#there#evidence#that#som
e#partnerships#w
ill#extend#beyond#the#life#of#the#program
?#
4.0#
To#w
hat#extent#did#Nuclear#
Futures#im
pact#upon#the#
delivery#partners,#participating#
groups#and#the#w
ider#
com
m
unity?#
4.1#
In#w
hat#w
ays#did#the#program
#im
pact#upon#delivery#partners?#W
hat#evidence#exists#for#value,#transform
ation,#change#and/or#
im
pact#generated?#To#w
hat#extent#did#artists#and#creative#practitioners#benefit#from
#participating?#
KEQ
4#seeks#to#evaluate#
program
#im
pact#on#partners,#
stakeholders#and#the#w
ider#
com
m
unity#>#dem
onstrable#at#
the#com
pletion#of#the#
program
.#
4.2#
In#w
hat#w
ays#did#the#program
#im
pact#upon#participants#and#com
m
unities#partners?#W
hat#evidence#exists#for#value,#
transform
ation,#change#and/or#im
pact#generated?#I.e.#W
hat#influence#did#the#program
#have#on#international#collaboration#
betw
een#atom
ic#survivor#com
m
unities?#
4.3#
Is#there#evidence#of#im
pact#upon#w
ider#com
m
unities#and#the#public?##
4.4#
W
ere#there#any#unexpected#outcom
es#of#the#program
#for#partners#and#stakeholders?#
4.5#
W
hat#are#the#m
ost#significant#changes#generated#by#the#program
?#W
hich#are#considered#collectively#to#be#m
ost#valuable?#
4.6#
W
hat#indications#exist#for#potential#long>term
/#legacy#im
pact?#For#w
hom
#are#long>term
#benefits#m
ost#likely#or#in#w
hat#areas?#
5.0#
How
#does#the#Nuclear#Futures#
increase#understanding#of#the#
contribution#of#the#CACD#
sector?#
##
5.1#
W
hat#are#the#m
ost#valuable#insights/innovations#for#‘com
m
unity#partnerships’#and#CACD#arising#from
#the#program
?#
KEQ
5#is#designed#to#identify#
the#key#findings#from
#the#
program
#and#evaluation#of#
relevance#to#the#field,#and#
provide#prelim
inary#review
#of#
the#READ#m
odel.#
5.2#
How
#does#the#program
#increase#understanding#in#areas#of#interest?#(e.g.#the#relationship#betw
een#com
m
unity>based#projects#
and#international#exchange;#unlocking#the#academ
ies#for#collaboration#betw
een#creative#artists#and#researchers?;#
collaboration#betw
een#Australia’s#CACD#netw
orks#and#the#independent#film
#sector;#and#funding#m
odels#for#com
m
unity#arts)#
5.3#
How
#w
ell#has#READ#m
odel#serviced#the#need#to#record,#inform
#and#evaluate#the#program
?#W
hat#docum
entation#and#
dissem
ination#outcom
es#have#been#produced?#O
f#w
hat#value#have#these#been#for#stakeholders,#w
ider#audiences#and#the#field?#
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3.2! Data'Collection'Methods'
To#address#the#KEQs,#the#evaluation#will#need#to#assess#data#about#the#levels#and#quality#of#
partnerships#and#participation;#the#impact#of#the#community#arts#practices#implemented;#
the#creative#and#artistic#merit#of#art#works#produced;#community#and#cultural#development#
outcomes;#and#the#extent#to#which#Nuclear#futures#promotes#wider#outreach#and#
engagement#with#stories#about#Australia’s#atomic#legacies.##
#
Table#5#provides#a#summary#of#the#data#collection#methods#included#in#the#evaluation#
methodology#for#Nuclear#Futures.#Data#collection#methods#have#been#selected#based#on#a#
number#of#considerations#such#as#their#suitability#for#the#KEQs;#appropriateness#for#the#
community#and#cultural#contexts#in#which#they#will#be#used;#the#frequency#and#resource#
requirements#of#implementation;#ultimate#reporting#requirements#for#funding#bodies#and#
partners;#existing#data#availability;#and#ethical#considerations.#
Data#collection#methods#include#semiIstructured#interviews,#focus#groups,#reflective#
practice,#survey#instruments,#observation,#storyIbased#dialogic#techniques,#and#a#number#of#
performative#methods#leveraging#the#creative#strengths#and#skills#of#Nuclear#Futures#
personnel#and#artImaking#processes.#Performative#data#will#provide#rich#and#nuanced#
information#about#program#and#will#be#sourced#from#transmedia#creative#works#and#
documentation#such#as#film,#webisodes,#photo#essays,#digital#stories,#exhibitions#and#
showcases.##
Another#important#facet#of#the#evaluation#for#the#Nuclear#Futures#program#will#be#to#collect#
and#review#examples#of#program#activities#and#impact#through#Nuclear#Futures#success#
stories.#Stories#of#change#and#impact#resulting#from#the#program#will#be#collected#and#
organised#using#the#Most#Significant#Change#(MSC)#technique.#MSC#is#a#participatory#
qualitative#evaluation#tool#that#involves#the#collection#and#systematic#organisation/#
interpretation#of#stories#collected#from#project#participants#and#partners.#Success#stories#
provide#real#life#descriptions#of#how#the#program#translated#into#value#(personal,#cultural,#
organisational,#social/community,#economic,#political#etc.)#and#describe#what#happened#and#
its#significance.#Previous#applications#have#demonstrated#the#relevance#of#MSC#in#the#
cultural#evaluation#context#and#more#broadly,#where#storyIbased#evaluation/#narrative#
research#has#been#used#to#evaluate#community#outcomes.#
The#mixed#data#collection#methods#employed#in#the#Nuclear#Futures#evaluation#are#
anticipated#to#produce#detailed#and#rich#information#about#the#program#delivery#and#impact,#
based#on#input#from#a#diverse#group#of#stakeholders.#
#
#
! '
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Table'4:'Data'Collection'Methods'for'Nuclear'Futures'
'
'
Data'collected' Method' Details'
#
#
Qualitative##
#
Descriptive#&#rich#
information/#data#
Program#stakeholder#
Interviews#
#
Feedback#from#individual#and#small#groups#via#semiIstructured#and#unstructured#interviews#
via#mixed#modes#including#audio#and#video#recorded#faceItoIface,#skype#recorded,#nonI
recorded#telephone#and#faceItoIface#interviews.#Interviews#will#be#flexible#and#use#openI
ended#questions#to#record#the#views#about#program#delivery#and#impact#by#stakeholders#at#
different#periods#in#the#program.#Where#possible#and#appropriate#interviews#will#be#recorded#
and#transcribed#with#copies#made#available#to#interview#participants.#
Structured#and#semiI
structured#consultation#
(includes#focus#groups)#
Individual#and#group#feedback#sessions;#focus#groups/#workshops;#creative#workshops;#
program#correspondence#and#communications#including#minutes,#letters#of#support,#
testimonies#etc.;#informal#consultation.#
Reflective#practice# As#well#as#building#a#culture#of#reflective#practice#across#program#delivery,#the#method#offers#a#
knowledgeIdriven#and#systematic#interrogation#of#thinking#and#action#for#continuous#
improvement#of#practice#by#personnel,#participants#and#stakeholders.#Individual#and#collective#
reflective#reports,#blogs,#video#diaries#and#critical#buddy#sessions#will#be#utilised#before,#during#
and#following#key#milestones#and#processes.#
Survey#instruments##
(multiImodal)#
Survey#data#captured#from#Partnership#Assessment#tools#and#feedback#questionnaires#will#
measure#participant#and#partner#views#on#their#engagement#and#experience#of#participating#in#
the#project/#program.#The#partnership#assessment#during#formative#and#summative#evaluation#
will#allow#for#comparative#analysis#of#partner#perceptions#about#exchange,#benefits#and#
participation.#It#will#build#a#fuller#picture#of#the#factors#supporting#or#inhibiting#the#community#
partnerships#approach#in#the#Nuclear#Futures#context.#Feedback#forms#for#participants#will#be#
completed#where#appropriate#after#key#events,#creative#residencies,#workshops,#showcases.#
Observation## Participant#and#audience#observation#will#be#used#as#a#crossIcheck#for#feedback#presented#by#
partners#and#participants,#and#is#a#method#that#will#reduce#the#burden#on#participants#(in#
terms#of#their#contribution#towards#evaluation)#in#some#circumstances.#External#changes#in#
government#policy#or#political#treatment#of#communities#of#interest#may#also#be#relevant#to#
monitor.#
Most#Significant#Change#
(MSC)##
This#story#based#participatory#tool#involves#the#collection#and#systematic#interpretation#of#
impact#stories#from#project#participants#and#partners.#A#collective#review#process#is#used#to#
interpret#patterns,#organize#and#prioritise#the#collected#impact#stories.#Final#case#studies#and#
stories#will#highlight#examples#of#program#impact#and#influence#on#participants/#stakeholders.#
Program#Documentation#
review#
Review#of#records,#administrative#data,#website/#online#archives,#reviews,#project#reports,#
communications,#promotional#materials,#documentation#of#art#processes#(audio#visual)#etc.##
Case#studies# A#number#of#case#studies#will#be#developed#following#selected#participants#based#on#a#
sampling#process#involving#Alphaville#and#delivery#partners.#Case#studies#will#provide#the#
opportunity#to#consult#more#widely#with#the#family#and/or#mentors#of#the#participants#and#will#
build#in#questions#consistent#with#the#semiIstructured#interviews#and#MSC.#
Academic#analysis#and#
industry#research#
Analysis#of#the#scholarly#and#applied#research#generated#through#the#READ#framework#and#
Nuclear#Futures#partners;#conference#and#industry#presentations#and#papers#etc.#
#
Quantitative##
#
Numerical#&#statistical#
information/#data#
Program#Documentation#
Review#
Review#of#records#(including#financial),#administrative#data,#website/#online#statistics,#project#
reports#(including#participation#figures),#communication#outreach,#promotional#material#
distribution,#specialized#data#about#partnerships#etc.#
Survey#instruments# Survey#data#captured#from#Partnership#Assessment#tools#and#feedback#questionnaires#will#
measure#participant#and#partner#satisfaction/#rankings#and#attendance#numbers#etc.#
Observation## Used#for#generating#participation#and#audience#attendance#numbers,#patterns#of#attendance#
consumption/#behavior#and#some#demographic#profiling.#
Media#review# Review#of#outreach#and#coverage#through#media#platforms#external#to#Nuclear#Futures#
#
Performative##
#
Creative#content#
including#rich#
ephemeral#media#
Creative#works# Transmedia#multiIart#works#including#film,#webisodes,#theatre,#visual#arts,#showcases#etc.##
Creative#documentation## Includes#documentation#from#participants,#artists#and#audiences#via#audio#visual#content#
captured#during#program#or#production#(such#as#video#diaries,#voxpop#impressions,#photo#
essays/montage,#audio#including#music/sound#design,#collaborative#outputs,#promotions;##
internal#&#publicity#images#etc.)###May#involve#participants#using#creative#artImaking#to#express#
and#communicate#their#experiences#(i.e.#Digital#Storytelling,#community#presentations).#
Media#review# MultiImedia#stories,#coverage#and#content#generated#externally#to#Nuclear#Futures#(print#and#
TV#features,#online#articles#and#reviews,#new#creative#responses#etc.)#
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Table'5:'Evaluation'Data'Collection'Guide'for'the'Nuclear'Futures'program'
Key'Evaluation'Questions' Examples'of'Data'and'evidence'required' Data'Collection'Methods/'Sources'
1.0# To#what#extent#did#the#
program#meet#its#
stated#objectives?#
•! Output#statistics#&#timeIbased#progress#reporting#(administrative#data)#
•! Descriptive/#creative#documentation#of#arts#processes#and#experiences#
•! Figures#relating#to#participation#(numbers,#demographics)#
•! Quantity#and#quality#international#collaborations#(partnership#network#
relationships,#feedback#&#statistics)#
•! Quantity#and#quality#of#story#pathways#and#outreach/exposure#across#
community#projects#and#international#showcasing#
•! Quantity#and#impact#of#published#materials/#media#citing#NFs#stories#
•! Feedback/#views#from#participants#and/or#stakeholders#
•! Performative#data#for#creative#content#themes#and#processes#
•! External#reviews#
Interviews,#Focus#Groups,#Workshops#
Meetings,#Reflective#practice,#Observation,#
Most#Significant#Change#(MSC),#Program#
documentation#review,#Publications,#Creative#
works,#Creative#documentation,#Voxpop,#
Media/digital#content#review#
#
2.0# How#effective#was#the#
program#in#generating#
opportunities#for#
individuals#and#
communities#to#
actively#participate#in#
excellent#artistic#
practices?#
•! Number#and#type#of#outreach#and#engagement#opportunities#(through#
communityIbased#projects#and#showcasing)#
•! Participation#numbers#of#program#participants,#artists#and#art#workers,#
active#network#participants,#audiences#etc.#
•! Number,#type#and#reach#of#residencies/#workshops/#performances#
•! Descriptive/#creative#documentation#of#arts#practices#
•! Length#(time)#and#scale#(local,#regional,#national,#international#etc.)#of#
opportunities/#events/#mentoring#etc.#
•! Direct#feedback#from#participants,#partners#and/or#stakeholders#
•! Performative#data#(outputs#and#process#oriented)#
•! External#reviews#
Interviews,#Focus#Groups,#Workshops,#
Meetings,#Reflective#practice,#Survey#
instruments#(questionnaire),#Observation,#
MSC,#Program#documentation#review,#
Publications/#Communication#materials,#
Creative#works,#Creative#documentation,#
Voxpop,#Media#review,#Case#studies#
#
3.0# What#was#the#quality#
and#depth#of#
partnerships#formed#
and#developed#
through#the#program?#
#
•! Types/#nature#of#participation#and#partnerships#involving#participants,#
artists#and#art#workers,#community#participants,#partners#and#networks#
(throughout#communityIbased#projects#and#showcasing)#
•! Experience#and#feedback#of#partner#engagement#and#exchange##
•! Cash#and#Inkind#value#delivered#from#partners#towards#activities#etc.#
•! Cash#and#inkind#value#received#by#partners#during#activities/events#
•! Descriptive/#creative#documentation#of#activities/#processes#
•! Administrative#data#on#partner#exchange,#communications,#meetings.#
•! Benefits#generated:#social,#cultural,#economic,#institutional,#
personal/transformative,#political,#environmental#etc.#
•! Partnership#assessment#involving#participants,#delivery#partners,#allied#
partners#and/or#stakeholders#(on#engagement,#participation,#cultural#
exchange,#creative#works#and#showcasing)#
•! Measure#of#skills#development,#capacity#building,#professional#devt##
•! Performative#data#
•! Level/numbers#relating#to#new#audience#and#market#development#
•! External#reviews/#Awards#
Interviews,#Focus#Groups,#Workshops,#
Meetings,#Reflective#practice,#Survey#
instruments#(partnership#assessment#tool),#
Observation,#MSC,#Program#documentation#
review,#Publications,#Survey#instruments,#
Observation,#Communication#materials,#
Creative#works,#Creative#documentation,#
Voxpop,#Media#review,#Case#studies#
#
4.0# To#what#extent#did#
Nuclear#Futures#
impact#upon#the#
delivery#partners,#
participating#groups#
and#the#wider#
community?#
•! Feedback#on#participation#and#partnerships#involving#participants,#
artists#and#art#workers,#community#participants,#partners#and#networks#
(throughout#communityIbased#projects#and#showcasing)#
•! Descriptive/#creative#documentation#of#activities/#outcomes/#outputs#
•! Administrative#data#about#partner#exchange,#communications,#meetings#
and#reporting#(Nuclear#Futures#and#external)#
•! Partnership#assessment#involving#participants,#delivery#partners,#allied#
partners#and/or#stakeholders#documenting#benefits#and#experiences#
•! Participation#and#audience#numbers#in#target#areas/#communities#(i.e.#
regional#participation,#international#exchanges)#
•! External#reviews/#Awards/#media#coverage#
•! Number#of#external#repositories#housing#material#and#outreach#
•! Career#opportunities/#pathways#resulting#for#artists#and#artworkers#
•! Views#on#change#and#influence;#experiences#of#change#
Interviews,#Focus#Groups,#Workshops,#
Meetings,#Reflective#practice,#Survey#
instruments,#Observation,#MSC,#Program#
documentation#review,#Publications,#
Communication#materials,#Creative#works,#
Creative#documentation,#Voxpop,#Media#
Review,#Case#studies#
#
5.0# How#does#the#Nuclear#
Futures#increase#
understanding#of#the#
contribution#of#the#
CACD#sector?#
#
#
•! Feedback#on#participation,#partnerships#and#CACD#involving#
participants,#artists#and#art#workers,#community#participants,#partners#
and#networks#(throughout#communityIbased#projects#and#showcasing)#
•! Descriptive/creative#documentation#of#CACD#processes/outputs#
•! Administrative#data#on#CACD#delivery#and#fundraising/#resource#input#
•! Externally#documented#benefits:#social,#cultural,#economic,#institutional,#
personal/transformative,#political,#environmental#etc.)##
•! Participation#and#audience#numbers#for#target#areas/#communities#(i.e.#
regional#participation,#international#exchanges)#
•! External#reviews/#Awards/#media#coverage#
•! Views#on#change#and#influence;#experiences#of#change#
•! Outreach#
Interviews,#Focus#Groups,#Workshops,#
Meetings,#Reflective#practice,#Survey#
instruments,#Observation,#MSC,#Program#
documentation#review,#Publications,#
Communication#materials,#Creative#works,#
Creative#documentation,#Voxpop,#Media#
Review,#Case#studies#
#
#
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3.3! Data'analysis''
Information#generated#about#the#program#during#the#data#collection#phase#will#be#
appropriately#treated,#organised#and#synthesized#to#generate#meaningful#and#robust#
findings#in#response#to#the#KEQs.#Tools#employed#during#the#analysis#process#will#include#
evaluation#rubrics,#participatory#ranking#processes#(such#as#those#included#in#the#MSC#
approach),#and#partnership#mapping.##Both#internal#participatory#processes#(including#
creative#and#evaluationIbased#workshops)#and#external#review#(involving#an#impartial#panel#
and/or#evaluation#specialist)#will#be#employed#to#ensure#validity#and#representativeness#of#
the#findings,#and#data/#method#triangulation#will#be#used#to#verify#data#generated#from#
different#sources.##
Micro#level#analysis#will#generate#evaluative#findings#relating#to#substantial#subIproject#
elements#of#the#program,#while#macro#level#(aggregate)#analysis#and#synthesis#will#be#
conducted#across#the#program#overall.#Data#analysis#will#focus#on#the#three#idenfied#
outcome#areas#(see#Section#2.3.1)#as#well#as#include#an#open#approach#so#emergent#patterns#
and#impacts#can#be#analysed.#Where#unintended#outcomes#are#identified,#the#aggregate#
analysis#will#involve#an#assessment#of#the#external#or#program#factors#influencing#such#
impact.#
Underpinning#the#methodology#is#a#commitment#to#collective#senseImaking#of#data#
collected,#to#ensure#different#perspectives#within#the#Nuclear#Futures#community#
partnerships#are#incorporated#into#the#process#of#organizing#and#synthesizing#data.#It#is#
envisaged#that#the#analysis#phase#will#identify#themes#that#resonate#or#contrast#between#
stakeholder#representatives#or#groups,#and#that#judgment#may#be#needed#about#the#
prioritisation#of#data#from#specific#subIprojects#over#others#based#on#project#influence,#or#
need#for#cultural#weighting#to#improve#representation#of#minority#communities.##
Academic#analysis#undertaken#by#the#program’s#University#partners#will#provide#a#
complimentary#critical#lens#for#the#community#arts#practice#undertaken#through#the#
program.#Identified#areas#of#interest#relating#to#the#Community#and#Cultural#Development#
(CACD)#field#include#the#international#exchange#of#communityIbased#projects;#reciprocity#
between#arts#and#nonIarts#partner;#‘unlocking#the#academies’;#collaboration#with#the#
independent#film#sector;#and#community#arts#fundraising.#When#integrated#with#evidence#
relating#to#program#impact,#the#analysis#undertaken#through#the#evaluation#will#help#
increase#understanding#of#the#contribution#of#the#CACD#sector.##
Where#possible#comparative#analysis#of#formative#and#summative#results#will#be#undertaken#
to#create#a#longitudinal#view#of#significant#changes#or#impact#patterns.#The#analysis#also#
seeks#to#provide#insight#the#likely#future#impacts#that#may#extend#beyond#the#life#of#the#
initiative.#To#this#end,#legacy#‘markers’#will#be#identified#that#gauge#areas#of#potential#
impact.#While#longerIterm#impact#can#only#be#speculative#by#the#end#of#the#third#year#of#
evaluation,#the#markers#will#be#valuable#for#flagging#future#lines#of#evaluative#research#and#
analysis#about#the#program.#
#
#
#
#
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3.4! Participatory'processes'and'stakeholder'engagement'*
Embedded#in#the#methodology#are#participationIoriented#processes#designed#to#harness#the#
expertise,#enthusiasm#and#human#resources#within#the#Nuclear#Futures#network#during#
implementation#of#the#evaluation.#To#achieve#this,#the#evaluation#process#outlined#in#this#
Plan#will#be#to#be#integrated#in#program#activity#through#program#management#structures,#
as#well#as#be#promoted#as#a#core#program#value.#Structures#for#networking,#training,#oneIonI
one#mentoring,#supervision,#collective#reflection#and#access#to#support#resources#will#be#
delivered#at#the#projectIlevel#to#encourage#stakeholder#representation,#engagement,#
capacity#building#and#participation#by#contributors#with#varying#levels#of#evaluation#
experience.##
Data#collection#and#analysis#tasks#deemed#favorable#for#participatory#processes#will#include#
conducting#interviews,#voxpops,#administering#survey#instruments,#conducting#document#
reviews,#filming#and#recording#content,#counting#and#collating#survey/feedback#responses,#
transcribing#interviews,#editing#creative#documentation#material,#and#collation#of#
audiovisual/#performative#content.#
The#participationI#oriented#approach#for#Nuclear#Futures#evaluation#is#based#on#several#core#
strategies:#
•! Understand#the#needs#and#expectations#of#partners#involved#in#Nuclear#Futures#in#
regard#to#evaluation#
•! Establish#executive/#management#support#across#partner#networks#
•! Incorporation#of#evaluation#activities#into#project#planning#instruments#and#strategic#
statements#to#ensure#integrated#evaluation#coordination#
•! Identify#and#respond#to#organisational#and#cultural#factors#that#facilitate#or#impede#
evaluation#practice#and#participation#
•! Establishing#a#collaborative#network#for#evaluation#participation,#knowledge#exchange#
and#reflection#
•! Ensuring#personal#and#organisational#capacity#to#engage#with#evaluation#processes#
and#practice#
•! Incorporating#evaluation#methods#in#the#evaluation#design#that#are#of#potential#
interest/#alignment#with#partners#and#personnel#
•! Investing#in#social#capital#(to#strengthen#the#collaborative#evaluation#network)#
•! Ongoing#promotions#and#campaigns#to#build#participation.#
#
#
! !
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4! Evaluation'implementation''
4.1! TwoNphase'Evaluation''
The#Evaluation#Plan#is#based#on#a#twoIphase#delivery#strategy:#a#formative#evaluation#at#the#
mid#point#of#the#program#in#2015#and#a#summative#evaluation#on#completion#of#the#program#
in#2016.##The#following#sections#provide#further#details#on#the#twoIphase#implementation.#
Formative'evaluation'
The#formative#evaluation,#undertaken#at#the#mid#point#of#the#program#in#2015,#will#play#an#
important#role#in#developing#an#understanding#of#how#the#program#is#progressing#and#
performing.##It#will#act#as#a#means#to#track#program#progress#and#performance,#and#inform#
program#direction#and#implementation.#
This#evaluation#phase#will#focus#on#evaluating#the#program#soIfar,#based#on#data#collected#
from#Nuclear#Futures#projects#in#progress#and/or#completed#by#June#2015#including#the#
Balaklava#community#project,#Yalata#projects,#and#the#first#of#the#International#youth#
leadership#workshops#held#in#the#Marshall#Islands#in#2014.#Only#the#key#evaluation#questions#
relevant#to#the#program#delivery#at#that#time#will#be#addressed.#Findings#are#anticipated#to#
be#of#high#internal#relevance#and#will#inform#subsequent#program#design,#delivery#and#
creative#practice.##An#interim#evaluation#report#will#be#produced,#along#with#tailored#
summaries/#supporting#outputs#for#dissemination#to#stakeholders.#Feedback#responding#to#
the#formative#findings#will#be#captured.#
The#formative#findings#will#feed#into#scheduled#Nuclear#Futures#planning#processes,#
including#a#3Iday#creative#workshop#and#partner#briefings#in#the#second#half#of#2015.#
Feedback#from#this#process#will#be#instrumental#in#finalizing#the#methodology#and#schedule#
for#the#summative#evaluation.#As#part#of#the#formative#evaluation,#linked#with#planned#midI
program#creative#workshops,#sessions#will#be#facilitated#to#review#the#READ#model#and#its#
application#in#the#first#half#of#the#program.#The#focus#of#this#particular#session#will#be#the#
actual#READ#methodology#itself#rather#than#the#project#work#per#se#of#the#Nuclear#Futures#
program.#The#workshop#will#bring#together#the#key#individuals#involved#in#developing#and#
implementing#the#READ#model#and#a#mix#of#participants#of#community,#delivery#partners,#
peers#and#participants.##
The#methods#utilized#during#the#formative#evaluation#include:#
•! Program#stakeholder#Interviews#
•! Structured#and#semiIstructured#consultation##
•! Reflective#practice#
•! Survey#instruments#(multiImodal)#
•! Observation##
•! Program#Documentation#review#
•! Case#studies#
•! Program#Documentation#Review#
•! Media#outreach#
•! Creative#works#
•! Creative#documentation##
•! Media#stories/#coverage.'#
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Summative'evaluation'
Summative#evaluation#will#be#undertaken#at#the#end#phase#and#completion#of#the#program#
and#will#focus#on#evaluating#overall#impact#of#the#program#and#assessing#performance#
against#its#intended#outcomes.#The#final#evaluation#phase#will#draw#on#data#collected#across#
all#Nuclear#Futures#projects#(and#other#relevant#works/#events#hosted#by#affiliated#
organisations).#The#purpose#of#the#summative#evaluation#is#to#provide#an#evidenceIbased#
final#assessment#on#the#outcomes,#outputs#and#impact#of#the#Nuclear#Futures#program.#The#
summative#evaluation#findings#are#anticipated#to#be#of#high#internal#and#external#relevance,#
and#be#formatted#to#best#suit#program#partners#and#wider#audiences.#Post#evaluation#
feedback#from#partners#will#be#included#in#this#phase#as#well#as#the#wider#dissemination#of#
findings.#Brokerage#will#be#coordinated#by#Alphaville.#
The#methods#utilized#during#the#formative#evaluation#include:#
•! Program#stakeholder#Interviews#
•! Structured#and#semiIstructured#consultation##
•! Reflective#practice#
•! Survey#instruments#(multiImodal)#
•! Observation##
•! Most#Significant#Change#(MSC)##
•! Program#Documentation#review#
•! Case#studies#
•! Analysis#of#Academic#and#industry#research##
•! Media#outreach#
•! Creative#works#
•! Creative#documentation##
•! Media#stories/#coverage#
4.2! Evaluation'Schedule'
The#evaluation#schedule#extends#over#three#and#a#half#years#from#2014#to#mid#2017#(see#
Table#6#for#evaluation#delivery#schedule).#The#first#year#of#the#program,#2014,#is#focused#on#
developing#and#finalizing#the#overarching#Evaluation#Plan#and#involves#preparing#the#ground#
for#the#twoIphased#evaluation#process.#Early#evaluation#work#has#included#negotiating#and#
brokering#partner#interests#and#incorporating#necessary#cultural#protocols#ahead#of#
commencing#data#collection.6#For#each#project#within#the#Nuclear#Futures#program,#
evaluation#implementation#plans#will#need#to#be#formulated,#aligned#with#the#overarching#
Plan,#yet#adapted#to#suit#the#context#and#partners#involved#at#the#project#level.#The#
evaluation#processes#included#in#this#Plan#will#also#be#embedded#into#the#program’s#
management#systems#and#subIproject#planning#during#2014,#to#ensure#strategically#
appropriate#data#is#connected#across#the#program.#This#will#involved#developing#delivery#
plans#on#a#project#basis#where#necessary.##********************************************************6*During#the#development#phase#of#this#Plan,#data#collection#had#already#commenced#since#the#program’s#
initiation#in#early#2014,#as#well#as#early#capacity#building#with#participating#personnel#and#partners.#Data#
collection#in#2014#has#predominantly#focused#on#the#communityIbased#project#work#in#Balaklava,#South#Australia#
(SA)#and#from#the#creative#residencies#and#exchanges#occurring#in#Yalata,#SA;#the#Marshall#Islands;#and#
partnership#development#in#Britain#and#Japan.#*
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Table&6:&Delivery&schedule&for&Evaluation&Plan&and&key&m
ilestones&
#M
ilestone&
Activity&
Tim
ing&
Responsibility&
Participation&
Evaluation#Plan##
#(for#com
pletion#by#
Septem
ber#2014)#
Prelim
inary#partner#consultation#and#research##
Feb#–#July#2014#
Alphaville#&
#Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
!
#
Evaluation#Plan#(various#versions)#
JulyIO
ctober#2014#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
#
Support#docum
entation#(consents,#sum
m
aries,#evaluation#instrum
ents#etc.)#
ongoing#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
#
Dissem
ination#of#Plan#and/or#sum
m
aries#
O
ctober#2014#
Alphaville#&
#Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
!
#
Feedback#and#finalization#of#overarching#Evaluation#Plan#
O
ctoberINov#2014#
Alphaville#&
#Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
!
#
Form
ative#Evaluation#
#(for#com
pletion#by#
Septem
ber#2015)#
Form
ative#Evaluation#kit,#professional#staff#developm
ent#&
#training#for#
evaluation#team
#(resource#m
aterials,#evaluation#instrum
ents,#training#etc.)#
Nov#2014#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)##
!
#
Data#collection#across#all#projects,#tim
ed#to#suit#as#per#project#evaluation#plans.&
Feb#2014I#ongoing#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#&
#Evaluation#Team
#
!
#
Analysis#and#review
#of#data#collected&
M
arch#–#June#2015#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#&
#Evaluation#Team
#
!
#
Form
ative#Evaluation#Report#&
July#–#Aug#2015#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
#
Feedback#and#partner#consultation#
AugI#Sept#2015#
Alphaville#&
#Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
!
#
Sum
m
ative#Evaluation#
#(for#com
pletion#by#
M
arch#2017)#
Partner#consultation#and#research##
Sept#–#O
ct#2015#
Alphaville#&
#Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
!
#
Sum
m
ative#Evaluation#Plan##
Dec#2015#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
#
Sum
m
ative#Evaluation#kit,#professional#staff#developm
ent#&
#training#for#
evaluation#team
#(resource#m
aterials,#evaluation#instrum
ents,#training#etc.)#
Jan#2016#
Ellise#Barkley#(Q
UT)#
!
#
Data#collection#across#all#projects,#tim
ed#to#suit#as#per#project#evaluation#plans.&
Feb#2014I#Dec#2016#
Ellise#Barkley#&
#Evaluation#Team
#
!
#
Sum
m
ative#Evaluation#Analysis#&
Dec#2016#–#Feb#2017#
Ellise#Barkley#&
#Evaluation#Team
#
!
#
Sum
m
ative#Evaluation#Report#&
M
arch#2017#
Ellise#Barkley##
#
Related#Acquittal#
Reporting#
Arts#SA#Acquittal#and#Evaluation#Report#(for#Balaklava#Com
m
unity#Project)#&
M
ay#2015#
Alphaville#
#
Australia#Council#for#the#Arts#Acquittal#and#Evaluation#Report#&
M
arch#2017#
Alphaville#
#
PostIevaluation#
Dissem
ination##
Dissem
ination#of#tailored#partner#evaluation#sum
m
aries#and#com
m
unications#&
M
arch#2017#onw
ards#
Alphaville#
!
#
&
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4.3! Ethical,,Risk,and,Consent,considerations,
The#following#considerations#have#been#incorporated#into#this#Evaluation#Plan:#
!! Evaluation#participants#will#be#informed#about#the#purpose,#methods,#risks#and#
outcomes#of#the#evaluation#during#the#participation#consent#process.#
!! Adequate#procedures#will#be#used#to#deAidentify#participants#where#necessary.7#
!! Due#to#the#participatory#process#that#will#be#undertaken,#it#will#be#necessary#for#the#
lead#Evaluator#to#conduct#ongoing#monitoring#of#all#collaborative#engagement,#
privacy#and#intellectual#property#considerations,#especially#in#respect#to#the#
development#and#theorization#of#the#READ#model.##
•! While#the#actions#in#the#Evaluation#Plan#are#considered#as#low#risk#research#
activities,#the#evaluation#implementation#has#been#designed#to#adhere#to#the#
relevant#risk#assessment#requirements#for#QUT#Risk#Management#Policy#within#the#
Manual#of#Policies#and#Procedures#(http://www.mopp.qut.edu.au/A/A_02_05.jsp#)#
and#is#linked#with#the#researcher’s#QUT#approved#Risk#Management#Plan.##
•! Ethical#considerations#for#this#Evaluation#Plan#are#classed#as#low#risk,#and#where#
necessary#procedures#have#been#developed#appropriate#for#the#participation#of#
young#people#in#the#evaluation#and#consideration#of#cultural#protocols#for#working#
with#Yalata#and#Oak#Valley#Aboriginal#communities.#
•! Evaluation#participants#will#be#free#to#not#answer#questions,#or#withdraw#totally#
from#participating#in#the#evaluation.###
4.4! Evaluation,Barriers,and,Enablers,
It#is#anticipated#that#the#main#barriers#or#enablers#for#participation#and#engagement#in#the#
evaluation#process#for#Nuclear#Futures#will#be#affected#by:#
•! The#degree#of#management#and#partner#support#
•! The#availability#of#resources#dedicated#to#participatory#evaluation#processes#
•! Cultural#factors#such#as#language,#protocols,#literacy,#context#etc.#
•! The#priorities#and#values#of#the#community#partners#(internal#and#external)#
•! The#evaluation#and#participation#capacity#of#community#partners#(includes#skills,#
time#commitment,#interest,#geographical#accessibility,#access#to#technology#etc.)#
•! The#ability#to#translate#the#theory#and#‘language’#of#evaluation#into#meaningful#and#
effective#implementation#for#communities#
•! A#narrow#or#marginalized#view#of#‘evaluation’#based#on#previous#experiences#
•! Organisational#culture#and#decisionAmaking#processes#and#practicesA#in#particular#
openness#to#collaborative#approaches#and#learning#
•! Technical#and#methodological#issues#relating#to#the#use#of#good#practice,#
participationAoriented#evaluation#data#collection#and#analysis#processes.#
********************************************************7*For#many#evaluation#participants#anonymity#will#be#preferred,#and#it#is#considered#more#likely#to#get#reliable#
evaluation#data#by#avoiding#any#reputation#or#participation#risks.#Consent#procedures#will#be#in#place#where#
evaluation#activities#are#conducted#collectively/#publicly#or#where#it#is#advantageous#for#participants#to#be#
identified#through#the#evaluation.#*
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4.5! Evaluation,reporting,and,dissemination,
The#evaluation#findings#produced#for#Nuclear#Futures#will#be#communicated#to#stakeholders#
using#a#range#of#multiAmedia#communication#materials#and#evaluation#outputs.#Evaluation#
findings#will#be#delivered#for#a#range#of#envisaged#endAuses,#as#identified#during#partner#
consultation,#including:#for#decisionAmaking#and#continuous#improvement;#informing#
creative#practice#(current#and#future);#partnership#development;#reporting;#and#for#future#
fundraising#and#project#development.#While#initial#consultation#about#endAuses#and#partner#
needs#has#been#undertaken,#it#is#anticipated#that#partners#and#participants#will#become#
clearer#on#what#formats#and#evaluationArelated#information#will#be#most#relevant#in#the#
later#stages#of#the#program.#
The#planned#evaluation#outputs#for#the#formative#evaluation#includes#partner/stakeholder#
summaries,#an#Interim#Report#(and#support#materials),#creative#documentation#and#media#
to#suit.*Outputs#of#the#summative#evaluation#will#include#an#Executive#Report,#a#full#
methodology#and#findings#report#(with#substantial#data#and#inAdepth#analysis#included),#a#
suite#of#partner#communication#materials#and#creative#documentation#to#suit#endAuser#
needs#(e.g.#infographic#summaries,#digital#stories,#case#studies#etc.).*
Communication#of#Nuclear#Futures#evaluation#findings,#as#well#as#brokerage#for#partner#
feedback#on#the#findings,#will#be#coordinated#in#partnership#with#Alphaville#for#both#
formative#and#summative#evaluation#phases.#Wider#industry#and#academic#dissemination#of#
the#material#is#also#planned#via#publications,#seminars,#presentations,#mainstream#media,#
online#platforms,#and#community#networks.#**
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Appendix,1:,Nuclear,Futures,creative,works,and,presentations,(Note:#list#is#‘work#in#
progress’#as#Nuclear#Futures#evolves_Sept#2014#version),
#
Creative,
work,
Working,Title,, Lead,Artist, Program, Communities, Fund,
status,
Description,
Digital,
storytelling,
Young#atomic#
survivors#
Mick#
Broderick#&#
Bo#Jacobs#
2014A15# International#
atomic#
survivor#
communities#
Funds#
required#
Digital#art#and#international#stories#generated#
through#youth#leadership#workshops#
empowering#and#skilling#participants.#
Theatre,Plays,,
,
Ten#minutes#to#
midnight#
John#Romeril## 2014A15# Aust.#Nuclear#
Veterans##
Confirmed## A#new#play#telling#the#story#of#nuclear#veterans#
involved#Australia’s#atomic#bomb#tests#during#
the#1950s,#with#focus#on#Avon#Hudson.#
12#Bags# Aboriginal#
playwright#
TBA#
2015# Yalata#&#Oak#
Valley##
Confirmed## A#new#play#dramatizing#the#story#of#the#1980s#
campaign#for#recognition#and#the#outcomes#of#
the#Royal#Commission#into#British#Nuclear#
testing,#which#provided#Maralinga#Tjarutja#with#
resources#in#compensation#for#dispossession#
from#their#lands.#
Book, TBA# Christobel#
Mattingley##
2015# Yalata#&#Oak#
Valley#
Confirmed## A#new#illustrated#book#working#with#the#
Edwards#family,#Yalata.#The#book#will#focus#on#
the#life#of#the#late#senior#Anangu#elder#and#
artist#Yvonne#Edwards.#Publishers:#Allen#&#
Unwin#secured.#
Radio,play, TBA# Gordon#
Murray##
2014A5# BTNVA# Confirmed## A#new#radio#piece#utilizing#British#interviews#
and#poetic#works.#
Exhibitions, Wakefield#
Landscapes##
Jessie#Boylan#
&#Lisa#
Redpath##
Sept#25A#
Oct#2014#
Wakefield#
region#
Confirmed# Community#photography#exhibition#showcasing#
inspired#landscape#images#generated#through#
community#workshops.#
Maralinga,#the#
Anangu#story#
Yalata#and#
Oak#Valley#
artists#
TBA# Yalata#&#Oak#
Valley#
Funds#
required#
Exhibition#of#artworks#by#Yalata#&#Oak#Valley#
communities#produced#for#Maralinga,)the)
Anangu)Story,#Allen#&#Unwin,#2009.#
Sculptures, Men’s#sculpture#
project#
TBA# 2014A5# Yalata# # Large#scale#sculptures#devised,#constructed#and#
installed#at#Yalata,#conveying#stories#of#family#
migration#linked#with#British#nuclear#testing#in#
South#Australia.#
National#
sculpture#
project#
TBA# 2016+# Multiple## Funds#
required#
Australian#sculpture#contribution#to#Nagasaki#
Peace#Park,#Japan.#
Collection,
development,
Archiving#&#
creative#
documentation#
NF#team# 2014A6# Multiple# Confirmed# Archival#donations#to#institutions,#creative#
documentation,#oral#history,#digital#profiling#of#
significant#private#materials.#
Online,
community,
website# NF#team# 2015#+# Multiple# Funds#
required#
Production,#dissemination#and#preservation#of#
new#digital#art#–#webisodes#(5A10#mins#each),#
installations,#live#streaming,#games#and#a#longA
form#(52#mins)#documentary#for#broadcast#and#
festival#screenings.##
Showcases, Community#
Showcases#
Teresa#Crea#&#
team##
2015# Aust.#Nuclear#
Veterans;#
Wakefield#
Confirmed# Experimental#multimedia#showcase#integrating#
the#performative#elements#of#‘Ten#minutes#to#
Midnight’,#presented#in#regional#SA.#
NFs#showcases# NF#team#&#
guests#
2016# Funding#
dependent#
Funds#
required#
Performances#and#installations#for#public#
presentation#of#new#work.#High#quality,#largeA
scale,#international,#and#multiplatform.##
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!Section(C:(Article(17(( Evaluation(instruments(and(data(collection(
Title:'Evaluation!instruments!and!data!collection!'
Content'author:!Photos!by!Tania!Safi.!Evaluation!instrument!(pictured)!designed!by!Ellise!Barkley.!!
Date:!circa.!February,!2014!
Description:!Selected!examples!of!data!collection!methods,!and!reflections!on!practice.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Evaluation!strategy,!analysis!and!documentation.!(
!
!
(
!
!
!
Email extracts: 
Nuclear veteran, attending as audience 
“Congratulations to you and the team for a warm 
welcome yesterday. The presentation was grand, and as 
a result rang some bells for me. Sorry about the 
emotions. I will follow the progress of the program with a 
feeling of involvement. Thank you once again.” 
 
Creative personnel 
“Firstly, I just wanted to reiterate my thanks in getting me 
to join the team for those 8 days. Getting to know you all, 
Avon, and other people in similar situations as he was 
beyond inspiring and life-changing. I can't stop rattling on 
about him to others… Congratulations on the success of 
Nuclear Futures!”!
Public'comment:'Public!records!of!the!event!
provided!useful!evaluation!data.!Pictured!is!an!
extract!from!the!gallery!visitor!book.!The!voluntary!
inclusion!of!names!and!addresses!gave!insight!into!
whether!feedback!was!from!local!community!or!
visitors.!This!information!was!relevant!for!a!
number!of!reasons.!For!example,!for!the!venue!it!
indicated!the!audience!numbers!who!travelled!
from!Adelaide!(an!hour!away!from!Balaklava)!to!
attend!the!Fringe!festival!event.!!
'
Feedback'forms:!The!‘what!do!you!think?’!
feedback!forms!were!voluntary,!placed!on!tables!at!
various!locations!around!the!showcase.!There!was!
a!low!response!rate!(approximately!10%)!returned.!
For!future!practice!(informed!by!the!success!of!
student!response!rates)!we!will!integrate!the!
feedback!forms!into!the!speakers!corner!so!there!is!
verbal!instruction!and!time!allocated.!For!those!
returned,!the!feedback!was!rich!qualitative!data.!!
!
!
Observation:'During!the!immersive!projection!
installations!for!safety!and!observation!reasons,!a!
member!of!the!Nuclear!Futures!team!sat!with!
audiences!for!each!show.!In!this!photo,!I!am!sitting!
in!on!the!session!with!school!students.!All!
members!of!the!creative!team!had!the!opportunity!
to!do!this,!which!was!rewarding!as!an!experience!
(of!witnessing!audience!reactions!first!hand)!and!
also!produced!evaluation!data.!For!example!it!gave!
insight!into!what!extent!audiences!were!engaged!
and!a!means!of!collating!informal!comments.!
!
!
Communications:'Email!correspondence!was!
another!source!of!qualitative!data!that!was!used!
for!the!evaluation.!Left!are!two!examples,!one!from!
a!nuclear!veteran!who!attended!the!show!(who!
had!not!participated!in!the!project!activities!and!
artRmaking)!and!an!extract!from!one!of!the!creative!
personnel.!The!dual!role!as!READ!facilitator!and!
program!manager!meant!intercepting!this!efficient!
and!easy.!I!could!immediate!reply!and!ask!
permission!to!use,!and!then!copy!and!store!in!the!
relevant!databases.!
!
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!Section(C:(Article(18(( Video(documentation(
Title:'Video!documentation!
Content'author:!Interviewees:!Clare!Tizard,!Avon!Hudson,!Maxine!Goodwin.!Questions!and!filming!
by!Tania!Safi.!
Date:!February,!2015!
Description:!Three!examples!of!video!documentation!extracts!with!different!stakeholders.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis!and!Documentation'
!
Click!on!the!links!below!to!view!videos.!All!are!
PASSWORD'PROTECTED!–!Please!use!the!password:!READ!
!
Vox!pop!reflection!with!funding!representative!(2mins!56sec):!!
http://nuclearfutures.org/video-reflection/!!
!
Interview!excerpt!with!community!partner!(1!min):!
http://nuclearfutures.org/interview-extract-with-
community-member/!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Vox!pop!with!community!of!interest!(1!min!49!sec):!
http://nuclearfutures.org/vox-pop-with-community-
of-interest-audience-member/!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
(
! (
These!three!videos!are!example!of!the!
video!methods!that!were!relevant!for!
collecting!evaluation!data.!They!overlap!
with!the!creative!documentation!and!
reflection,!however!the!purpose!of!these!
videos!was!to!collect!feedback!for!
evaluation.!
!
The!first!and!third!video!examples!are!
examples!of!the!vox!pop!method,!
recorded!after!the!public!showcase.!The!
second!example!is!an!interview!extract!
with!the!community!partner,!where!
semiRstructured!questions!were!used!to!
guide!the!discussion.!
!
The!content!generated!is!rich!and!
descriptive!of!the!interviewee’s!
experience!of!the!artworks!as!well!as!
revealing!of!the!partnership!and!process.!
These!extracts!are!in!raw!form!and!have!
not!been!edited.!
!
Questions!and!video!by!Tania!Safi.!
!
If!any!problems!arise!with!the!direct!
links,!the!videos!can!be!accessed!via:!
http://nuclearfutures.org/read-practice/
Password:!READ!
!
!
!
'
!
!
!
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!Section(C:(Article(19(( Secondary(school(audience(feedback(
Title:'School!feedback!form'
Content'author:!Form!designed!by!E.Barkley,!with!selected!anonymous!responses!
Date:!February,!2014!
Description:!Example!of!evaluation!instrument!designed!and!implemented!for!secondary!school!
students!(making!use!of!word!cloud!and!two!focused!questions).!The!190!responses!from!students!
collected!were!valuable!for!the!subsequent!iterations!of!the!artwork!and!for!feedback!on!the!art.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Evaluation!design,!implementation!and!results(
 
 
 
Extracts from student responses: What I liked most about the show…  
•! the!sound!and!lighting!!
•! the!amount!of!information!portrayed!through!images!!
•! it!was!informative!!
•! I!liked!all!of!it!!
•! the!setting!with!the!lights!and!the!detail!put!into!the!information!from!the!show!!
•! the!way!it!was!presented!!
•! how!interesting!the!installation!was!and!how!immersive!the!presentation!was!!
•! seeing!what!happened!back!then!!
•! the!lighting!and!sound!story!that!was!presented!!
•! it!was!different!!
•! the!visuals!were!good!and!enjoyable!!
•! the!information!that!was!displayed!!
•! it!wasn't!what!I!was!expecting.!It!was!very!intense!and!dramatic.!
•! all!the!different!lights!and!it!was!very!interesting!!
•! how!from!the!moment!we!went!in!there!the!gas!mask!grasped!our!attention!!
•! all!the!facts!and!figures!coupled!with!images!!
•! the!production!was!really!good!!
•! feeling!like!I!was!there!!
•! the!way!it!told!us!about!the!testing!in!SA,!by!using!the!360!degree!screens!!
•! having!to!move!around!to!look!at!everything!!
•! the!curved!screen!immersion!!
•! its!raw!intensity!and!its!reality!!
•! I!liked!that!it!was!very!interesting!and!yet!emotional!to!watch!!
•! the!way!it!was!set!up,!the!lighting,!sounds!and!images!
•! the!bomb!countdown!!
•! the!immersive!experience.!!
•! you!can!really!live!yourself!in!the!story!!
•! I!liked!the!suspense!of!it!and!learning!about!Australia's!history.!
!
190!students!out!of!210!attending!the!10#Minutes#to#
Midnight#completed!the!feedback!forms.!The!results!were!
immediately!reviewed!by!the!creative!team,!and!helped!
gauge!audience!experience!and!issues!ahead!of!the!public!
shows.!The!results,!see!below,!were!also!very!informative!
and!revealed!the!level!of!knowledge!and!themes!of!interest!
by!students,!and!the!areas!of!high!immersive!impact.!
!
Future!forms!were!improved!by!including!a!question!for!age!
(and/or!school!year)!and!gender.!
Photo!by!Ellise!Barkley.!
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! 
Extracts from student responses: The biggest question I have after seeing the show is. . . 
•! Why!was!this!kept!secret!for!so!long?!!
•! How!long!did!the!men!have!to!work!there!before!they!could!move!on?!!
•! How!much!time!did!it!take!to!get!information!and!put!everything!together?!!
•! Why?!Why!was!no!one!informed?!!
•! What!is!the!future!of!the!nuclear!industry?!!
•! What!inspired!you!to!set!the!show!up!as!you!did?!!
•! How!did!you!fit!all!the!multimodal!stuff!inside!the!small!space?!!
•! How!did!the!British!Govt!&!Australian!Govt!think!this!was!OK?!!
•! Why!were!they!testing!bones?!!
•! What!radiation!levels!were!there!afterwards?!!
•! Why!there!was!such!a!delay!in!revealing!information!about!bone!testing?!!
•! Why!did!they!test!them!in!Australia?!!
•! Where!were!the!projectors?!!
•! Why!was!the!doll!there?!!
•! I!want!to!know!more!about!this!topic.!!
•! Why!was!it!tested!in!SA?!!
•! Was!it!necessary?!!
•! Why?!Why!do!the!bomb!testing?!Why!South!Australia?!Just,!why?!!
•! What!was!the!purpose!of!the!bomb!testing?!!
•! What!made!you!want!to!base!it!on!this!topic?!!
•! How!long!did!it!take!to!produce!this?!!
•! How!many!people!came!from!England?!!
•! Why!did!the!soldiers!seem!excited!for!the!bomb!to!explode?!!
•! How!many!people!suffered!because!of!this?!!
•! What!happened!after!the!bomb!went!off?!!
•! I!want!to!know!more!about!it,!not!just!the!basics.!!
•! How!long!did!it!take!for!them!to!set!up!the!bomb?!!
•! Was!it!scary!for!them!at!the!time?!
!
(
! (
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!Section(C:(Article(20(( Processing(of(evaluation(data(
Title:'Graphical!representation!of!results'
Content'author:!E.Barkley!based!on!student!responses.!
Date:!March,!2014!
Description:!Examples!of!techniques!applied!for!processing!the!evaluation!data.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Evaluation!conclusions,!analysis,!documentation.(
 
!
!
!
!
Above:!!The!wordle!graphic!is!
based!on!190!student!feedback!
forms,!and!represents!the!
descriptive!words!circled!by!
students!to!describe!their!
experience!of!the!show.!
Students!were!encouraged!to!
circle!multiple!answers.!The!size!
of!the!word!reflects!the!
frequency!of!result.!
!
Left:!Pie!chart!of!responses!to!
multiple!choice!R!where!only!one!
was!selected.!
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!!
!
!
!
!
Section(D(
Analysis(
Article!21.! Photo!overview………………………………………………………………………………………………p.74!
Article!22.! Research!Plan!for!READ………………………………………………………………………………….p.75=76! !
Article!23.! Conference!presentation!on!Nuclear!Futures!(abstract)…………………………………p.77!
Article!24.! Conference!presentation!on!READ!(abstract!and!slides)…………………………………p.78=95!
Article!25.! Seminar!presentation!on!READ………………………………………………………………………p.96=98!
!
!
!
(
! (
!
Academic!Seminar,!QUT!August!2015.!!
Photo!by!Ellise!Barkley!
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!Section(D:(Article(21(( Photo(overview((
Title:'Analysis!photo!summary'
Content'author:!Photos!by!Danielle!Marwick!and!Ellise!Barkley.!
Date:!6=7th!August,!2015!
Description:!Various!images!of!analysis!activities!for!READ!application.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Analysis!strategy,!documentation,!evaluation,!reflection(
Analysis'photo'summary'
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! (
!
!
!
Left:!The!academic!seminar!held!in!August!2015!
formalised!a!community!of!practice!associated!with!
the!Nuclear!Futures!program!that!involved!
researchers!and!artists!interested!in!broader!
learning!and!publishing!research.!Preliminary!
planning!work!was!undertaken!during!the!Balaklava!
project!(see!RIPP!Article!22,!p.75)!and!this!
culminated!in!the!seminar!held!at!QUT.!
At!the!seminar!a!mix!of!papers!were!presented,!
some!arising!from!the!creative!practice!of!Nuclear!
Futures!and!others!on!the!broader!topic!of!‘art!and!
the!bomb’!(see!Article!34,!p.122!for!program).!
Several!sessions!included!online!presentations!with!
contributors!unable!to!attend!(in!other!parts!of!the!
world).!There!was!live!streaming!with!hibakusha!
artist!Yukiyo!Kawano!for!a!performance!
commemorating!Hiroshima!Day,!in!Seattle,!USA.!
Arising!from!the!seminar!was!a!book!proposal!
anticipated!for!publication!in!2017.!
!
!
!
Left:!Photograph!of!Paul!Brown,!Nuclear!Futures’!Creative!
Producer!presenting!a!paper!on!the!Nuclear!Futures!program!
at!the!2014!EcoArts!conference!in!Wollongong!(see!RIPP!
Article!23,!p.77).!
Photographer!unknown.!
!
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!Section(D:(Article(22(( Research(plan(for(READ(
Title:'Research!Plan!July!2014!(version!1)'
Content'author:!P.Brown,!J.Arvanitakis,!I.Matthews!
Date:!July!2014!
Description:!The!plan!culminated!from!group!discussions!for!prospective!research!related!to!the!
project!and!broader!Nuclear!Futures!program!and!has!guided!the!Analysis!strategy!for!READ.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Analysis!and!research(
Thinking'about'Nuclear'Futures'
Research!Plan!July!2014!
'
Background!
Continuous!reflection!by!artists!and!community!participants!is!a!feature!of!the!Nuclear!Futures!(NF)!program,!
supported!by!our!academic!partners.!We!aim!to!integrate!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis!and!Documentation!
within!a!framework!–!we!are!calling!this!the!‘READ’!model.!!
The!program’s!social!and!cultural!outputs!are!numerous!and!diverse,!and!achievements!need!to!
be!communicated!across!a!wide!range!of!contributors!and!partners.!We!will!create!tailored!evaluation!
methodologies!for!each!program!element,!while!obtaining!a!robust!picture!of!the!whole;!and!we!need!a!way!to!
gauge!the!program’s!impact!over!time!and!across!generations.!!
At!the!same!time,!we!will!explore!the!outcomes!and!ideas!from!Nuclear!Futures!through!seminars,!publications!
and!other!forms!of!analysis,!and!we!will!document!the!whole!program!through!websites,!films!and!videos,!
media!coverage!and!written!reports.!
!
Research!approach!
The!‘Analysis’!element!of!READ!is!likely!to!be!initiated!and!coordinated!by!our!academic!partners!and!
collaborators,!though!the!aim!will!always!be!to!involve!creative!artists!(some!of!whom!are!also!academics)!and!
communities.!
The!Nuclear!Futures!project!brings!together!streams!of!theory!and!practice,!from!theatre!to!activism,!to!wider!
social!movements!and!politics,!to!memory,!loss,!survival,!history!of!imperialism!and!displacement,!etc.!It!is!
about!utopian!and!dystopian!futures,!capturing!important!historical!developments!in!Australia,!United!
Kingdom,!Japan!the!United!States!and!Pacific!nations.!The!stories!of!atomic!survivors!are!too!often!neglected!
and!ignored,!glossed!over!and!obscured,!even!purposefully!recast!or!excluded.!
Multiple,!dynamic!and!diverse!arts!practices!have!driven!the!project!so!far,!alongside!scholarship!from!
institutions!in!several!countries.!It!is!now!time!for!those!of!us!seeking!to!make!sense!of!the!research!side!to!
take!stock!and!ask:!what!are!the!theoretical!and!wider!academic!implications!of!this!work?!!
!
Continued!overleaf.!
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!Themes!might!include:!
i.! Memory!and!narrative!
ii.! Arts=Science!interactions!!
iii.! The!history!of!military!and!civil!nuclear!programs!!
iv.! Imperialism,!the!Cold!War,!and!other!key!historical!dimensions!
v.! Wastes!and!contaminated!sites!
vi.! Health!and!radiation!impacts!
vii.! The!role!of!the!arts!(and!of!community=based!arts)!
viii.! Art,!protest,!and!disruption!
ix.! Gift!theory!and!reciprocity!
x.! Justice!and!the!arts!
xi.! Resilience!and!survival!
xii.! Eco=criticism!
xiii.! Future!Studies!
!
A!staged!program!of!research!and!publication!
Our!preliminary!idea!is!that!we!could!work!in!two!phases…!
Phase&1:&Description.&
•! Work!that!is!descriptive,!bringing!to!light!hidden!voices,!essentially!‘testimonials’;!with!NF!as!a!
jumping!off!point!for!an!‘open!conversation’!around!nuclear!themes,!and!the!implications!of!atomic!
survivor!stories.!!
•! Probably!a!small=scale!seminar!(in!person!or!virtual)!at!some!stage!in!2015,!with!an!call!for!draft!
papers!from!a!relatively!confined!group!of!contributors,!who!would!work!either!from!within!the!NF!
community=based!projects,!or!would!develop!analysis!from!the!NF!‘register!of!voices’,!or!both.!!
•! (Note:!we!have!started!to!use!the!term!‘register!of!voices’!for!all!the!interviews,!images,!creative!
works,!documents,!press!material!etc!etc!that!NF!is!collating!–!the!NF!‘archive’!in!other!words.)!
•! We!would!try!to!publish!a!first!book!that!constitutes!essentially!‘documentation’.!!A!suggestion!for!
the!working!title!is:!Nuclear&Futures:&Creative&Arts&and&the&stories&of&atomic&survivors.!
Phase&2:&Analysis&
•! More!conceptual!work,!again!with!NF!as!a!springboard.!Themes!could!include!those!listed!above.!&
•! Phase!2!could!involve!either!our!own!conference!for!2016,!with!our!own!papers!and!papers!from!a!
broader!call!for!papers,!alongside!the!Manchester!2016!City!of!Science!Celebrations,!for!which!we!
hope!to!present!NF!creative!works.&
•! Alternatively,&we!could!aim!to!create!a!sub=theme!in!someone!else’s!conference.&Examples!of!might!
include:!The!‘4S’!conference!–!Society!for!Social!Studies!of!Science!likely!to!be!in!Europe!in!2016;!The!
International!Drama!Education!Conference;!Performance!Studies!International,!etc…!ideas!needed.!&
•! Either!way!a!second!book!could!result:!A!working!title!could!be!eg:!Art&and&Nuclear&Futures:&
Understanding&the&colonisation&of&the&future.&
Next!Steps!
•! As!a!first!response,!we!invite!comment!and!suggestions!from!our!team!and!our!contacts,!about!the!
above!summary!plan.!
•! We!also!invite!people!to!nominate!themselves!to!lead!the!two!phase!program!of!research!
development!and!publication,!or!to!suggest!others!who!could!be!interested!to!do!this.!
•! In!particular,!we!welcome!nominations!from!postgraduate!students!who!could!become!involved!as!
events!organisers,!co=editors!etc!while!gaining!benefit!for!their!studies.!
•! We!review!ideas!and!suggestions!by!mid!August,!and!start!the!ball!rolling!then.!
!
Contact!details:!Paul!Brown!
For!more!about!the!Nuclear!Futures!program,!see!our!website!at!www.nuclearfutures.org!
******************!
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!Section(D:(Article(23(( Conference(presentation(on(Nuclear(Futures(
Title:'Arts!and!the!Deep!Nuclear!Future'
Content'author:!P.Brown!et!al.!(see!below)!
Date:!13th!May,!2014!
Description:!Abstract!for!paper!presented!at!the!EcoArts!conference,!Wollongong!13.05.14!
Purpose'for'READ:!Analysis,!dissemination,!broader!learning,!documentation.(
!
Paper!presented!by!Paul!Brown!on!13th!May,!2014!
EcoArts!conference,!Wollongong.!
!!
Arts'and'the'Deep'Nuclear'Future'
Paul&Brown&(Alphaville),&Avon&Hudson&(Australian&Nuclear&Veterans&Association);&Ellise&Barkley&(QUT);&
James&Arvanitakis&(UWS)&&&
'
Abstract'
Community!Cultural!Development!can!celebrate!and!enhance!community!resilience!while!making!
ecological!knowledge!needed!to!resolve!complex!problems.!This!has!been!demonstrated!in!disaster!
management,!in!regional!and!urban!development,!and!in!initiatives!for!climate!change!adaptation.!
CCD!can!also!highlight!injustices!and!assist!communities!to!find!a!voice.!This!paper!explores!these!
functions!by!examining!the!role!of!CCD!in!exposing!and!investigating!society’s!on=going!experiment!
with!nuclear!materials.!These!impact!people!and!ecosystems!across!the!whole!nuclear!cycle!–!as!a!
result!of!uranium!mining,!nuclear!weapons!testing,!radioactive!waste!handling,!and!the!releases!
from!‘civil’!nuclear!installations.!A!new!‘Nuclear!Futures’!multi=arts!program!links!artists,!
communities!and!researchers!from!Australia,!the!UK,!India!and!Japan.!!Central!to!this!program!is!the!
encouragement!of!long!term!community!responses!that!are!empowering,!despite!intractable!
intergenerational!health!problems!and!ecosystem!damage.!As!decisions!about!nuclear!issues!are!
made!along!a!10,000!year!trajectory!(such!is!the!half!life!of!many!radioactive!materials),!the!arts!will!
deploy!imagination!and!creativity!to!envisage!and!determine!how!the!deep!nuclear!future!will!
unfold.!
! !
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Title:'Harnessing!evaluation!through!integration:!A!participatory!model!for!reflection,!evaluation,!
analysis!and!documentation!(the!‘READ’!model)!in!Community=based!Arts'
Content'author:!E.Barkley!
Date:!12th!September,!2014!
Description:!Abstract!and!presentation!slides!for!an!evaluation!conference!presentation!on!READ.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Analysis,!dissemination,!broader!learning,!documentation.(
!
Paper!presented!by!Ellise!Barkley!on!12th!September,!2014!
Australasian!Evaluation!Society!(AES)!conference,!Darwin.!
!
Harnessing'evaluation'through'integration:'A'participatory'model'for'
reflection,'evaluation,'analysis'and'documentation'(the'‘READ’'model)'in'
CommunityHbased'Arts'
Ellise&Barkley&
'
Abstract'
Community=based!arts!practitioners!face!pressure!to!demonstrate!the!value!of!their!work!in!competitive!
funding!environments.!Over!the!past!three!decades!the!instrumentalisation!of!the!Arts!has!changed!how!
community=based!arts!activities!are!framed,!evaluated!and!represented.!
This!paper!presents!initial!findings!from!an!innovative!approach!under!development:!!The!‘READ’!model!
integrates!reflection,!evaluation,!analysis!and!documentation!in!order!to!generate!a!wide!critical!lens!for!
reviewing,!understanding!and!valuing!complex!creative!initiatives.!Devised!in!2012!by!Alphaville,!a!Sydney=
based!community!arts!company,!READ!has!been!collaboratively!developed!for!a!three!year!international!arts!
and!cultural!program!funded!by!the!Australia!Council!for!the!Arts.!Driven!by!partnerships!between!
communities,!arts!organisations,!individual!artists,!government!agencies!and!academic!institutions,!the!
Nuclear&Futures!program!will!produce!a!suite!of!new!creative!works!that!continue!to!tell!the!stories!of!
Aboriginal!and!nuclear!veteran!communities!affected!by!Australia’s!1950s!atomic!tests.!
The!Nuclear&Futures!case!study!explores!the!power!and!potential!of!evaluation!when!set!within!an!integrated!
framework!of!collective!reflection,!formal!evaluation,!academic!analysis!and!creative!documentation.!
Community!members!and!artists!are!invited!to!reflect!on!projects!and!practice!through!diary!entries,!
interviews,!other!personal!records!and!collective!meetings.!A!circle!of!academics!works!with!artists!and!
community!members!to!develop!scholarly!publications!and!reports,!while!filmmakers!and!multi=media!artists!
produce!multi=platform!documentation.!A!range!of!formal!evaluation!techniques!are!devised!and!
implemented!in!consultation!across!the!program’s!contributors,!partners!and!communities.!In!identifying!
opportunities!for!innovation!in!participatory!evaluation,!the!paper!advocates!moving!from!an!‘islands!of!
information’!evaluative!approach!to!an!integrated!model!for!tackling!the!complexities!of!partnership=oriented!
Community=based!Arts!initiatives.!Through!the!integration!of!these!mixed!participatory!methodologies!the!
evaluation!component!can!be!strengthened,!contextualized!and!maintain!relevance!for!the!diverse!range!of!
partners!and!artists!participating.!
Presentation'slides'included'overleaf.'
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Introduction
• What"is"the"potential"for"evaluation"when"part"of"an"
integrated"framework?
• READ"integrates"Reflection,"Evaluation,"Analysis"and"
Documentation"(READ)"
• An"innovative"model"designed"
for"complex"community"arts"
programs/"activities
• Positive"early"findings"from"the"
design"and"data"collection"
phases"for"the"Nuclear"Futures"
arts"and"cultural"program
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The)Research
• Part"of"Doctor"of"Creative"Industries"(DCI),"QUT
• How"can"we"effectively"evaluate"‘community"
partnerships’"initiatives"in"Community"Arts?
• Mixed"qualitative"research"methodology
• Includes"Nuclear"Futures"evaluation"design"and"
implementation"
• Dual"roles"as"Program"Manager"and"Evaluation"
researcher"
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Community)Arts)Context
• Evaluation"techniques"able"to"
“capture"the"depth,"as"well"as"
the"breadth,"of"the"encounter"
between"communities"and"the"
creative"arts”"are"in"demand."""""""""""""""
(Newman,"et#al., 2003," p.13).
• The"challenges"and"limitations"
for"evaluation"of"community"arts"
practice"are"widely"documented.""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
(MacDowell"et#al,#2013;" Badham,"2010;"
Belfiore"&"Bennett,"2008;" "Goldbard,"
2008,"2006).
• Instrumentalisation"of"the"arts"
has"impacted"the"field"and"
evaluation.
• Community"Arts"encompasses"“a"range"of"creative"and"collaborative"
practices"by"artists"with"communities"of"both"place"and"interest.”"""
(MacDowell"et#al,#2013," p.4)
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Case)Study); Nuclear)Futures)
• Run"by"Alphaville,"Sydney`based"community"arts"and"production"company
• Principally"funded"by"the"Australia"Council"for"the"Arts
• Works"with"atomic"survivor"communities"in"five"countries
• Over"twenty"partnerships"(arts"and"non`arts"organisations)"
• New"creative"works"(theatre,"digital"arts,"sculpture,""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
photography,"books,"creative"archives)"
• International"showcases"and"cultural"exchange
• www.nuclearfutures.org
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The)READ)Model
REFLECTION EVALUATION ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
• Devised"by"Alphaville,"and"developed"in"conjunction"with"QUT"research
• Aims"to"generate"a"wide"critical"lens"for"understanding"and"appraising"
complex"community"arts"activities
• For"Nuclear"Futures,"READ"was"designed"using"a"strength`based"approach
• Scope"for"partner"participation"extends"across"all"READ"elements
• Still"being"developed"and"researched
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READ)Data)Collection)(Nuclear)Futures)
REFLECTION EVALUATION
ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
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READ)Data)Collection)(Nuclear)Futures)
REFLECTION EVALUATION
ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
• Individual" &"collective"
reflective"practice"
• Semi`structured" interviews
• Focus"groups/meetings
• Journaling," blogging"
&"post`activity"
reflection" reporting
• Digital"storytelling
• Critical"buddies
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READ)Data)Collection)(Nuclear)Futures)
REFLECTION EVALUATION
ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
• Individual" &"collective"
reflective"practice"
• Semi`structured" interviews
• Focus"groups/meetings
• Journaling," blogging"
&"post`activity"
reflection" reporting
• Digital"storytelling
• Critical"buddies
• Mixed"qualitative,"
quantitative" &""""""""
performative" methods
• Interviews
• Focus"groups"
• Partnership" assessments
• Questionnaires/" surveys
• Most"Significant"Change
• Observation," and"more.
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READ)Data)Collection)(Nuclear)Futures)
REFLECTION EVALUATION
ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
• Individual" &"collective"
reflective"practice"
• Semi`structured" interviews
• Focus"groups/meetings
• Journaling," blogging"
&"post`activity"
reflection" reporting
• Digital"storytelling
• Critical"buddies
Academic"and" industry" ""
research"&"publications"via`
• NF"organised"seminars
• External" conference" """""""""
presentations
• Online"articles"&"archival"
curation
• Industry" briefings
• Mixed"qualitative,"
quantitative" &""""""""
performative" methods
• Interviews
• Focus"groups"
• Partnership" assessments
• Questionnaires/" surveys
• Most"Significant"Change
• Observation," and"more.
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READ)Data)Collection)(Nuclear)Futures)
REFLECTION EVALUATION
ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
• Individual" &"collective"
reflective"practice"
• Semi`structured" interviews
• Focus"groups/meetings
• Journaling," blogging"
&"post`activity"
reflection" reporting
• Digital"storytelling
• Critical"buddies
• Program"reporting
• Creative/"performative" """"""
(rich"media""&""""""
documentary" content)
• Oral"history
• Archival" collections
• Research outputs
• Media"&"promotions" """"
(coverage,"online" data)
• Mixed"qualitative,"
quantitative" &""""""""
performative" methods
• Interviews
• Focus"groups"
• Partnership" assessments
• Questionnaires/" surveys
• Most"Significant"Change
• Observation," and"more.
Academic"and" industry" ""
research"&"publications"via`
• NF"organised"seminars
• External" conference" """""""""
presentations
• Online"articles"&"archival"
curation
• Industry" briefings
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Evaluation)within)READ)(Nuclear)Futures)
• Aims"to"produce"evidence`based"findings"` valid,"defensible"and"credible
• Focus"is"on"evaluating"the"quality"and"impact"of"the"program’s"
implementation,"partnerships,"outputs"and"outcomes
• Participation`oriented internal"evaluation" (formative"and"summative)
• Mixed"research"methods"
• Multimedia"evaluation"outputs"to"suit"key"audiences
• Designed"to"add"value"to"other"READ"elements
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READ)Integration
• Reflection,"evaluation,"analysis"and"documentation"are"not"new!
• The"innovation"offered"by"READ"is"the"integration of"these"elements
• READ"connects"‘information"islands’"within"program"reporting"systems
• Broadens"relevance"for"partner"and"personnel"engagement,""participation"
and"future"end`uses
• For"Nuclear"Futures,"the"strong"links"between"creative"documentation"
and"evaluation"are"being"explored
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Impact)for)Evaluation
• Formal(evaluation( is(a(powerful(element(within(READ
• Early(findings:(evaluation(data(collection(has(been(enhanced
• Reflection> valuable(tool(for(evaluators(and(as(data(collection(method
• Analysis> contextualises(evaluation(data(and(findings(within(field
• Documentation> has(been(a(key(driver(for(evaluation(participation
• Integrated( frameworks(potentially(harness(and(strengthen(evaluation
REFLECTION EVALUATION ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
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Thank)you
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About)this)research
The"design"and"implementation"of"the"READ"model"is"driven"by"Alphaville using"collaborative"processes"involving"
many"stakeholders"within"the"Nuclear"Futures"network."This"process"is"being"undertaken"in"conjunction"with"
research"conducted"through"the"Queensland"University"of"Technology"(QUT)."This"paper"forms"part"of"the"
research"outputs"produced"by"Ellise"Barkley"as"part"of"the"Doctor"of"Creative"Industries"program"(DCI)."While"
researched"and"written"by"Ellise"Barkley"(DCI"candidate,"QUT)"it"is"important"to"acknowledge"the"significant"
intellectual"input"that"has"been"received"from"AlphavilleCreative"Producer"Paul"Brown"and"as"well"as"by"Nuclear"
Futures"stakeholders"via"the"research"process,"in"developing"the"theorising"the"READ"framework.
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Presentation-by-ElliseBarkley
Creative(Arts(and(Nuclear(Futures
Academic-Seminar-(Alphaville)
The-Glasshouse,-QUT-
6D7-August-2015
Approaches*for*Reflection,* Evaluation,*
Analysis* and*Documentation:*
Creating*a*wide* critical* lens* for*the*
Nuclear* Futures*program
EVALUATION
“a-range-of- creative- and-
collaborative- practices - by-
artis ts - with-communities - of-
both- place-and- interest.”-
(MacDowell-et#al,#2013,-p.4)
COMMUNITY( ARTS
“the- systematic-collection-and-
analys is -of-information- to- make-
judgments ,- usually-about- the-
effectiveness ,- efficiency-and/or-
appropriateness - of- an-activity.”-
(Australas ian-Evaluation-Society,-
2010,-p.3).
International,- 10+- projects ,
20+-creative- community-
partnerships
Diverse- conceptualisations ,- experience-
and-value- of-evaluation
Representative,- inclus ive,-participatory- where- poss ible-
process -&-output- oriented,- value-for- all-partners ,- wide- summative- lens :
reflect- and- celebrate- community- arts - practice- and-ethos -
Predictable- impacts ,- unforeseeable- unfoldings ,- short- and-long- time- frames
“What-creative- art- works -and- processes -can-endure- across -the-deepDtime- of- the- nuclear-future?”-
“Feed-on- reality,-so-you-can-take- an-impress ion- of-it,-
so-we-can-s tand-back-and- say-‘yeah-that- is -how-it-was ’.”
John- Romeril,- yesterday
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The-key-evaluation-questions-for-Nuclear-Futures -are:
• To-what-extent-did-the-program-meet-its -s tated-objectives?
• How-effective-was -the-program-in-terms -of-generating-opportunities -for-individuals -and-
communities -to-actively-participate-in-excellent-artis tic-practices?
• What-was -the-quality-and-depth-of-new-partnerships -formed-and-developed?
• In-what-ways -did-Nuclear-Futures -impact-upon-the-delivery-partners ,-participating-groups-
and-the-wider-community?
• How-does -the-Nuclear-Futures -increase-understanding-of-the-contribution-of-the-CACD-
sector,-in-the-s tated-areas -of-interest?
Key$Evaluation$Questions
• Assess -program- impact-
• Measure- program-
implementation- against-s tated-
objectives -and- outcomes
• Provide- a-critical-for- lens -for-
community- arts -practice-
• Encourage- skills -development,-
capacity-building- and-
information- sharing-
Aims$of$Evaluation$
Beyond- the- ‘e’-word:- -we-were- collecting-s tories ,- making-art,- lis tening- to-how-
community- partners - experience- the- process -and-artworks ,- responding
Data- from- reflections - and-evaluation- instruments - had-immediate- relevance
DataDtopia Data(
Management( &(
evaluation( resources
Research
Creative( works Future( application
Public( archive
Wide-critical-lens-+-integration-=-multiple-outputs-&-uses
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Lines -between- artDmaking- and-‘evaluation- data- collection’- blur
Data- and-artis tDresponse- becomes - a-conversation- through- creative-development
Feedback-word-cloud-of-s tudent-descriptions -about-the-projection-installation-
(s ize-indicates -relative-frequency-of-useD based-on-190-questionnaires).-
RELEVANCE(OF(CREATIVE(DOCUMENTATION
• As -a-tool-for-engagement
• As -a-means -to-tell-the-s tory
REFLECTIVE(PRACTICE
• Culture-of-reflection
• As -an-Evaluator’s -tool
DEVELOPEMENTAL(OUTCOMES
• Organisational-learning-(internal-and-partners )
• Partnership-development
• Career,-profess ional-and-skills-development
• Program-development
Insights(from(the(READ(application
INTERNAL(POSITION(OF(EVALUATION
• Increased-ownership-and-utility
• Increased-respons iveness-of-READ-data-collection-
and-program-management
IMPORTANT(IN(A(CHANGING(ENVIRONMENT
• Balances -top-down-and-bottom-up:-caters -for-
Participant/ -family,-community,-partners ,-public-
• Funding-changes :-has -it-decreased-or-increased-
the-relevance-of-the-data?
LEGACY(&(ARCHIVALK DEEP(FUTURE(RESOURCES
• Participant/ -family,-community,-partners ,-public
• Future-response-by-creative-artis ts -and-
researcher-s
Discussion
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Section(E(
Documentation(
Article!26.! Photo!overview……………………………………………………………………………………………….p.100!
Article!27.! Creative!documentation……………………………………………..…………………………………..p.101<105!
Article!28.! Program!documentation………………………………………………………..………………………..p.106<108!
Article!29.! Documentation!about!creative!work!and!artists………………………………………………p.109<110!
Article!30.! Media!Report…………………………………………………………………………………………………..p.111<117!
Artist!Jessie!Boylan!as!documenter.!
Photo!by!Jessie!Boylan!
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Section(E:(Article(26(( Photo(overview((
Title:'Documentation!photo!summary'
Content'author:!as!listed!below!
Date:!2013<!2014!
Description:!Various!images!demonstrating!aspects!of!documentation!for!the!READ!application.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Documentation,!evaluation,!reflection!and!dissemination(
Documentation'photo'summary'
Left:!!Visiting!and!local!artists!were!appointed!to!
document!community!participants!during!the!
skills!development!and!art<making.!!
Photo!by!Lisa!Redpath!(local!photographer).!
Below'(left!and!right):!Photography!and!video!
documentation!of!the!creative!development!and!
showcase!produced!rich!data!for!READ!analysis!
and!an!important!record!of!the!creative,!
partnership!and!technical!aspects!of!the!project.!
Photos!by!Jessie!Boylan!(left!image)!and!Ellise!
Barkley!(right!image).!
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Left: Screenshots from Nuclear Futures website 
showing the online gallery page for the Fields of 
View exhibition based on collated 
documentation of the process and final 
artworks. The digital documentation of the 
exhibition and journey of participants allowed 
content to be shared with a wider audience. For 
all Balaklava examples see: http://
nuclearfutures.org/projects/balaklava-creative-
residencies-and-performance-project/
Section(E:(Article(27(( Creative(documentation(
Title:'Creative!documentation'
Content'author:!Jessie!Boylan!(photomedia!artist)!
Date:!circa.!February,!2014!
Description:!During!the!project!hundreds!of!photographs!were!taken!that!reveal!many!stories!and!
insights!about!the:!CACD!processes,!partners,!art<making,!engagement!and!the!unearthing!of!
archival!materials.!Six!artists/!personnel!contributed!to!the!bulk!of!the!creative!documentation.!
These!examples!are!from!one!artist,!and!demonstrate!the!mix!of!different!subjects!and!styles.!
Purpose'for'READ:!creative!development,!documentation,!evaluation,!archival,!analysis(
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Section(E:(Article(28( Program(documentation(
Title:'Mixed!program!documentation!'
Content'author:!Ellise!Barkley!!
Date:!2014!
Description:!Four!selected!examples!of!program!documentation!that!contained!information!and!
records!of!CACD!practice,!partners,!participation!and!outcomes.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Evaluation,!documentation(
Example'1:'Summary!of!community!arts!activities!(partner!summary)'
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Community!arts!activities!(‘on2the2ground’)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!partnership!processes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!team!activities/!events!(internal)!
NUCLEAR(FUTURES(BALAKLAVA(COMMUNITY(ARTS(ACTIVITIES(201372015(
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Example'2:'Creative!residencies!undertaken!for!the!Balaklava!project,!with!participation!details.!
Example'3:'Documentation!included!on!the!Nuclear!Futures!website!was!very!informative!for!
recording!blog!and!event!entries,!and!accounts!of!project!activities.!The!word!cloud!on!the!right!was!
also!of!interest!as!it!records!the!areas!most!visited!in!the!website.'
BALAKLAVA&COMMUNITY&ARTS&PROJECT&&&201382015&
CREATIVE(WORKSHOPS,(RESIDENCIES,(COMMUNITY(MEETINGS,(MENTORING,(INDUSTRY(BRIEFINGS(,(PUBLIC(EVENTS(&(SHOWCASES(
NF&Personnel&and&Partner&Key:&Avon(Hudson((AH),(Ellise(Barkley((EB),(Carly(Friedrichs((CF),(Christobel(Mattingley((CM),(Ingrid(Matthews((IM),(Jane(Castle((JC),(Jessie(Boylan((JB),(John(Romeril((JR),(Kate(Hudson((KH),(
Linda(Dement((LD),(Maree(Freeman((MF),(Maxine(Goodwin((MG),(Mick(Broderick((MB),(Paul(Brown((PB),(Ros(Diprose((RD),(Rowan(Lee((RL),(Tania(Safi((TS),(Teresa(Crea((TC),(Tina(Jackson((TJ),(
Organisation&Key:(Balaklava(Town(Hall((BTH),(British(Nuclear(Veterans(Test(Association((BNVTA),(Maralinga(Tjarutja(Council((MTC),(Queensland(University(of(Technology((QUT),(WRC(Youth(Advisory(Committee(
(YAC),(Wakefield(Regional(Council((WRC)(
Timeline& Date& Project&Strand& Activity& Purpose& Location& NF&Team& Community&reps& NF&Partners&
Dec(2013( 1stZ4(th( Planning/(Partnerships(( Community(meetings( Consult(with(key(community(
leaders(
BALAKLAVA,(
ADELAIDE(
PB,(TC,(JR,(EB( community(leaders,(AH,(KH(
(nuclear(vets(comm)(
WRC,(Courthouse(Gallery,(BTH,(
Arts(SA(
Feb(2014( 19Z21st( Planning/(Research( Team(Workshops( Program(development( SYDNEY( PB,(EB,(TJ,(LD,(JC,(JB,(RD,(
IM,(MB,(TC,(JR(
MG((nuclear(vets(comm)( Global(Hibakusha(Project,(
UWS,(UNSW(
March(2014( 17Z25( CACDZ(‘What’s(the(
story?’(PopZup(&(
Research(
Archive,mentoring,(
Script(research,(Events((
Initiating(CACD;(script(
development;(archive(
collection(development(
BALAKLAVA( TC,(JR,(JB,(EB( AH,(KH(( Richard(Moriarty,(Sue(Ward(
(SLSA),(WRC,(YAC(
April(2014( 17Z28th( Script(Devt(( RAD(tour( Script(development(&(
documentation(
SA(tour( JR,(JB( AH(( (
May(2014( 14thZ(June(5( Research/(Partnerships( Meetings,(BNTVA(
conference(
Partnership(Devt( UK( PB(( MG,(BNTVA( In(Place(of(War,(Manchester(
University,(University(of(
Winchester(
June(2014( Wed(4th( Professional(Devt( Tech(meeting,(
Mentoring(
Creative(materials(register(&(
systems(
SYDNEY( LD,(JB,(EB( NoneZ(internal(( NoneZ(internal(training(
Thurs(5th( Professional(Devt( Film(skill(up,(mentoring( Film(&(doco(approach( SYDNEY( JC,(JB( NoneZ(internal(training( NoneZ(internal(training(
20th(June( 10(Minutes(to(
Midnight(
Creative(content(review( Assess(relevance(for(showcase(
&(prodn(
SYDNEY( TC,(JR,(LD,(JC,(EB,(PB( NoneZ(internal( NoneZ(internal(training(
July(2014( June(30Z(July(7( CACD(residency(&(
community(workshops(
Photography( Skills(development;(oral(
history(training(at(SLSA/(
mentoring;(Archives(
BALAKLAVA/(
ADELAIDE(
JB,(CF( Public,(youth,(regional(SA;(KH(
training,((
Lisa(Redpath((freelance)(
YAC,(SLSA(
July(25Z28((
(
10(Minutes(to(
Midnight(
Storyboard(workshop( 4(day(creative(residency( BALAKLAVA( TC,(JR,(LD,(LH,(NM,(EB( AH(( WRC(
Sept(2014( 3Z8( Evaluation(( AES(Conference( Balaklava(case(study( DARWIN( EB( Prof(evaluators( QUT(
Sept(23Z27( CACD(exhibition( Field&of&View& Present(artwork;(opening;(
scope(Portrait(of(a(
Whistleblower(
BALAKLAVA( JB,(CF,(EB( Public,(youth,(regional(SA;(AH,(
KH(
WRC,(YAC(
December( 1Z4( 10(Minutes(to(
Midnight(
Creative(workshop( Creative(content(development(
,((
ADELAIDE( LD,(TC,(LH,(NM,(PB,(EB,(CF(
(+(casuals)(
noneZinternal( Vitalstatistix,(Uni(of(Adelaide,(
BNTVA,(SLSA(
12(Dec( Evaluation( presentation( Research(dissemination( BRISBANE( EB( ( QUT(
Jan/Feb(2015( Jan(19Z(Feb(1( 10(Minutes(to(
Midnight(
Collaboration(&(
rehearsal(
Creative(development(and(
rehearsal(
ADELAIDE( LD,(TC,(LH,(NM,(PB,(EB,(RL(
(+CF(/casuals)(
internal( Uni(of(Adelaide,(SLSA,(
Vitalstatistix,(BNTVA(
Feb(2015( (2Z(9( 10(Minutes(to(
Midnight(
Collaboration(&(
rehearsal(
Creative(development(and(
rehearsal(
BALAKLAVA( LD,(TC,(LH,(NM,(PB,(EB,(JB,(
RL(,(TS((+CF(/casuals)(
AH,(KH,( University(of(Adelaide,(
Vitalstatistix,(SLSA,(WRC,(
BNTVA(
10Z14( 10(Minutes(to(
Midnight(Showcase((
Fringe(and(Schools(
program(
Present(new(artworks(to(
community;(networking;(
engage;(evaluation(
BALAKLAVA( LD,(TC,(LH,(NM,(PB,(EB,(JB(
(+CF(/casuals)(
MF,(TJ,(TS(
Public(audience((regional(SA),(
AH,(KH,(MG(Aust(vet(comm;(
Ellen(Hudson,(Doug(Brooks,(
Tracey(Shorter(&(mum;(Schools(
University(of(Adelaide,(WRC,(
SLSA,(BNTVA,(Vitalstatistix,(
May(2015( 28Z29th( Feedback(Reporting( Partner(meetings( Showcase(evaluation(&(
closure(meetings(
BALAKLAVA,(
ADELAIDE(
EB,(JR( AH,(KH( WRC,(YAC,(Arts(SA(
(
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Example'4:'Partner!summary!that!was!used!for!project!summaries,!reporting!and!partnership!
development.'
Key(Partnership(Summary(
Wakefield'Regional'Council'
The!Wakefield!Regional!Council!is!one!of!the!largest!regional!councils!north!of!Adelaide,!and!was!established!in!
1997!as!a!result!of!the!amalgamation!of!the!former!BlythQSnowtown!and!Wakefield!Plains!District!Councils.!The!
art!and!production!sector!is!very!well!regarded!in!the!Wakefield!Regional!Council!area,!with!Balaklava!being!a!
strong!and!significant!cultural!hub.!A!large!percentage!(20%)!of!the!Council’s!population!is!under!the!age!of!14!
years.!
Wakefield!Regional!Council’s!support!of!the!Balaklava!Community!Theatre!Project!was!formally!endorsed!at!the!
April!24th,!2013,!Council!meeting,!with!the!CEO!and!Community!Development!Officer!being!delegated!to!work!
with!Alphaville!to!develop!a!suitable!CACD!program!for!the!community.!This!strategic!partnership!aimed!to!
ensure!CACD!activities!were!suited!to!the!local!context,!align!with!regional!and!state!objectives,!and!
complement!the!existing!program!of!Arts!and!cultural!events!already!undertaken!in!the!area.!In!particular,!the!
activities!were!designed!to!align!with!Wakefield!Regional!Council’s!strategic!objectives!to!build!sustainable!
communities;!attract!investment;!development!partnerships!(including!cultural!tourism);!and!promote!skills!
development!opportunities!for!young!people.!In!addition!to!the!expertise!provided!with!CACD!processes!and!
project!management,!Council!support!assisted!with!marketing,!audience!development/!participation,!
promotion!and!access!to!networks!and!venues.!
Wakefield'Youth'Advisory'Community'(YAC)'
The!Youth!Advisory!Committee!is!made!up!of!young!people,!aged!12Q25,!from!within!the!Wakefield!Regional!
Council!area.!Set!up!to!positively!promote!and!engage!young!people,!the!YAC!is!a!group!‘run!by!young!people!
for!young!people’.!The!interests!of!YAC!members!and!their!wider!network!are!diverse,!with!the!group!
organising!recreational,!sporting,!and!arts/!cultural!activities!throughout!the!year!(including!school!holiday!
events!for!young!people!and!community!events!open!to!all!ages).!YAC!also!provides!a!formal!channel!for!a!
‘youth!voice’!to!feed!into!key!Council’s!decisions!that!affect!young!people!in!the!area,!with!YAC!inputting!into!
this!process!via!monthly!meetings.!For!the!Balaklava!Community!Arts!Project,!YAC!played!a!number!of!
important!roles,!from!direct!involvement!in!the!decisionQmaking!shaping!the!CACD!program,!to!contributing!
handsQon!as!participants!in!creative!arts!activities.!!
State'Library'of'South'Australia'(SLSA)'
The!SLSA!is!the!largest!public!reference!library!in!South!Australia!and!plays!a!primary!role!in!the!collection!and!
preservation!of!information!about!South!Australia’s!cultural!heritage.!The!partnership!with!SLSA!offers!the!
project!an!institutional!means!of!preserving!the!archival!material!unearthed!during!the!proposed!project,!
which!SLSA!endorses!as!having!potential!South!Australian!and!national!significance.!Ensuring!that!nuclear!
veteran!stories!and!records!of!South!Australia’s!atomic!bomb!tests!are!preserved,!means!future!artists,!
historians,!the!wider!public!and!future!generations!can!access!and!engage!with!this!important!content.!SLSA’s!
role!in!the!archival!curation!involved!developing!a!new!collection!about!SA’s!atomic!history!(no!collection!
previously!existed),!as!well!as!providing!the!necessary!inQtheQfield!expertise!and!equipment!to!ensure!archival!
quality!collection.!Expertise!from!the!collection!development!personnel!and!oral!historians,!as!well!as!
administrative!support,!was!provided.!
Australian'Nuclear'Veterans'Association'(ANVA)'
The!Australian!Nuclear!Veterans!Association!(ANVA)!came!into!being!in!the!early!1970’s.!At!first,!it!consisted!of!
a!group!of!men!who!had!shared!the!experience!of!serving!at!Maralinga,!South!Australia.!As!time!went!by!many!
of!the!men!suffered!health!problems!they!considered!could!be!traced!back!to!their!service!during!the!British!
run!atomic!tests.!ANVA!consolidated!and!formalised!its!organisation!for!advocacy!and!legal!objectives,!and!
membership!was!opened!to!all!who!had!served!at!any!of!the!three!locations!in!Australia!where!British!nuclear!
weapons!tests!took!place:!the!Monte!Bello!Islands,!Emu!Clay!pan!and!Maralinga.!Four!decades!on,!the!ANVA!is!
in!transition,!as!nuclear!veterans!become!fewer!as!the!years!go!by.!SA!veteran!Avon!Hudson!is!a!central!figure!
in!the!network!of!remaining!nuclear!veteran!communities!(ANVA!affiliated!and!otherwise)!that!span!across!
multiple!generations!to!include!the!families!and!children!also!affected!from!exposure!during!the!tests.!
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Section(E:(Article(29( Documentation(about(creative(work(and(artists(
Title:'Mixed!program!documentation!'
Content'author:!Alphaville!(mixed!authors)!!
Date:!2015!
Description:!Four!selected!examples!of!program!documentation!that!contained!information!and!
records!of!CACD!practice,!partners,!participation!and!outcomes.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Evaluation,!documentation(
Example'1:'Public!program!for!Portrait-of-a-Whistleblower-exhibition'
!
!
Nuclear(Futures(
Portrait of a Whistleblower is part of the three-year international
arts and cultural program, Nuclear Futures, exposing the
legacies of the atomic age through the creative arts. Other
Australian projects include a multi arts program with Yalata and
Oak Valley Anangu communities and showcases in metropolitan
venues. Internationally we have youth leadership workshops with
atomic survivor communities, theatre/multimedia productions in
the United Kingdom, and collaborations with Japanese artists.
Nuclear Futures is led by Sydney-production company
Alphaville.!
Acknowledgements(
Nuclear Futures
www.nuclearfutures.org
info@nuclearfutures.org
http://nuclearfutures.tumblr.com
http://instagram.com/nuclearfutures
Find!us!on!Facebook!‘nuclear!futures’!
Jessie(Boylan((http://jessieboylan.com!
(
Proudly!presented!by!Alphaville)
Balaklava!Courthouse!Gallery!
12th!February>!22nd!March!
2015!Adelaide!Fringe!Festival!
Portrait of a 
Whistleblower 
We extend our deep appreciation to Avon Hudson for his generous
assistance, yarns, and open access to his private archives. Thanks also to
Kate Hudson for her support and assistance.
We would like to acknowledge the valuable contribution of the State Library
of South Australia and Wakefield Regional Council in the community arts and
oral history components of the Nuclear Futures program over the past twelve
months in the lead up to this exhibition.
!
Assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, 
its arts funding and advisory body, and Arts SA.!
!!
!Scanned extract from
Avon’s media scrapbook,
1984-85.
Front image: Avon in front
of Lockheed Neptune
aircraft, Darwin Airbase,
NT, 1958.
!
!
!
!!
To tell a story… 
Portrait of a Whistleblower is curated from the treasure trove
that is Avon’s own extensive collection of documents, news
clippings, photographs, objects and artifacts that make up
his life’s work.
These archival materials have been combined with
contemporary photographs and video works by photo-
media artist Jessie Boylan, who has worked and travelled
alongside Avon over the past ten years on numerous anti-
nuclear and educational journeys. Jessie is a member of the 
Atomic Photographers Guild, who has extensively
photographed Australia’s nuclear sites and anti-nuclear
movement.
The curation of Portrait of a Whistleblower has been a
collaborative process involving Jessie Boylan, Ellise Barkley
(Nuclear Futures Program Manager), Avon Hudson and Paul
Brown (Nuclear Futures Creative Producer).
The team has been working together via the Nuclear Futures
program over the past year, focusing on archival and oral
history collection and community arts processes. Ellise and
Paul first met Avon ten years ago while collecting nuclear
veteran interviews for the verbatim theatre play Half a Life.
 ( 
This exhibition chronicles Avon Hudson’s life, from early 
years growing up in regional South Australia, to service in the 
Royal Australian Air Force as a Leading Aircraftman, through 
the experience of British atomic bomb tests, to his “whistle 
blower” act of revealing Maralinga’s deadly legacy. 
What Avon knew, and was prepared to tell publically about 
Maralinga, contributed to the establishment of the Royal 
Commission into British Nuclear Tests in Australia (1984-85). 
His motivation was to put a halt to government plans to 
return Maralinga to its traditional owners, pending a full 
clean-up of land still contaminated by radioactive debris. 
The story of nuclear testing is unknown to most Australians. 
Between 1952 and 1963, after a decision made by Prime 
Minister Menzies alone, nine atomic bombs were exploded 
and hundreds of ‘minor’ experiments were conducted at the 
British-run testing ranges at Emu and Maralinga in South 
Australia. Three bombs were also exploded at Monte Bello 
Islands in Western Australia. 
The impacts of these experiments continue to play out in the 
ill health and changed lives of both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal communities, who were exposed to or involved in 
the tests, over multiple generations. The tests have also left a 
deep-future legacy of environmental contamination. 
Revealed is a portrait of someone who has invariably lived by 
his convictions – as that’s what whistleblowers do. Since the 
1970s, Avon has campaigned for recognition of nuclear 
veterans and civilian personnel. As his co-authored book 
“Beyond Belief” records, “His life has been deeply affected 
by a sense of injustice and by the callousness of successive 
Australian and British governments ignoring the plight of 
those caught up in ‘the grand game’.” 
Curation notes 
Portrait of a Whistleblower is a
recognition and celebration of the 
significant role Avon has played
South Australia's unfolding atomic
history. His life as an activist
seems to belong to the present, as 
the future of nuclear science and
technology is considered anew.
!
!
!
!!
To tell a story…
Portrait of a Whistleblower is curated from the treasure trove 
that is Avon’s own extensive collection of documents, news 
clippings, photographs, objects and artifacts that make up 
his life’s work.  
These archival materials have been combined with 
contemporary photographs and video works by photo-
media artist Jessie Boylan, who has worked and travelled 
alongside Avon over the past ten years on numerous anti-
nuclear and educational journeys. Jessie is a member of the 
Atomic Photographers Guild, who has extensively 
photographed Australia’s nuclear sites and anti-nuclear 
movement.  
The curation of Portrait of a Whistleblower has been a 
collaborative process involving Jessie Boylan, Ellise Barkley 
(Nuclear Futures Program Manager), Avon Hudson and Paul 
Brown (Nuclear Futures Creative Producer).  
The team has been working together via the Nuclear Futures 
program over the past year, focusing on archival and oral 
history collection and community arts processes. Ellise and 
Paul first met Avon ten years ago while collecting nuclear 
veteran interviews for the verbatim theatre play Half a Life.    
(
This exhibition chronicles Avon Hudson’s life, from early
years growing up in regional South Australia, to service in the
Royal Australian Air Force as a Leading Aircraftman, through
the experience of British atomic bomb tests, to his “whistle 
blower” act of revealing Maralinga’s deadly legacy.
What Avon knew, and was prepared to tell publically about
Maralinga, contributed to the establishment of the Royal
Commission into British Nuclear Tests in Australia (1984-85).
His motivation was to put a halt to government plans to
return Maralinga to its traditional owners, pending a full 
clean-up of land still contaminated by radioactive debris.
The story of nuclear testing is unknown to most Australians.
Between 1952 and 1963, after a decision made by Prime
Minister Menzies alone, nine atomic bombs were exploded
and hundreds of ‘minor’ experiments were conducted at the 
British-run testing ranges at Emu and Maralinga in South
Australia. Three bombs were also exploded at Monte Bello
Islands in Western Australia.
The impacts of these experiments continue to play out in the
ill health and changed lives of both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal communities, who were exposed to or involved in
the tests, over multiple generations. The tests have also left a
deep-future legacy of environmental contamination.
Revealed is a portrait of someone who has invariably lived by
his convictions – as that’s what whistleblowers do. Since the 
1970s, Avon has campaigned for recognition of nuclear 
veterans and civilian personnel. As his co-authored book
“Beyond Belief” records, “His life has been deeply affected
by a sense of injustice and by the callousness of successive
Australian and British governments ignoring the plight of
those caught up in ‘the grand game’.”
Curation notes 
Portrait of a Whistleblower is a 
recognition and celebration of the 
significant role Avon has played 
South Australia's unfolding atomic 
history. His life as an activist 
seems to belong to the present, as 
the future of nuclear science and 
technology is considered anew. 
!
!
!
Nuclear(Futures(
Portrait of a Whistleblower is part of the three-year international 
arts and cultural program, Nuclear Futures, exposing the 
legacies of the atomic age through the creative arts. Other 
Australian projects include a multi arts program with Yalata and 
Oak Valley Anangu communities and showcases in metropolitan 
venues. Internationally we have youth leadership workshops with 
atomic survivor communities, theatre/multimedia productions in 
the United Kingdom, and collaborations with Japanese artists. 
Nuclear Futures is led by Sydney-production company 
Alphaville.!
Acknowledgements(
Nuclear Futures 
www.nuclearfutures.org  
info@nuclearfutures.org 
http://nuclearfutures.tumblr.com 
http://instagram.com/nuclearfutures  
Find!us!on!Facebook!‘nuclear!futures’!
Jessie(Boylan((http://jessieboylan.com!
(
Proudly!presented!by!Alphaville)
Balaklava!Courthouse!Gallery!
12th!February>!22nd!March!
2015!Adelaide!Fringe!Festival!
Portrait of a
Whistleblower
  
We extend our deep appreciation to Avon Hudson for his generous 
assistance, yarns, and open access to his private archives. Thanks also to 
Kate Hudson for her support and assistance. 
We would like to acknowledge the valuable contribution of the State Library 
of South Australia and Wakefield Regional Council in the community arts and 
oral history components of the Nuclear Futures program over the past twelve 
months in the lead up to this exhibition. 
!
Assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia Council,
its arts funding and advisory body, and Arts SA.!
!!
!Scanned extract from 
Avon’s media scrapbook, 
1984-85. 
Front image:  Avon in front 
of Lockheed Neptune  
aircraft, Darwin Airbase, 
NT, 1958. 
!
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Example'2:'Public!handout!with!creative!team!short!biographies!
 
Teresa Crea - Direction and Dramaturgy 
Teresa is a leading Australian writer and director with a background in social and community engagement. 
Teresa trained in film and theatre, and co-founded Australia’s first professionally recognised bicultural 
performance company, Doppio Teatro. Teresa has recently completed a doctorate investigating narrative in 
immersive and simulated environments. 
Nic Mollison - Projection, Lighting and Set Design 
Nic is a stage lighting & projection designer since graduating from the Western Australian Academy of 
Performing Arts (WAAPA), working across theatre, dance & youth arts companies on local, national & 
international productions, including lighting & video projections for concerts, festivals, nightclubs & visual art 
installations. He has lectured at the University of SA and The Adelaide College Of the Arts. 
Linda Dement - Digital and Multi-media Artwork 
Linda is an internationally recognised multi-media artist working on interactive, online, installation and 
augmented reality artwork. Linda was awarded a New Media Arts Fellowship by the Australia Council in 2000 
and has twice won the National Digital Art Award. Her interactive, programmed and still image work has been 
widely exhibited internationally and locally (in London, Austria, Sydney and Montreal). 
Luke Harrald - Sound Design and Composition 
Luke is a composer, performer and new-media artist known for his groundbreaking work with improvisation and 
interactive computer music. Originally from the mid-north of SA, Luke is the Head of studies for the Popular 
Music and Creative Technologies program at the University of Adelaide, and lectures in Sonic Arts.  
Jessie Boylan – Photography and Video 
Jessie is a photomedia artist and member of the Atomic Photographers Guild, who has previously 
photographed nuclear sites in collaboration with nuclear veterans. A finalist in the Spirit of Youth Awards, 2009, 
Jessie held an Australia Council ArtsStart Grant in 2010 and has exhibited internationally. 
Rowan Lee – Projection, Technician, AV, and Lighting 
Rowan is an emerging technologist and designer working with illuminart, with specialised skills in projection 
mapping, programming and software. He is experienced in all aspects of technical production, including AV, 
lighting and projection art. 
Avon Hudson – Research and Community Liaison 
Avon is a nuclear veteran, community archivist, writer and was a key leader within the Australian Nuclear 
Veterans Association. Avon is also a wood turner and a collector and designer of clocks; and co-authored the 
book Beyond Belief. Avon lives in Balaklava. 
John Romeril – Research and text development 
John is a leading Australian playwright (plays include The Floating World, Carboni, The Kelly Dance, Miss 
Tanaka and Jack Charles versus the Crown). John has been Playwright-in-Residence for many communities, 
theatre companies and tertiary institutions. In 2003 he won the inaugural ANPC Award for Australian 
playwrights; and in 2012 the Green Room Lifetime Achievement Award.  
Ten Minutes to Midnight  Fringe Festival 2015      About the Team 
See previous creative works @ http://nuclearfutures.org/about/people 
Creative Team 
 
Production 
 Paul Brown - Nuclear Futures Creative Producer 
Paul was co-founder Urban Theatre Projects (Death Defying Theatre) in 1980, and across three decades has 
combined creative arts practice with academic environmental studies and community engagement. He 
developed Australia’s first full-length verbatim play Aftershocks which was also adapted this into a mainstage 
play and a film. Paul co-authored/edited Verbatim: staging memory and community, and Art and Wellbeing.  
Ellise Barkley – Production and Event Manager 
Ellise is Program Manager for the Nuclear Futures program and conducts research at the Queensland 
University of Technology on Community Arts evaluation. She has extensive management experience in 
community development, creative arts, education and sustainability- working across business, local 
government, education and community settings.  
Carly Friedrichs – Production and Event Assistant 
Carly is based in Balaklava and has previously worked in community development, administration, systems 
analysis, event coordination and project management. Carly currently owns and operates her own business 
and has worked closely with the community on many projects. 
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!AGAINST THE GRAIN PUBLICITY 
E. admin@atgpublicity.com.au P. 0438 699 795
M. 12 King William Rd, Unley SA 5061!
!!!!!!
Nuclear Futures – 10 Minutes To Midnight 
Media Report !!!
!
Title: Nuclear Futures – 10 Minutes to Midnight
Content author: Against the Grain Publicity
Date: 2015
Description: Data from reports.
Purpose for READ: Evaluation, Documentation
Section E: Article 30 Media report
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Concerns for 
impact on 
country health 
after cuts
23/1/15 - 30/1/15
Total incidents: 2
Total hours spent on 
incidents: 28
Training hours: 209
Wakefield 
Plains CFS 
Incident 
report
SOUTH Australians are being 
warned to brace for a cuts to hospital 
services following the release of the 
State Government’s Transforming 
Health agenda, released yesterday.
While an increase in the ambulance 
2)($%'()) #&)%$
regional areas from the wide-ranging 
cuts to hospital funding is yet to be 
determined.
Member for Goyder, Steven Grif-
1)( (   ,%*"  !& $ 
watchful eye on any potential cuts to 
country health services.
“We are all waiting for the an-
nouncement by (Health Minister, 
!$"" $*)%$%)" +
regional hospitals will be caught up 
 ')".*) ) ()1'()) $, ""
be scanning for,” he said.
As expected, the Transforming 
Health reforms have been met with 
heavy criticism from the Opposition.
“Health services won’t be so much 
transformed as cut to the bone as the 
))%+'$#$) $2 )(*$'(%
millions of dollars of cuts on our strug-
gling, frontline hospitals,” Shadow 
Health Minister, Stephen Wade said.
“The government has revealed that 
the number of Emergency Depart-
ments will be cut in half as the QEH, 
Noarlunga and Modbury Hospitals 
are stripped of this critical function 
and the Repat is targeted for closure.
“Rather than prune a well-padded 
health bureaucracy, the State Govern-
ment is set to slash patient services 
in an attempt to rein in its massive 
*)1 )
“Over the last 10 years the head 
office bureaucracy has grown at 
four times the rate of the nursing 
,%'!%'
“Much of the pain could have 
been avoided if the government had 
managed its budget and managed its 
projects.
/$#')-&.'(%) ""
for an extra $176 million because the 
government failed to plan for moving 
patients from the old RAH to the new 
RAH – that is more than 10 years of 
expected savings from closing the 
Repat.
“The closure of the Repat Hospital 
would not only disadvantage South 
Australian veterans, it would also 
have serious, negative and long-term 
impacts for the health of the broader 
community, particularly people living 
in the southern suburbs.
“Prior to that we learnt the cost 
of the EPAS system had blown out 
by $366 million and may have to be 
abandoned all together.
“There is also a real concern that 
Flinders Medical Centre would be 
%+',"#.)2%%%,%'!
if the Repat closes.”
'' 1)( ( , " ) *)(
should predominantly affect metro-
politan hospitals, it would still affect 
country residents accessing city health 
services.
/,()%".') ' $ ()'%'
Health, John Hill, that on any day up 
to 500 regional people were in metro 
hospitals,” he said.
BALAKLAVA will 
"%,$,.$-),!
when an Atomic Fringe 
event, “Ten Minutes 
to Midnight” comes to 
town.
The premiere multi-
arts event will be staged 
over two days, Friday 
February 13 and Satur-
day February 14, and 
will be held across three 
+$*(  $ "!"+ 
the Courthouse Gallery, 
Triangle and town hall.
The event aims to 
bring South Australia’s 
atomic history to life, 
ensuring this part of our 
history is not forgotten by 
future generations.
Local resident and 
nuclear veteran and 
“whistleblower,” Avon 
Hudson, has played a 
large role in this story, 
,%'! $ , ) ) '-
tive team to reveal SA’s 
chilling atomic history.
The Courthouse Gal-
lery’s exhibition is titled 
“Portrait of a Whistle-
blower,” featuring pho-
tos, memorabilia and 
artefacts based on Avon’s 
,%'!$#)' "
The exhibition will be 
open to the public for the 
$-)( -,!(
The town hall will be 
transformed into a com-
plex by installing circular 
projection screen.
Project producer, Paul 
Brown, says the audi-
ence will experience 
Australia’s atomic test 
stories via an “immersive 
projection installation.”
“We have six projec-
tors mounted in a circle 
in the town hall, and with 
the soundscape, will give 
the audience a feeling 
of being in a particular 
space, experiencing the 
images and sounds of 
the real event,” Paul said.
The local community 
has also been involved 
in the project, with 
"!"+ $0( 
##'( #! $ )
stands for the projectors.
The third venue, 
"!"+' $", ""
%#  /&!'0(
Corner,” where the audi-
ence will hear interviews 
with Avon, Maxine 
Goodwin (daughter of a 
$*"'(*'+ +%'$)
creative team, including 
artistic director, Teresa 
Crea, and former local, 
*!''"
The audience can 
move from one venue 
to another, in any order 
within the showcase cy-
cle, with a guide on hand 
for each group.
The event is part of 
the 2015 Fringe Festi-
val, and as part of this 
year’s event, a school’s 
student program has 
been developed to show-
('),%'!($*((
creative approaches to 
highlight the issues of 
atomic testing. 
 "! " +    
School students study-
ing history, geography 
and tourism will be at-
tending the installation 
on Tuesday.
BHS teacher, Tahlia 
' !#'( )+$)
was a great opportunity 
for the students.
/'"*!.)%+
an event of this calibre 
%# )% "!"+ (%
it’s a great opportunity 
for our students,” Tahlia 
said.
“Our history students 
will be studying the 
Cold War and nuclear 
testing, while geography 
students will study envi-
ronmental issues, so it all 
ties in with this event.”
/)0(  #&%')$) $%)
to lose this part of our 
history, and we are very 
pleased schools are get-
ting involved,” Paul 
Brown said.
The timing of the 
Atomic Fringe event co-
incides with the 70 year 
$$ +'('. $**()
of the Hiroshima and Na-
(! )%# %# $(
F o l l o w i n g  t h e 
"!"+  $()"") %$
the event will move to 
the Yalata Festival mid 
year, then to Brisbane in 
August, and to Manches-
ter in 2016.
The event will be 
" $"!"+)
&#
on Friday, February 13, 
with two performances 
on Saturday, February 
14 - a 4pm matinee and 
again at 7pm.
 !)( ' 	 $
are available by phoning 
1300 621 255 or online 
at www.adelaidefringe.
com.au
Following this instal-
lation, the event will 
move to the Yalata Fes-
tival mid year, then to 
Brisbane in August, and 
then to Manchester in 
2016.
Les Pearson 
reports:
Local performances and displays 
focus on state’s nuclear history
BALAKLAVA 
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Section(F:(Article(31(( Promotional(video((
Title:'Nuclear!Futures!promotional!video'
Content'author:!Alphaville!
Date:!2014!
Description:!Video!content!recorded!(as!creative!documentation)!was!used!to!make!a!promotional!
video!about!the!Nuclear!Futures!program.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Public!dissemination,!promotional!material(
Nuclear'Futures'promotional'video'(4'mins):'
Click!link!to!watch!via!the!website:!www.nuclearfutures.org!
www.nuclearfutures.org
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Section(F:(Article(32( Website(content(>(Online(Gallery((
Title:'Field&of&View!online!gallery'
Content'author:!Mixed!artists!
Date:!2014!
Description:!The!artworks!created!for!the!Field&of&View!exhibition,!culminating!from!the!CACD!
processes!were!displayed!online!following!the!exhibition!to!create!public!access.!Included!are!
photographs!of!the!field!trip!and!workshop!participants.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Public!dissemination,!documentation,!archive(
online'gallery'record:'
http://nuclearfutures.org/projects/balaklava-creative-residencies-and-performance-project/
field-view-exhibition/!
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Section(F:(Article(33( Photo(book(((
Title:'Balaklava&Community&Arts&Project!photo!book'
Content'author:!Ellise!Barkley!
Date:!2015!
Description:!A!hardcopy!photo!book!was!produced!and!distributed!to!partners!as!a!keepFsake,!and!
thank!you!gift.!It!utilised!the!photography!(creative!documentation)!taken!by!various!artists!and!
included!some!summarised!evaluation!findings/!content.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Public!dissemination,!documentation,!archive(
The!26Fpage!photo!book!tells!the!story!of!the!community!
arts!and!development!activities,!and!the!people!involved.!It!
has!been!particularly!relevant!for!Alphaville!and!community!
partners!in!representing!the!creative!work!and!the!
ephemeral!aspects!of!the!production.!
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Section(F:(Article(34( Academic(seminar((((
Title:'Creative!Arts!and!Nuclear!Futures!Seminar!'
Content'author:!Paul!Brown!
Date:!2015!
Description:!This!is!the!program!for!a!twoFday!seminar!coordinated!by!Alphaville!as!part!of!the!10&
Minutes&to&Midnight!season!and!involved!the!community!of!practice!established!through!READ.!
Purpose'for'READ:!Research,!publication,!dissemination,!documentation,!community!of!practice(
Creative!Arts!and!Nuclear!Futures!
Seminar!
6F7!August!2015!at!“The!Glasshouse”!and!“The!Block”!
Queensland!University!of!Technology!
PROGRAM!(PENULTIMATE)!
This!seminar!coincides!with!70!year!commemorations!of!the!Hiroshima!and!Nagasaki!atomic!bombs.!The!
impulse!comes!from!international!collaboration!of!artists!working!with!atomic!survivor!communities,!to!bear!
witness!to!the!legacies!of!the!atomic!age!through!creative!arts.!It!takes!place!in!the!last!two!days!of!a!residency!
by!Alphaville’s!“Nuclear!Futures”!team!at!Queensland!University!of!Technology’s!Creative!Industries!Precinct.!!
The!twoFday!seminar!will!be!a!program!of!short!talks,!panel!discussions,!screenings,!podcasts!and!live!
streaming.!!Multiple,!dynamic!and!diverse!arts!practices!drive!creative!reflection!on!the!atomic!age!and!its!
consequences!for!the!deep!future.!The!seminar!is!a!chance!to!take!stock!and!ask:!what!are!the!theoretical,!
academic!and!wider!social!implications!of!this!work?!!
The!seminar!is!likely!to!have!approximately!20!participants,!including!those!in!the!room!and!those!contributing!
from!afar.!
Summary!
Day!One!Thursday!6!August:!Hiroshima!Day!
8.30:! Arrival!and!coffee!
9.00:! Hiroshima!Day!commemorations:!will!include!impromptu!play!reading!“Grandchildren!of!
Hiroshima”.!
10.30:! Session!1:!!Case!Studies:!JD!Mittmann,!Merilyn!Fairskye,!and!John!Romeril!(coffee!break!
included)!
12.30:! Lunch!and!Viewing:!‘10!Minutes!to!Midnight’!The!Block!
2.00:! Session!2:!!Case!Study:!Nuclear!Futures!Arts!Program:!Alphaville’s!team!
3.00:! Afternoon!Tea!
3.30:! Session!3:!Case!Studies:!Gordon!Murray,!Mick!Broderick!and!Stuart!Bender,!Adrian!
Glamorgan!and!Elizabeth!PO’!
5.30:! General!Discussion!
6.00:! End!of!Day!One!program:!La!Boite!Bar!is!open.!
Day!Two!Friday!7!August!
8.30:!! Arrival!and!coffee!
9.00:!!! Session!4:!!Papers:!N.A.J.!Taylor,!Adam!Broinowski,!Paul!Brown,!Jessie!Boylan!
10.30:! Tea!Break!
11.00:! Session!5.!Case!Study:!Live!Streaming!from!Seattle:!Yukiyo!Kawano!
12.00:! Lunch!and!Seattle!link!continued.!Hiroshima!commemorations!
1.30:! Session!6:!!Presentation!by!Ellise!Barkley!Approaches!for!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis!and!
Documentation:!Creating!a!wide!critical!lens!for!the!
Nuclear!Futures!program! !
Paul!Brown:!!Publication!plans!
3.00:! Afternoon!Tea!
3.30:!! Session!7:!!General!discussion!and!wrap!up!
4.30:! End!of!Day!Two!program.!
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In!more!detail:!Presenters,!Case!Studies,!Papers!
Day'One'Thursday'6th'August'
Arrival!and!coffee:!8.30!
Play!Reading!and!seminar!opening:!!9.00!
“Grandchildren'of'Hiroshima”'by'Misaki'Setoyama:!An!impromptu!reading!and!discussion!of!a!worldFwide!theatre!project!
hosted!by!London!Bubble!Theatre:!a!script!created!in!Hiroshima!to!be!read!in!many!countries,!from!the!words!and!ideas!of!
the!people!of!Hiroshima,!adapted!for!a!shared!reading!by!Jonathan!Petherbridge.!'
We!will!make!a!filmed!reading!of!draft!script!in!unity!with!other!such!readings!around!the!world.!
The!reading!will!be!led!by!Paul&Brown,&who!will!then!introduce!the!aims'and'scope'of'the'seminar.!
Paul&Brown&is&the&Creative&Producer&for&Alphaville’s&Nuclear&Futures&program.&He&is&a&community&arts&practitioner&with&
background&in&verbatim&theatre&and&film,&and&is&affiliated&with&the&University&of&New&South&Wales&environmental&
studies&programs.&
Session!1:!!10.30F12.30!Thursday!6th!
JD&Mittmann&
“Black'Mist'Burnt'Country”:!the!engagement!of!key!Australian!visual!artists!with!the!atomic!age.!Introducing!a!travelling!
exhibition!that!will!be!launched!on!27!September!2016:!the!60!year!anniversary!of!the!first!bomb!at!Maralinga.!
JD&Mittmann&is&the&Curator&and&Manager&of&Collections&for&the&Burrinja&Cultural&Centre&on&the&outskirts&of&Melbourne.&
He&is&currently&working&with&communities&and&galleries&AustraliaLwide&to&curate&and&present&the&touring&exhibition&of&
Australian&art&pieces&related&to&the&atom&bomb.&&
Merilyn&Fairskye&
Photographing'nuclear'sites:'Visits!to!the!Polygon!in!Kazakhstan,!Chernobyl!and!other!nuclear!sites.!
Merilyn&is&a&Sydney&based&visual&artist&whose&work&encompasses&a&broad&range&of&media.&She&is&Honorary&Associate&
Professor&at&the&Sydney&College&of&the&Arts.&Her&recent&work&continues&her&interest&in&the&impact&of&nuclear&energy&on&
humans&and&the&environment.&
John&Romeril&
“Going'to'Life”:'Fabricating!art!based!on!found!topics,!found!sources,!recorded!utterance.!In!works!spanning!many!forms!
(theatre,!music,!puppetry,!opera,!dance),!John!has!consistently!drawn!on!real!life!and!Australian!history.!
John&Romeril&is&one&of&Australia’s&best&known&playwrights,&and&has&been&‘in&residence’&with&many&communities,&theatre&
companies&and&tertiary&institutions.&He&is&currently&developing&a&new&play&based&on&the&life&and&work&of&nuclear&veteran&
Avon&Hudson.!
Lunch'and'viewing'of'the'exhibition'“10'Minutes'to'Midnight”'12.30U2pm'
Session!2:!!2F3pm!Thursday!6th!
Paul&Brown,&Linda&Dement&with&Ellise&Barkley&and&(live&streaming)&Teresa&Crea,&Jessie&Boylan&
Immersive'projections:'Making'10'Minutes'to'Midnight'and'Ngurini:'The!intersection!of!real!life!testimony/documentary,!
digital!art!and!community.!Members!of!Alphaville’s!team!will!lead!discussion!on!the!implications!of!current!collaborations!
with!Australian!atomic!survivor!communities.!!'
Nic&Mollison,&Rowan&Lee&and&Ellise&Barkley&
The'technology'of'atomic'art:'technical'challenges'for'immersive'installations:''This!session!explores!the!more!technical!
aspects!of!the!10!Minutes!to!Midnight!program;!including!the!challenges!associated!with!a!touring!version!of!a!circular!
projection!arena.'
“Nuclear&Futures”&is&a&three&year&community&cultural&development&program&that&links&creative&artists&with&atomic&
survivor&communities.&Art&forms&span&theatre,&radio,&film,&photography,&digital&arts,&writing,&sculpture,&painting&and&
music&Artist&biographies&are&at&nuclearfutures.org/about/people.&&
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Session!3:!!3.30F5.30pm!Thursday!6th!&
Adrian&Glamorgan&and&Elizabeth&PO’&
“Outliving'Nuclear'Weapons”:'Experiential!presentation!on!producing!material!for!radio!and!social!media.!Based!on(recent(
interviews(in(Vienna(during(last(December's(ICAN>Red(Cross(event(for(civil(society,(and(an(event(run(by(the(Austrian(
government(which(established(the(Humanitarian(Pledge.(
Adrian&and&Elizabeth&produce&a&dedicated&environmental&radio&program&“Understory”&in&Perth.&Their&interests&lie&in&
global&ecological&issues,&environmental&policy,&citizen&science&and&solutionsLfocused&journalism.&Award&winning&
journalists&and&broadcasters,&they&have&devised&a&‘nuclear&disasters’&workshop&giving&insight&into&the&Fukushima&
disaster.!
Mick%Broderick%and%Stuart%Bender(
“Fading(Lights:(Australian(POW(and(Occupation(Forces(in(Japan(1945>52”:(Mick(and(Stuart(will(present(from(Perth:!hyper(
visualization(of(nuclear(sites(vodcast(live(from(the(HIVe/John(Curtin(Gallery(exhibition(space.(
Mick%Broderick%is%co1chief%investigator%of%the%Global%Hibakusha%Project,%which%supports%linkages%world1wide%between%
atomic%survivor%communities.%He%is%a%media%theorist,%historian%and%practitioner%based%at%Murdoch%University,%and%has%
investigated%many%of%the%world’s%nuclear%sites.%Stuart%Bender%is%a%Research%Fellow%and%award1winning%screen%producer%
based%at%Curtin%University.(
Gordon&Murray&
“Miniaturising'the'Cold'War”:!!using!verbatim!material!and!poems!to!make!radio!plays.!Gordon!will!report!on!
development!of!a!series!of!short!works!made!with!British!nuclear!veterans!and!descendants.!!
Gordon&Murray,&who&is&visiting&from&Winchester&University&UK,&has&worked&on&performance&projects&related&to&nuclear&
veterans&since&2006&and&is&a&UK&team&member&for&Nuclear&Futures.&He&is&a&director,&writer&and&researcher.&
Day'Two'
Session!4:!!9F10.30am!Friday!7!August!
N.A.J.&Taylor&(preLrecorded)&
“Nuclear'Visions:'Suffering'Between'Living'and'Dying”:''This!paper!explores!the!space!between!two!competing!nuclear!
futures.!In!one!vision!we!humans—and!perhaps!everything—is!violated!and!dies.!In!the!other,!life!thrives!because!Earth!is!
either!in!a!state!of!nuclear!peace!or!is!denuclearized.!The!paper!engages!with!the!works!of!American!architect!Lebbeus!
Woods!and!the!Japanese!fashion!designer!Issey!Miyake.!
N.A.J.&Taylor&is&a&visiting&scholar&at&The&Posthumanities&Lab&at&Linkoping&University&in&Sweden.&His&primary&teaching&and&
research&interests&are&situated&between&the&fields&of&International&Relations&and&the&Environmental&Humanities,&which&
he&explores&from&crossLcultural&and&interdisciplinary&perspectives.&He&is&currently&building&new&linkages&between&nuclear&
ethics&and&environmental&philosophy.&He&also&convenes&an&ongoing&series&of&collaborations&that&explore&“Alternative&
Pathways&to&WMDLfree&Worlds”&by&variously&deploying&strategies&such&as&the&creative&arts,&responsible&investment,&and&
interLcultural&dialogue&to&bring&about&political&and&social&change.&
Adam%Broinowski%%
“PostUFukushima'conditions”'The!Fukushima!Daiichi!nuclear!power!disaster!is!one!of!the!largest!industrial!disasters!in!
human!history.!It!also!has!not!ended.!The!destroyed!nuclear!power!station!continues!to!release!nuclear!contaminants!into!
the!environment!F!air,!ground,!water!F!and!ultimately,!into!people’s!bodies.!The!dispersal!is!not!limited!to!Japanese!
borders,!and!has!been!distributed!worldFwide!and!is!bioaccumulating!and!biomagnifying.!It!is!being!recycled!in!waste!
products!and!contaminated!foods.!While!there!are!myriad!issues!of!concern,!based!on!my!recent!work,!I!will!discuss!the!
ways!in!which!the!nuclear!industry!in!Japan,!as!part!of!a!broader!transnational!industrial!sector,!prioritises!itself!over!and!
at!the!expense!of!a!surplus!population.!This!will!lead!to!consideration!of!the!response!by!creative!artists.'
Adam%Broinowski%is%a%postdoctoral%research%fellow%at%the%School%of%Culture,%History%and%Language%at%the%Centre%for%Asia%
and%the%Pacific%at%the%Australian%National%University.%He%has%a%book,%‘Cultural%Responses%to%Occupation%in%Japan:%The%
Performing%Body%in%the%Cold%War%and%after’%forthcoming%in%early%2016.%He%also%has%significant%experience%as%a%theatre%and%
filmmaker,%in%Australia%and%overseas,%including%Japan%where%he%was%a%core%member%of%Tokyo%based%Japanese%theatre%
company%Gekidan%Kaitaisha.%
Paul&Brown&with&Jessie&Boylan&and&Avon&Hudson&
“Blowing'New'Whistles”:'Community!Arts!and!Royal!Commissions:!the!politics!of!Australian!nuclear!issues!expressed!
through!the!creative!arts.!Jessie’s!work!with!the!Atomic!Photographers!Guild!and!with!the!Nuclear!Futures!Program!is!
grounded!in!contemporary!public!debate!about!nuclear!issues.!Avon!Hudson!has!devoted!his!life!to!campaigns!for!
veterans’!rights!and!to!exposing!the!history!of!atomic!testing.!He!finds!himself!in!a!new!fight!–!as!South!Australia!considers!
an!expansion!of!nuclear!industry!via!a!Royal!Commission.!Meanwhile!Alphaville’s!Nuclear!Futures!program!presents!a!
constant!reminder!of!a!previous,!and!damning,!Royal!Commission!–!into!British!nuclear!testing!in!Australia.!
Jessie&Boylan&is&an&award&winning&photo&media&artist&and&a&key&member&of&the&Atomic&Photographers&Guild&and&the&
Nuclear&Futures&team.&She&recently&curated&“Portrait&of&a&Whistleblower”&made&with&Avon&Hudson,&and&is&the&coLcreator&
and&editor&of&“Ngurini”&(presented&at&The&Block).&She&produces&The&Radioactive&Show,&a&weekly&segment&for&3CR&radio.&
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Session!5:!!11F12am!(and!over!lunch)!Friday!7!August!
Yukiyo&Kawano&(live&streaming)&
“From'Hiroshima'to'Hope”:!!Live!streaming!of!Seattle’s!annual!lantern!floating!ceremony!and!remembrance!of!the!victims!
of!the!Hiroshima!and!Nagasaki!bombings!and!all!victims!of!war!and!violence.!Hundreds!of!traditional!Japanese!lanterns!will!
be!floated!on!Green!Lake!at!dusk,!following!an!evening!program!including!music,!commentary,!and!brief!performances.!We!
will!be!guided!by!visual!artist!Yukiyo!Kawano,!whose!work!“Little!Boy”!is!presented!in!QUT’s!The!Block!exhibition!of!“10!
Minutes!to!Midnight”.!!In!Seattle,!a!replica!“Little!Boy”!will!be!paraded,!along!with!Butoh!dance,!and,!following!a!
calligraphy!workshop,!the!lantern!parade!itself.!!Yukiyo!will!also!explain!her!creative!works!via!live!streaming.!
Yukiyo&is&a&third&generation&hibakusha&(nuclear&bomb&survivor)&whose&work&is&personal,&reflecting&lasting&attitudes&
towards&the&bombings&of&Hiroshima&and&Nagasaki.&Her&main&focus&is&her/our&forgetfulness,&her/our&dialectics&of&
memory,&issues&around&cultural&politics,&and&historical&politics.&For&“Little&Boy”&she&used&pieces&of&translucent&kimono&
fabric&sewn&together&with&strands&of&her&hair&(the&artist’s&DNA&as&a&third&generation&hibakusha).&
Session!6:!!1.30F3pm!Friday!7!August!
Ellise&Barkley&
“READ”:!Ellise!Barkley!will!introduce!the!challenges!of!documenting!and!evaluating!arts!practice,!and!the!
rationale!for!an!integrated!approach!to!Reflection,!Evaluation,!Analysis!and!Documentation!(“READ”).!!This!will!
evolve!to!a!workshop!discussion.!
Ellise%is%the%Program%Manager%for%Alphaville’s%Nuclear%Futures%program.%She%has%extensive%experience%in%community%
development,%creative%arts,%education%and%sustainability,%and%conducts%research%at%Queensland%University%of%Technology%
on%evaluation%in%community%arts.%%
Session!7:!!3.30F4.30pm!Friday!7!August!
Paul&Brown&
Towards'Publication:!!What!can!we!usefully!publish?!How!and!where?!A!planning!session.'
General!Discussion.!
Close!of!the!seminar.!
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Section(F:(Article(35(( Creative(residency(report((
Title:(Nuclear(Futures(Balaklava(Creative(Residency(Report(
Content(author:(E.Barkley(for(Alphaville((
Date:(April,(2014(
Description:(Creative(residency(report(for(What’s(the(Story?(in(March(2014.(The(
report(was(formatted(to(suit(partner(needs(and(disseminated(as(an(update(
summary.(
Purpose(for(READ:(Documentation,(partner(reporting,(data(management(
(
(
(
Alphaville((
(
(
Nuclear(Futures(
Balaklava(Creative(Residency(Report(
(
South(Australia(
March(17L26th,(2014((
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
Compiled(by(Ellise(Barkley(on(behalf(of(Alphaville(
Contact(details:(
ellise.barkley@nuclearfutures.org(
www.nuclearfutures.org(
( (
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1.! EXECUTIVE(SUMMARY(
During(March(17(L26th(an(external(team(of(artists(and(personnel(stayed(in(Balaklava(to(
undertake(a(creative(residency(as(part(of(the(Nuclear(Futures(program.(Nuclear(Futures(is(an(
international(arts(and(cultural(program(working(with(atomic(survivor(communities(to(produce(a(
suite(of(new(creative(works(that(explore(Australia’s(atomic(legacies.((One(of(the(projects(that(
brings(the(team(to(Balaklava(is(a(new(play(being(developed(by(AwardLwinning(Playwright(John(
Romeril,(centred(around(the(significant(archival(collection(and(oral(history(of(local(nuclear(
veteran(Avon(Hudson.((
(
In(addition,(a(separate(strand(of(arts(and(cultural(activities(is(also(being(run(in(Balaklava(that(
seeks(to(support(skill(sharing,(and(community(and(cultural(development.(This(strand(has(open(
themes(and(is(communityLled.(Using(a(‘creative(arts(popLup’(format,(visiting(artists(will(work(
with(interested(participants(on(storytelling,(photography,(writing,(multiLmedia(arts(platforms,(
visual(arts(and(oral(history.(The(popLups(are(designed(to(be(of(interest(to(young(people(and(the(
broader(community.(
(
The(creative(team(for(the(March(visit(consisted(of(SA(Director,(Teresa(Crea;(Playwright,(John(
Romeril;(Photographer,(Jessie(Boylan,(photographer;(Project(manager,(Ellise(Barkley;(and(
two(State(Library(of(SA(staff,(Sue(Ward(and(Richard(Moriarty.((The(visit(explored(the(theme(
‘What’s(the(story?’(and(facilitated(a(number(of(community(engagement(and(skills(
development(activities.(The(aim(of(this(residency(was(to(conduct(preliminary(community(
research,(introduce(some(of(the(Nuclear(Future(artists(and(deepen(relationships(with(
potential(partners,(participants(and(community(members.(((
(
Key(activities(included:(
•! photography(of(local(landscapes(and(a(portrait(series(of(local(business(staff(
•! storytelling(workshop(and(film(screening(at(the(Balaklava(Town(Hall((
•! school(visits(to(Balaklava(High(School((with(45(students)(
•! the(display(of(visiting(photographer(Jessie(Boylan’s(own(work(in(shopLfronts(
•! NFs(creative(workshops(to(progress(scriptLwriting(and(preLproduction(
•! partnership(meetings(with(Wakefield(Regional(Council(staff,(representatives(from(
Youth(Advisory(Committee,(SA(Carers,(Balaklava(Courthouse(Gallery(etc.(
•! skills(development(and(mentoring(with(State(Library(of(South(Australia.(
(
Through(these(activities(it(is(estimated(that(over(150(local(participants(and/or(community(
members(engaged(directly(with(the(visiting(artists.(Economically,(the(residency(generated(
approximately($3,000(of(localized(spending,(and(resulted(in(the(appointment(of(partLtime(
BalaklavaLbased(administrative(support(person(to(work(on(future(activities.(
((
Plans(are(under(way(for(future(residencies(to(follow(up(on(the(interest(generated(during(the(
March(visit.(For(example,(photographer(Jessie(Boylan(plans(to(return(to(the(region(later(in(
the(year(to(work(with(interested(community(members(and(the(Youth(Advisory(Committee(
on(photography(skills(development(and(a(regional(coLcreated(photography(exhibition.(
(
The(creative(residencies(are(endorsed(by(Wakefield(Regional(Council(and(supported(by(the(
Australia(Council(for(the(Arts(&(Arts(SA.((
( (
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2.! PROJECT(OVERVIEW((
(
NFS(Projects(being(worked(on(via(the(March(residency:((
L! Balaklava(creative(residency(and(performance(project(
L! Archives(project(
L! READ((
(
Funding(sources:(
•! Australia(Council(for(the(Arts(
•! Arts(SA(
•! Inkind((partner(contributions)(
(
March(2014(Creative(Residency(aims(&(objectives(
•! Progress(planning(and(research(
•! Develop/(deepen(relationships(with(partners,(participants(and(community(
•! Raise(awareness(and(activate(engagement(in(NFPI(creative(projects(
•! Initiate(a(core(group(of(participants(to(work(with(
•! Generate(artist(responses(and(content(through(artist’s(own(practice(
•! Publicly(present(creative(personnel(and/or(work(
•! Deliver(skills(development(
(
Target(audiences(
•! young(people(14(L26(years(old((schools(and(community)(
•! broader(community(
(
Areas/(creative(practice(focus(areas(
•! Script(writing(
•! Photography((
•! Theatre(and(performance(production(
•! Documentation/(documentaryLmaking((AV(multiLmedia)(
•! Archiving(and(oral(history(collection(
(
Creative(Personnel(
Organisation( Description( No.( Based( Personnel(
NFs(creative(team( 3(creative(artists((
1(project(manager(
4( SA(
VIC(
VIC(
NSW(
Teresa(Crea((SA),(Director(
John(Romeril((VIC),(Playwright(
Jessie(Boylan((VIC),(Photographer(
Ellise(Barkley((NSW),(Manager(
Nuclear(veteran(
community(
representatives(
Former(ANVAL(SA(
coordinator(&(
daughter(
2( SA( Avon(&(Kate(Hudson(
State(Library(of(
South(Australia(
2(professional(
mentors((x(2(days)(
2( SA( Sue(Ward(&(Richard(Moriarty(
(Archive,(collection(development(
&(oral(history(experts)(
(
(
(
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3.! ACTIVITIES,(OUTCOMES,(OUTPUTS(AND(OUTREACH(
(
Key(activities(undertaken((
•! Engagement(&(CACD(via(What’s(the(story?(‘creative(arts(popLup’(program((
•! Public(events(and(group(presentations(
•! Artist(research(and(generation(of(NF(creative(content(
•! Script(development((
•! Archive(development(
•! Skills(sharing(
•! Project(&(partnership(development((
•! Reflection,(documentation(&(data(collection(for(READ(research(
(
Key(creative(outputs((
•! Portrait(series(of(local(business/(shop(staff(
•! PopLup(exhibition(of(Jessie(Boylan(work(in(shopLfronts(
•! Landscape(and(NFs(documentation(
(
Key(community(development/(benefits((who,(what,(how)(
•! Archive(relationship(and(framework(for(donation(of(Avon(Hudson’s(collection(
initiated(with(SLSA((skill(development(and(support(for(Avon(and(daughter(
Kate,(key(members(of(Australia’s(atomic(survivor(communities)(
•! Promotion(&(exposure(to(creative(arts(and(visiting(artists,(for(Year(8(and(
senior(high(school(students((young(people)(
•! Creative(workshop(with(15(senior(drama(students(on(their(school(projects(
with(artists(providing(practical(feedback,(idea(exchange(&(skills(development.(
(
Key(partnership(Development/(benefits(
•! deepened(relations(and(exchange(with(Wakefield(Regional(Council(
•! initiative(conversations(around(collaboration(with(YAC(
•! initiated(partnership(development(with(SA(Carers(
•! consulted(with(Balaklava(Courthouse(Gallery(and(Balaklava(Town(Hall(reps(
•! initiated(relationship(with(freelance(journalist(Frank(Walker,(for(potential(
collaboration(relating(to(his(pending(book(on(Maralinga(tests.(
(
Key(economic(benefits(
•! Approx($3K(spent(in(Wakefield(regional(during(visit(at(various(businesses((
•! Appointment(of(a(partLtime(BalaklavaLbased(administrative(support(person(
(to(work(for(6L10(hrs(per(week(on(the(program)(
(
( (
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3.1!MEDIA(AND(PROMOTION(SUMMARY(
Publication/,outreach, Outreach(( Detail(
Plains(Producer( Regional(newspaper( 6500(
Editorial((
5.3.14,(p.12(
Plains(Producer(
Regional(newspaper(
6500(
Advertisement(((
13.3.14,(p.25(
Community(Diary(((
13.3.14(&(19.3.14(
Plains(Producer( Regional(newspaper( 6500(
Editorial((
26.3.14,(p.8(
Wakefield(Regional(Council(( Community(newsletter( 3200( No(date((given(
Port(Wakefield(newsletter( Community(newsletter( 100(estimate( March,(2014(
Hamley(Headlines( Community(newsletter( 100(estimate( March,(2014(
Balaklava(High(School(( School(newsletter( 200(estimate( March(14,(2014(
Social(media( Facebook(promo(via(YAC(FB(page( 25( March(11,(2014(
Promotion((email(&(
noticeboards)(
Email(to(networks,(display(on(
noticeboards(and(shopLfronts( 100(
Throughout(March(
2014(
(
3.2!FINANCIAL(SUMMARY(
(
Salary2,,Staff,and,Partners, Cash(( Inkind(
Teresa(Crea( Director(/(Facilitator( 3000.00( (
John(Romeril( Playwright(in(residence(
(
NFPI(budget(
Ellise(Barkley( Production(Manager( 3000.00 (
Jessie(Boylan( Photographer( 3000.00( (
Avon(Hudson((ANVA)/(Kate(
Hudson(( Archives(key(researcher(
(
$1,500(inkind(
Sue(Ward/(Richard(Moriaty(
(SLSA)(
Archivists'(Mentor/Library(liaison(
(
$1,000((2(days(x(2(
professional(salary;(
transport)(
Wakefield(Regional(Council( Meetings(and(support( $300(inkind(
NonW(SalaryW(Other(costs((see(itemised(expense(list(in(Appendices)(
Production,(direct(costs( Materials,(equipment,(printing( 797.45( (
Travel( Car(hire,(flights,(petrol(( 812.04( (
Residency(( Accommodation,(venue,(meals( 2363.82( $500((Avon(inkind)(
Promotion( Advertising,(design,(materials( 1364.45( (
( ( (
(
Total( 14,338( 3,300(
(
(
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APPENDIX(1:(PRELIM
INARY(EVALUATIO
N(INFO
RM
ATIO
N(
((This(report(w
as(w
ritten(prior(to(the(finalization(of(the(NF(Evaluation(Plan.)(
(Areas(of(relevance(for(CCPI(objectives:(Did(the(residency(contribute(tow
ards?(
NFPI(objectives(
Relevance((
Evidence/(exam
ples(
To(m
ake(the(story(go(far(
yes(
Script(developm
ent(for(the(play(
To(develop(the(storytelling(netw
orks,(sharing(stories(of(resilience(
yes(
Partnership(and(audience(developm
ent(for(show
case(
To(m
ake(the(link(betw
een(‘w
hite’(and(‘black’(experience(
n/a(
(
To(collaborate(w
ith(and(support(initiatives(by(nuclear(veterans(and(their(
fam
ilies(
yes(
Archive/oral(history(and(script(developm
ent(
To(dram
atise(the(role(of(British(Scientists(
n/a(
(
To(build(new
(international(collaboration(and(join(the(global(‘Hibakusha’(
project(
yes(
Script(for(play(w
ill(show
case(and(tour(to(other(hibakusha(
com
m
unities(
Explore(areas(of(interest(w
ithin(CACD(field(
yes(
Local(project/process(w
ith(global(audience(
To(undertake(independent(evaluation(
yes(
Research(and(interview
s(undertaken(during(residency(
(Areas(of(relevance(for(Arts(SA(objectives:(Did(the(residency(contribute(tow
ards?(
NFPI(objectives(
Relevance((
Evidence/(exam
ples(
Involve(com
m
unities(in(the(creative(process,(direction(and(m
anagem
ent(of(the(
project(
yes(
Shared(decision(m
aking(about(various(parts(of(the(residency(
including(W
RC(m
eeting;(Avon;(creative(team
(input(
Develop(and(support(the(skills(developm
ent(of(artists(w
orking(in(and(w
ith(the(
com
m
unity(and(the(developm
ent(of(art(form
(practice(
yes(
M
entoring(of(Jessie’s(CACD(by(Teresa;(Jessie(did(ow
n(practice(
w
hile(visiting(
Increase(opportunities(for(South(Australians(to(engage(w
ith(the(arts(through(
creative(participation(in(line(w
ith(social(inclusion(principles(
yes(
Events((
Deliver(innovative,(com
m
unity(based(arts(program
s(w
ith(long(term
(outcom
es(
through(arts(and(non<arts(partnerships(
yes(
Beginning(of(the(partnership(developm
ent(
Create,(develop,(and/or(present(high(quality(w
ork(that(is(recognised(for(its(
artistic(m
erit(
yes(
John’s(film
(O
ne$N
ight$the$M
oon(show
n(in(Tow
n(Hall(
Dem
onstrate(the(capacity(for(strong(operational(and(financial(m
anagem
ent,(
effective(planning,(evaluation(and(use(of(resources(
yes(
Docum
entation(available(dem
onstrating(this(
(
(
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(((KPI(relevance(–(Australia(Council(
KPIs(
(
Evidence/(notes(
Num
ber(of(artists(and(art(w
orkers(engaged(
6(
See(creative(personnel(list(
Num
ber(of(participants(in(the(program
(
150(+(
Includes(participants(and(engaged(
com
m
unity(m
em
bers(
Q
uality(&
(depth(of(new
(partnerships(
form
ed(and(developed(
(
Data(collected(on(this(
Dem
onstrated(artistic(and(cultural(
developm
ent(im
pacts(of(the(project(on(the(
participating(com
m
unities(
n/a(
No(data(collected(on(this((
Dissem
inate(inform
ation(on(the(project(s)(
and(findings(of(the(evaluation(program
(to(
the(partners,(key(stakeholders(and(CACD(
sector(generally(
(
Post<project(inform
ation(w
as(delivered(to(
partners(and(creative(personnel.(
Independent(evaluation(dem
onstrating(the(
im
pact(of(Nuclear(Futures(and(its(activities(
upon(the(delivery(partners,(participating(
groups(and(the(w
ider(com
m
unity(
(
Data(collected(to(feed(into(2015(
form
ative(evaluation(
(((
(
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APPENDIX(2:(ACTIVITY(&
(PARTICIPATIO
N(LO
G(
Activity(
Description(
Date(
Details(
Target(Audience/(
com
m
unity(
Num
ber(of(
participants/(
audience(
Notes(on(benefits:(
O
utcom
es/(output(
W
hat’s$the$
story?(‘creative(
arts(pop<up’(
program
(
Portrait(series(of(local(business(
staff((photography)(
18.3.14<
22.3.14(
Story(collection(&
(photography(
culm
inating(in(4(com
m
unity(
portraits(donated(and(displayed(in(
com
m
unity.(
Balaklava(residents,(business(
ow
ners(and(general(
com
m
unity.(
10(
<CACD((
<Engagem
ent(
<Art<m
aking(
<Prom
otion(of(artists(
<NF(prom
otion(
Pop<up(exhibition(of(Jessie(Boylan(
series(in(local(shop(fronts(
19.3.14<
22.3.14(
Display(of(large(photography(prints(
by(JB(to(generate(interest(and(
introduce(JB’s(w
ork.(
Balaklava(residents,(business(
ow
ners(and(general(
com
m
unity.(
50(+(
<(Show
case/(sam
ple(
<Prom
otion(of(artists(
<(Engagem
ent(
Com
m
unity(conversations(&
(story(
collection(
18.3.14<
22.3.14(
O
ngoing(com
m
unity(approaches(&
(
engagem
ent(in(tow
n(centre(
Balaklava(residents,(business(
ow
ners(and(general(
com
m
unity.(
20(+(
<Engagem
ent(
<Audience(developm
ent((
<NFs(Prom
otion(
(
Balaklava(High(School(visit((
21.3.14(
<(‘Role(of(the(Artists’(AV(
presentation(to(Year(8(&
(senior(
students((
(
Young(people(
45(
<Engagem
ent(
<Prom
otion(of(artists(
<NF(prom
otion(
Balaklava(High(School(w
orkshop(
21.3.14(
<(Creative(w
orkshop(w
ith(senior(
dram
a(students((
Young(people(
15(
<CACD((
<Engagem
ent(
<creative(w
orkshop(
Storytelling(w
orkshop(
23.3.14(
Balakalava(Tow
n(Hall,(public(event(
Young(people((
General(com
m
unity(
4(
<CACD((
<Engagem
ent(
<creative(w
orkshop(
<(Show
case/(sam
ple(
<Prom
otion(of(artists(
Film
(screening:(O
ne$night$the$
M
oon$
23.3.14(
Balakalava(Tow
n(Hall,(public(event(
Young(people((
General(com
m
unity(
12(
<(Show
case/(sam
ple(
<Prom
otion(of(artists(
<Engagem
ent(
<Audience(developm
ent((
<NFs(Prom
otion(
(
(
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Activity(
Description(
Date(
Details(
Target(Audience/(
com
m
unity(
Num
ber(of(
participants/(
audience(
Notes(on(benefits:(
O
utcom
es/(output(
Artist(research(
and(generation(
of(NF(creative(
content(
Landscape(docum
entation((visual(
&
(audio)(
18.3.14<
24.3.14(
Photography,(video,(sound(
recordings(
internal(
n/a(
Generation(of(creative(
content(for(NFs(
<(personal(artist(practice(
$
Nuclear(veteran(interview
s(&
(
docum
entation((visual(&
(audio)(
18.3.14<
24.3.14(
O
ral(history,(photography,(video,(
sound(recordings(
Nuclear(veteran(com
m
unity(
2(
Generation(of(creative(
content(for(NFs(
<(personal(artist(practice(
Script(
developm
ent((
Research,(interview
s(&
(
docum
entation(
17.3.14<
25.3.14(
John(Rom
eril(
Nuclear(veteran(com
m
unity(
1(
Generation(of(creative(
content(for(NFs(
<(personal(artist(practice(
$
Script(&
(pre<production(creative(
w
orkshops(
various(
NF(creative(team
(
NF(personnel(
4((artists)(
Planning(&
(creative(
w
orkshop(
<(collaboration(betw
een(
artists(
Archive(
developm
ent(&
(
skills(building(
State(Library(of(SA(visit(
18.3.14((
Avon(Hudson(archive(skill(
developm
ent(sessions(w
ith((
m
entors(
NF(personnel((
Nuclear(veteran(com
m
unity(
4(
Skill(developm
ent/(
capacity(building(for(NF(
team
(&
(veteran(fam
ily(
$
State(Library(of(SA(visit(
25.3.14(
Avon(Hudson(archive(skill(
developm
ent(sessions(w
ith((
m
entors(
NF(team
((
Nuclear(veteran(com
m
unity(
3(
Skill(developm
ent/(
capacity(building(for(NF(
team
(&
(veteran(fam
ily(
Project(&
(
partnership(
developm
ent((
Partner(m
eeting((
25.3.14(
Youth(Advisory(Com
m
ittee(
Young(people(
2(
Partnership(
developm
ent(
$
Partner(m
eeting(
21.3.14(
W
akefield(Regional(Council(
Partner<(local(govt(
3(
Partnership(
developm
ent(
Com
m
unity(consultation(
$
Stakeholder(m
eeting(
19.3.14(
SA(Carers(
Com
m
unity(organisation(
2(
Com
m
unity(consultation(
$
Stakeholder(m
eeting(
20.3.14(
Balaklava(Courthouse(Gallery(
Com
m
unity(organisation(
1(
Com
m
unity(consultation(
$
NF(staff(recruitm
ent)(
20.3.14(
Interview
(and(appointm
ent(of(
contracted(adm
inistrative(role(for(
local(Balaklava(resident(
Local(appointed(personnel(
1(
<Em
ploym
ent((regional(
SA)(
READ(research(
Reflection,(docum
entation(&
(data(
collection(for(
various(
Interview
s(w
ith(creative(personnel(
re(evaluation;(and(use(of(this(
project(as(prototype(for(data(
collection.(
NF(personnel(
4(
Data(collection(&
(
reflection(
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APPENDIX(3:(PLANNING(O
UTCO
M
ES(FO
R(NFPI(FRO
M
(RESIDENCYU(NEXT(STEPS(
(Proposed(activities:(
Archive:(inform
al(w
ork(w
ill(continue(at(Avon’s;(docum
entation(requested(as(necessary(for(production/(installation;(Kate(supported(to(undertake(an(oral(
history(project(w
ith(Avon.(Process(involves(skill(developm
ent(&
(output(is(relationship(established(w
ith(SLSA(for(archive(donation.(
Script(devt:(O
ngoing(and(led(by(JR,(w
ill(involve(the(RAD(tour(leg(w
ith(Avon,(and(Balak(trip(in(July(as(part(of(creative(w
orkshop(process(for(play.(Draft(script(
by(end(of(year.(July(m
ilestone(is(draft(register(of(voices(for(creative(w
orkshop(and(installation(prep.(
CACD:(Photography(residency(w
ith(JB.(Process(w
ould(engage(YAC(m
em
bers((co<hosted(w
orkshop(w
ith(local(photographer);(w
om
en’s(project(&
(Kate(
sessions).(O
utput(w
ould(be(a(co<created(exhibition(at(Balak(Courthouse(Gallery.(
PreUproduction(activities:(w
ould(focus(around(a(creative(residency(in(July(w
ith(key(potential(artists(in(July((in(Balak)(culm
inating(in(a(public(presentation/(
installation(that(w
ould(be(part(of(2015(Adelaide(Fringe(festival(program
(and(hosted(by(Balak(Courthouse(Gallery.(The(tw
o(‘products’((the(installation(and(
photography)(w
ould(be(layers(able(to(be(used(for(production(and(other(show
cases.(
Balaklava(projectsU(tim
eline(&
(activities(
Project(
Detail(
2014U15(
APRIL(
(M
AY((
JUNE(
JULY(
AUG(
SEPT((
O
CT(
NO
V(
DEC(
JAN(
FEB(
M
ARCH(
Archive(
Kate’s(oral(history(project<(
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Look out for pop-ups around town 
Tailored  sessions available 
Enquiries: 0422 178 739 
www.nuclearfutures.org  
!
FREE EVENTS 
SUNDAY 23 MARCH 
Balaklava Town Hall Lounge 
2-4pm Meet the Artists & workshop
 !
A creative team of guest 
artists will be visiting Balaklava. 
They are keen to hear local 
stories and share their skills. 
Drop in and say hello! 
!
!
Do you have a story to tell? 
Come discover how to give 
expression to your narrative voice. 
Learn about storytelling through 
photography, writing, digital media, 
theatre, film and oral history. 
Bring along (optional) a camera, 
mobile device, a photo, or an object 
of significance. 
4.30pm Film screening (informal) 
See Paul Kelly in  
One Night the Moon  
Written by John Romeril (MA 15+) !! !This project has been assisted  by the Australian Government  through the Australia Council, its  arts funding and advisory body. ! !
J
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ssie
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n
 
!!!!!!
!
Pop-up spaces will be around town during the week- all welcome 
ph 0422 178 739  www.nuclearfutures.org 
 
!
Balaklava 
19 - 25 MARCH 
 
!
!
A creative team of 
guest artists will      
visit Balaklava. 
DROP IN, say hello & 
share some local stories.  
COME ALONG & learn 
about storytelling via 
photography, writing, 
digital media, theatre, 
film & oral history. 
 
FREE EVENTS 
Sunday 23 March 
Balaklava Town Hal l Lounge 
2-4pm Meet the Artists     
& workshop 
4.30pm Film screening: 
One Night the Moon 
(informal, MA15+) 
Filmed in SA, stars Paul Kelly, 
written by John Romeril 
ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE: 
John Romeril, Playwright 
Teresa Crea, Director 
Jessie Boylan, Photographer !
What’s the Story? 
!
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1. Executive!Summary!
This Project Report summarises the Community Arts and Cultural Development (CACD) work 
undertaken by Alphaville in regional Balaklava, South Australia (SA), with nuclear veterans and 
Wakefield young people.  
The Balaklava Community Arts Project was a South Australian based initiative delivered through the 
Nuclear Futures Partnership Initiative. Nuclear Futures is a three-year collaboration across Australia, 
Japan, UK and India, involving linked multi-arts and cultural activity, with atomic survivor 
communities to create original story-based artworks exposing the legacy of the atomic age.  
The Balaklava initiative was driven by creative community partnerships involving arts and non-arts 
organisations and institutions, including Wakefield Regional Council, their Youth Advisory 
Committee, and the State Library of South Australia. Financial support for the project was provided 
by the Australia Council for the Arts and Arts SA, and approximately $40,000 of in kind value was 
contributed by local, regional and national partner organisations and institutions.  
The Balaklava Community Arts Project aimed to promote community participation and increase 
opportunities for residents within the region to engage with the arts. It also aimed to create, 
develop and present high quality creative works. Aligned with these objectives, the Balaklava 
Community Arts Project delivered: 
• An arts residency using CACD processes, to foster local cultural development.
• Collaborative and community-driven art-making.
• Showings of the work-in-progress to communities and stakeholders.
• A Community Showcase of finalised creative work – a contemporary multi-arts work of
excellence.
• An accessible and enduring archive of the evidence on which creative works are based.
• Reflection, evaluation, analysis and documentation via the READ model.
To deliver the project an experienced team of accomplished artists and arts workers were 
engaged. Led by South Australian Director Teresa Crea, the team comprised nine South Australian 
artists/ technicians including Nic Mollison (Projection/Lighting Designer), Luke Harrald (Sound 
Designer), Lisa Redpath (Photographer) and Rowan Lee (Projection Technician). 
Across 2014-15, the Balaklava-based activities delivered included a series of creative residencies, 
public art events, school visits, photography skill development workshops, script development, 
community archiving, oral history collection and the production of original creative works of 
excellence sharing community stories. Public presentation of new works included two exhibitions: 
Field of View and Portrait of a Whistleblower and a dynamic multi-arts showcase as part of the 
2015 Adelaide Fringe Festival. Exceeding community partner expectations, the final showcase was 
an outstanding assemblage of digital artwork, photo and video media, sound design, rare archival 
material, interwoven with a lively speakers program.  
An estimated 400 people were directly involved with the project via workshop participation and 
event attendance. All community participants, and the majority of audiences, were from regional 
SA. Media coverage was used to extend the public storytelling platform for community partners 
and artists, and included feature articles on individual community and team members, and 
journalism on Australian atomic test history and its contemporary socio-political context. 
Findings based on participant, partner, creative team and audience evaluation and reflection 
conducted via research at Queensland University of Technology, indicated positive project 
outcomes such as a high level and quality of community engagement; recognised artistic merit; 
skills development; increased public awareness of atomic legacy history; advancement in artistic 
practice/ artform; and effective project organisation/ implementation. Wakefield Regional Council 
commended the project for bringing new technology and creative experiences to the regional 
audiences and communities in the area. Transformative impacts for community participants and 
artists were also evident, and project legacies to date include the newly opened SLSA collection on 
SA atomic test history and secured future showcases of the original creative works generated, as 
part of the Nuclear Futures program in 2015-16 in Australia and Britain. 
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2. Background!and!Context!
Alphaville production company specialises in community arts projects that have environmental 
themes, working across local, national and international contexts. Members of the Alphaville project 
team have worked with Australia’s nuclear veterans for a decade.  
The Balaklava Community Arts Project set out to use CACD processes with community to make 
new artworks exposing the legacies of Australia’s atomic tests in the 1950s and 60s. This history 
remains largely unknown to most Australians. The primary communities of interests were SA’s 
nuclear veteran network, and regional mainstream communities and audiences. The project 
continues a tradition of creative artists responding to the bomb tests and their legacies, and is 
driven by the urgency to work with the last surviving eye-witnesses of the tests.  
The project began in nuclear veteran Avon Hudson’s Balaklava house, where piled high in Avon’s 
living room, is a campaigner’s treasure trove of archival materials and resources. Over sixty years, 
Avon has been a prominent advocate for Australia’s nuclear veteran community, and was a leader 
within the Australian Nuclear Veterans Association (ANVA). Avon had served in the Royal Australian 
Air Force (RAAF) at Maralinga in the early 1960s, and ‘blew the whistle’ in the 1970s when he 
publicly revealed Maralinga’s deadly legacy, an act that contributed to the establishment of the 
Royal Commission into British Nuclear Tests in Australia (1984-85).  
It was in Avon’s hometown of Balaklava, a rural centre for hay production in the Mid North Region 
of SA, that the CACD activities and community showcase for the project were delivered. 
3. Project!Description!
Research for the Balaklava Community Arts Project began in December 2013 with Avon Hudson, 
and his daughter Kate. Community consultation with local government and regional arts and 
cultural organisations was undertaken during the planning phase to ensure proposed initiatives 
aligned with regional CACD strategic objectives and local priorities. It was determined that activities 
needed to cater for the general community, with strong focus on young people. 
Several community arts projects were conceived including script development for a new play, 
community photography workshops, an archives project, and a multi-arts showcase for the 2015 
Adelaide Fringe Festival to present the culmination of original artwork produced. A creative team 
drawing on local, South Australian and national talent was assembled, led by South Australian 
Director Teresa Crea. The creative team included several Award-winning artists and brought skills in 
photography, writing, digital art, projection, sound design, program management, history and 
education. A locally-based administrative officer, Carly Friedrichs, was appointed for permanent/ 
part-time work across the project’s duration. 
Partnerships with arts and non-arts organisations were developed to enrich and ground the 
initiatives. Key partners included the State Library of South Australia (SLSA), Wakefield Regional 
Council (WRC), WRC Youth Advisory Committee, Balaklava Courthouse Gallery and venue partner 
Balaklava Town Hall. Financial assistance was secured from Arts SA and via Nuclear Futures’ 
Creative Communities Partnership Initiative funding from the Australia Council for the Arts. Contact 
was made with nuclear veteran communities in Australia and overseas, via known Australian 
networks and the British Nuclear Test Veteran Association. 
The creative partnership between participating artists and community developed over six, week-
long residencies, as well as extended rehearsal and production periods. The Artist in residence 
program utilised community arts processes such as co-creative art making, storytelling, public 
engagement, skills development, mentoring and professional development. Creative development 
was undertaken via workshops, meetings, oral history collection, interviews, field research, 
networking and immersion in the private archives of Avon Hudson. Representatives from Australia’s 
nuclear veteran community, young people, the wider Wakefield community, and professional artists 
from Balaklava, South Australia and other states, were engaged. 
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Five parallel projects proceeded: 
1. Photography workshops and a community exhibition, facilitated by Photomedia Artist Jessie Boylan
and local Photographer Lisa Redpath.
2. Script development for a new play, led by playwright John Romeril.
3. A multi-media projection installation, led by Director Teresa Crea and South Australian artists including
Nic Mollison (Projection Design), and Luke Harrald (Sound Design).
4. A co-curated photomedia and archival exhibition, including artworks by Jessie Boylan.
5. Archive development and oral history collection, with SLSA.
4. Strategic!Community!Partnerships!
The strategic partnerships secured for the project brought significant in-kind value (approximately 
$40K in total) via applied expertise in the areas of community cultural development; event 
management; community arts; oral history collection; archiving; mentoring/training; as well as 
providing access to existing arts and cultural programs, networks, community groups, equipment 
and venues (see Appendix 1 for summary of key partners). The project contributed to strengthening 
collaboration across several of the participating organisations, and generated approx. $10,000 of 
local spending during the creative residencies. 
Early consultation with Wakefield Regional Council (WRC), the Wakefield Youth Advisory Committee 
and the Balaklava Community Arts Inc. identified opportunities for arts activities that would have 
capacity building and cultural development outcomes for the Balaklava community. A formal 
partnership was established with the WRC for in kind support (staff hours and resources) 
throughout project delivery. The partnership ensured the community arts activities were aligned 
with regional CACD strategic objectives; and provided valuable insight and access to local 
community networks. The partnership contributed in kind value through staff contribution, and 
resources such as free printing, venue hire, equipment use, etc. 
To support the research and archive development, meetings with SLSA resulted in an agreement 
for a collaborative approach backed by the library’s in-kind support. SLSA staff provided archive 
training and mentoring in Balaklava and Adelaide. Long-term equipment loan, and ongoing support, 
allowed a family oral history project to be initiated between Kate and Avon Hudson, and resulted in 
a new SLSA Collection being opened on the topic of SA’s atomic test history. As a project legacy, 
the new collection will ensure that nationally significant material unearthed/generated through the 
project remains publicly accessible for long-term use by researchers and artists.  
A number of community organisations in the Balaklava/ Wakefield region provided in kind 
contribution for production and audience development: Wakefield’s Youth Advisory Committee, 
Courthouse Gallery Committee, Balaklava Town Hall Committee, Balaklava Men’s Shed, regional 
progress committees and local businesses provided. Other contributing organisations included: 
Vitalstatistix (Port Adelaide), University of Adelaide, British Nuclear Test Veteran Association and the 
Blackman Gallery (Clare, SA).  
Important network partnerships were also developed with several South Australian nuclear veteran 
families (initially unknown to the project), the Graham. F. Smith Peace Foundation, Friends of the 
Earth and media journalists/outlets. Evaluation and reflection undertaken throughout the project 
was conducted as part of research at the Queensland University of Technology was also a 
significant in kind contribution. 
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5. Activities,!Outputs!and!Outcomes!!
The CACD activities and events in Balaklava extended across 2014 and culminated in Adelaide 
Fringe Festival events in February 2015. Appendix 2 includes a detailed timeline of creative 
residencies and activities. In summary, the key arts and cultural activities delivered were: 
• ‘What’s the Story?’ Creat ive Arts pop up (17-25 March 2015)
Activities included a storytelling workshop, film screening, school visits/ workshops with 45
students, shop-front art displays, community archive mentoring, and a local business portrait
series where professional photos were taken and gifted back to participants. The residency
was delivered by 4 artists/art workers, community partners, and SLSA staff. The activities
were designed to initiate community engagement via ‘meet the artists’ events, relationship
building, skills development and community visioning.
• Photography ski l l  development and community exhibit ion (Jun-Nov 2015)
Photographers Jessie Boylan and Lisa Redpath (from Balaklava) teamed up to run two free
workshops with 27 participants for photography skills development. An evening workshop
targeted general community participants, and an all day field trip for young people was held.
Workshop participants were invited to submit exhibition entries, and artists Boylan and
Redpath co-curated selected works for the Field Of View community photography exhibition
held at the Courthouse Gallery, 25th September - 9th November, 2014. The original
photography by local and young creatives included diverse and stunning images, responding
to sites that have been part of their ‘field of view’ while living, or growing up in the Wakefield
region. The exhibition was officially opened by the Mayor of Wakefield Regional Council and
was strongly supported by WRC and YAC. It was a successful and well-attended series of
community events, strengthening and celebrating emerging local talent from the area.
• Script development (Dec 2013 – March 2015)
Writer John Romeril and Avon Hudson worked together over several residencies in 2014 at
Avon's home in Balaklava as part of the creative research and script development process. As
part of the fieldwork, Romeril accompanied Avon on the 2014 Radioactive Exposure Tour
(organised annually by Friends of the Earth) of nuclear sites in remote South Australia, to hear
Avon as guest presenter sharing his testimony and extensive historical knowledge of nuclear
testing in Australia. Director Teresa Crea and artist Jessie Boylan were involved in the early
concept development for the script, and Creative Producer Paul Brown has been a key
collaborator across the drafting process. In developing the original dramatisation,
documentary, verbatim and multi-media art techniques were used.
The draft script developed is a dynamic, operatic piece, inspired by the personal and
intergenerational stories of nuclear veterans and their families. Early iterations the script were
formative for initiating the concept development for the 10 Minutes to Midnight projection
installation, and closely linked with the SLSA supported archive project. The script will be
‘workshopped’ later in 2015, with two actors, a Director, and Drama students and staff at
Queensland University of Technology in August 2015 as part of a Nuclear Futures exhibition
and event program at The Block, Creative Industries Precinct, QUT.
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• Portra it  of a Whist leblower  exhibit ion (Oct 2014- Feb 2015)
Portrait of a Whistleblower chronicles Avon Hudson’s life, combining contemporary
photographs and video works by artist Jessie Boylan with pieces from Avon’s private archive
of rare documentation, reports, testimonies, news clippings, photographs, maps and artifacts
that make up his life’s work. The exhibition was co-curated over several residencies and was
programmed within the 2015 Adelaide Fringe Festival. Officially opened on Friday 13th
February, 2015, the exhibition ran over six weeks until 29th March. The exhibition was well
attended by local, regional and interstate audiences, and is planned to tour internationally in
2015-16 via the Nuclear Futures program.
• 10 Minutes to Midnight  project ion instal lat ion (July – Feb 2015)
A multi-media projection installation was developed to offer audiences an immersive
experience of South Australia’s atomic test stories, integrating rare archival footage and oral
history with original digital artwork, projection and sound design. The 24-minute creative work
applies cutting edge immersive techniques to create a dramatic ‘countdown’ to the atomic
bomb tests conducted at Maralinga and Emu Field.
The projection installation was developed over seven months with a team of leading Australian
artists, at Balaklava and at Vitalstatistix in Port Adelaide. Creative development was led by
Teresa Crea, a specialist in audience immersive techniques, and evolved in association with
the script development and archive projects.
The creative team involved Teresa Crea (Director, Dramaturg), Nic Mollison (Projection,
Lighting & Set Designer), Linda Dement (Digital & Multi-media Artist), Luke Harrald (Sound
Designer & Composer), Jessie Boylan (Photomedia & Video Artist), John Romeril (Research)
and Avon Hudson (Community Liaison). Production team included Paul Brown (Creative
Producer), Ellise Barkley (Production & Event Manager), Carly Friedrichs (Local Coordinator),
Rowan Lee (Programmer & Technician), Craig Clifford (Set), and Amanda Brown (Seamstress).
The work will be a core element of future Nuclear Futures showcases.
• Publ ic Showcase: Adelaide Fr inge Fest ival  (13-14 Feb 2015)
A large-scale community showcase for Wakefield regional audiences was organised to
present back to community the story-based creative works developed through the Balaklava
Community Arts Project. Titled 10 Minutes to Midnight, the 2015 Adelaide Fringe Festival
ticketed event ran across two venues and included the immersive projection installation,
Portrait of a Whistleblower exhibition and a dynamic speakers forum involving representatives
from atomic survivor communities and creative artists. The assemblage of original creative
works was the culmination of the twelve-month partnership between the creative team,
community partners and participating organisations across all of the Balaklava projects. 10
Minutes to Midnight was attended by over 140 people, and attracted local, Adelaide and
interstate audiences. The event provided the opportunity for the new creative works to be
presented to mainstream community audiences, and was a rare networking opportunity for
attending atomic survivors and families. The event brought new technology and creative
experiences to the regional audience, and for the creative team was a means to test the
integrated multi-arts approach for future iterations, and national and international showcases.
Activities were documented by filmmaker Tania Safi.
• Secondary schools program (10/12 Feb 2015)
Over two full days, a tailored schools program was offered for local secondary schools. The
program engaged 220 local students from both local Balaklava high schools, with learning
outcomes delivered in Design and Technology, History, Art, and Tourism. Students had the
opportunity to view the projection installation, have a guided tour of the Whistleblower
exhibition, hear eyewitness accounts of the atomic experiments, and/or meet members of the
creative team. Discussion, questions and feedback indicated that for many students this was
the first time they had heard of Australia's atomic test history.
• Archive development and oral h istory col lect ion (March – May 2015)
Running parallel with all of the above projects was an archives project supported and
mentored by the SLSA to initiate the process of curating Avon Hudson’s archive, a legacy
initiative to ensure long-term access to material unearthed during the creative research.
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6. Artist!Details!
Across March 2014 - February 2015, fifteen professional creative personnel were contracted for the 
CACD residencies and final showcase in Balaklava. Nine of the artists and technicians were South 
Australian, a mix of Adelaide and Balaklava talent. The Creative Team consisted of: 
• Teresa Crea, Director and Dramaturg (SA)
• Nic Mollison, Projection, Lighting and Set Designer (SA)
• Luke Harrald, Sound Designer and Composer (SA)
• Carly Friedrichs, Local Coordinator and Community Liaison (SA)
• Jessie Boylan, Photomedia and Video Artist (VIC)
• John Romeril, Playwright and Researcher (VIC)
• Avon Hudson, Writer and Researcher (SA)
• Linda Dement, Digital Artist (NSW)
• Rowan Lee, Projection and AV Technician (SA)
• Lisa Redpath, Freelance Photographer (SA)
• Paul Brown, Creative Producer (NSW)
• Ellise Barkley, Program and Production Manager (NSW)
• Amanda Brown, Seamstress (SA)
• Craig Clifford, Technician and Set Construction (SA)
• Tania Safi, Filmmaker (NSW)
(See Appendix 3 for a selection of short biographies.) 
Additional South Australian personnel were also involved in the project via partner organisations, 
such as Holly Cowan, Cultural Development Officer (Wakefield Regional Council), and Sue Ward 
and Richard Moriarty, Collection Development (SLSA). Planning and project development was also 
supported by Nuclear Futures team members. 
7. Artistic!Evaluation!(abbreviated)!
The following summary presents selected evaluation findings from the assessment of realised 
project outcomes and impact, against the project’s stated objectives within the funding agreement 
for Arts SA and the Australia Council for the Arts. Reflection and evaluation has focused how well 
the proposed activities were delivered and the value/quality/impact of the outcomes achieved. The 
summary is derived from a comprehensive evaluation process being undertaken for the Nuclear 
Futures program. Detailed information from the evaluation, including key evaluation questions, 
criteria, access to raw data and/or documentation of the analysis/evaluation is available on request. 
In summary, the project had two central objectives: to produce a contemporary performance/ 
multi-arts work of excellence in partnership with community; and create regional opportunities 
(particularly for young people) to engage with the arts.  
7.1 Evaluation!Methodology!!
During March 2014 - May 2015, aligned with Nuclear Futures’ overarching Evaluation Plan, data 
about the Balaklava Community Arts Project was collected using participatory processes by core 
team members (artists and administrative personnel). Data collection was supported by strategies 
to encourage engagement and participation of key partners, participating communities, audiences 
and stakeholders. 
The framework used for evaluating the Balaklava Community Arts Project has been the READ 
model, an integrated approach devised by Alphaville in 2012 for the Nuclear Futures program. The 
READ model integrates Reflection, Evaluation, Analysis and Documentation to create a wide 
summative lens for understanding and representing program stories and impact. For the Balaklava 
Community Arts Project application, the READ model has been implemented as part of research on 
participatory evaluation in Community Arts, conducted at Queensland University of Technology by 
Nuclear Futures Program Manager Ellise Barkley. Linked to the Balaklava arts project are a number 
of academic and industry outcomes resulting from the research. 
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The evaluation was based on the analysis of data captured from qualitative (including rich media) 
and quantitative sources throughout the project duration and included: 
• Audience numbers, ticket sales, participant registrations, media outreach etc.
• Written and video reflections by the creative team and community partners.
• Feedback forms and questionnaires by participants and secondary school audiences.
• General audience post-event feedback forms collected during the season.
• Vox pop video interviews with audiences, during and post event.
• Communications and informal feedback from local partner organisations.
• Observation, reflective practice and academic analysis by the Lead Evaluator.
• Creative documentation (film, photography, oral history, video interviews etc.).
For the artistic evaluation elements of the Balaklava project review, the Artistic Vibrancy Framework, 
developed by the Australia Council for the Arts, has been used as criteria. 
7.2 !!Key!Achievements!and!Impact!
The project achieved outstanding results in the following five domains: 
• Creat ive Community Partnerships
The Balaklava Community Arts Project led to the development of many effective strategic 
partnerships involving over twenty arts and non-arts organisations, many of which were new 
collaborations. Each partner offered unique access to, expertise in, and/or in kind resources, to 
enable regional community engagement via the cultural and arts activities. An estimated 
$40,000 in kind value was contributed by project partners. The involvement of partner 
representatives in the project decision-making via steering groups and consultation meant a mix 
of ages, ideologies and organisations were represented. Examples include YAC and WRC 
representatives being active in the project planning and implementation of the photography 
workshop and exhibition project, and Avon Hudson’s involvement as both a community partner 
and active member of the creative team across several projects. Evidence that the 
collaborations were effective is based on feedback provided in partner reflections, interviews 
and observation of the projection operations/ implementation. 
The close relationship with WRC meant that the delivered activities contributed towards the 
Council’s longer-term strategic objectives for CACD in the region. The project also contributed 
towards supporting the capacity of the YAC to offer arts-based activities in 2014, creating arts 
and cultural engagement opportunities for their membership of young people which would not 
have been possible otherwise. For the two communities of interest (the atomic survivor network 
and regional Wakefield community) several of the partnerships developed have been sustained 
beyond the completion of the project, and are of longer-term relevance for constituents. For 
example, valuable networking that occurred between members of atomic survivor communities 
during the project (nuclear veterans, descendants, widows, and personnel involved in the 
Maralinga clean up) has led to sustained relationships through social media and online forums. 
Longer term contact between community members and SLSA is also anticipated.  
• Collaborat ive art-making and cultural development
Underpinning the Balaklava work was a strength-based approach that prioritised skill sharing,
local experience, co-creative art-making, cultural sensitivity and location-specific story telling.
The shift in showcase focus that eventuated (from performative to photomedia/ visual arts
based artforms) demonstrates the team’s responsiveness to the emergent community-led
interests and input. The collaborative workshop-based cultural development approach
employed for the Field of View exhibition was highly praised by participants, community partners
and Wakefield Regional Council. Prevalent from the results of the participant feedback
questionnaire was consistent, positive review of the art-making, training and mentoring
processes facilitated by the artists, with ‘skills development’ and the ‘opportunity to publicly
exhibit’ recorded as frequently stated benefits of participation. Short reflective interviews with
participants revealed personal and sometimes transformative impact for participants, including
increased confidence for art-making, advancement of individual practice, and personal rewards
from having their work celebrated within the community context (for many participants this was
the first time their work had been exhibited in a Gallery). For the 10 Minutes to Midnight
showcase (including Portrait of a Whistleblower exhibition) and the script development,
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collaboration between artists and community partners underpinned the creative development, 
and involved intensive residencies based at Avon Hudson’s to work in situ in his archive. On 
reflection about the residencies and the final creative works produced, Avon stated: ‘it was 
more than I could have hoped for’. 
For the artists, the large cohort of experienced creative personnel allowed for interdisciplinary 
learning, exchange and experimentation. Several valuable learning and mentoring relationships 
were developed to enhance skills sharing within the creative team, such as: documentation 
training for one of the artists by an experienced filmmaker; learning exchange between artists 
and production technicians; and specialised instruction from Director Teresa Crea for advanced 
immersion techniques relevant to each team member’s artform. Reflections submitted by artists 
evidenced professional development outcomes and identified a diverse range of community 
benefits observed during the collaborative art-making. 
• Art ist ic Vibrancy
The suite of artworks produced makes a valuable contribution to the existing body of work that
responds to, and sheds light on, Australia’s atomic legacies. Embedded in the new assemblage
is an original register of voices including verbatim oral histories from eyewitness nuclear
veterans, personal testimonies from family members and descendants of nuclear veterans,
historical scientific and political motivations, and the creative team’s artistic response to the
human and environmental legacies revealed. Thematically, the new artworks celebrate the
community resilience of SA’s nuclear veteran communities and explore connections with global
atomic survivor communities and events.
The 10 Minutes to Midnight projection artwork and the Portrait of a Whistleblower exhibition
were approached as experimental works during the creative development, and have extended
creative practice in documentary photomedia and immersive installation approaches. The rich
application of multi-media material and innovative use of technology also challenged the type of
art traditionally presented in the region, which generated great interest across the multiple
generations of participants and audiences.
As stand alone creative works, the artworks produced fit the Australia Council for the Arts’
classification for ‘great’ art. As defined in the Australia Council for the Arts Artistic Vibrancy
framework, the attributes of ‘great’ art is that it: “demonstrates integrity of process; embodies
excellence of craft and skills; demonstrates imagination, distinctiveness and originality;
contributes to artistic practice; engages with the diversity and complexity of contemporary life;
and is relevant in a local, national and global context” (taken from the e-book introduction
http://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/strategies-and-frameworks/artistic-vibrancy/ ). These
attributes are evidenced in the evaluation findings, and recognition of the high levels of artistic
merit achieved was affirmed by audience, partner and team member reflections, interviews,
feedback forms and vox pop reviews. Community sentiment from attending nuclear veterans
was consistently affirming - “You got it right”.
• Engagement of regional audiences with the arts, especial ly young people
The diverse public program of arts-based activities and events offered numerous opportunities
for residents in the Wakefield Region to engage with the arts. In total, an estimated 400 local
residents participated via workshop and event attendance, and there was a high level
engagement by several Balaklava community organisations. Across the four free skills
development workshops delivered (open to the general community) over 50% of participants
were young people aged 14-26 years of age. Public presentation of the creative works also
generated engagement opportunities and audience development via two gallery exhibitions at
Balaklava Courthouse Gallery (the Field of View exhibition included works from many of young
artists), and a multi-arts showcase in the Balaklava Town Hall as part of the 2015 Adelaide
Fringe Festival. In addition, the tailored schools program resulted in an overwhelming uptake
from local schools (where demand was greater than available sessions). In total, 220 secondary
students (Years 9-12) engaged with the artworks, and had the opportunity to meet the creative
team to learn about their careers in the arts, and ask questions about their artforms. Feedback
from teachers and community leaders indicated that a Fringe Festival event being held in
Balaklava represented a unique and exciting arts opportunity for the region, and was of
particular interest for young people.
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Partner and audience feedback via reflections and vox pop interviews verified that the project 
brought new technology and creative experiences to the regional audiences in the area, and this 
was stated as a primary benefit of the project by Wakefield Regional Council. As a legacy 
benefit for the arts community of Balaklava, both event venues became registered Fringe 
Festival venues for the project, which was identified by venue partners as a positive a outcome 
that may attract future Fringe events. 
• Making the story go far
In early interviews with nuclear veteran Avon Hudson, when asked what would constitute
project success, he identified his want for the stories to go far - for mainstream audiences to be
engaged; for public awareness about Australia’s atomic test history to be increased; and that
public recognition for impacted communities be promoted. This objective to ‘make the story go
far’ underpinned the Balaklava project rationale, and is a key priority for the broader Nuclear
Futures program for which this work forms a part.
Evaluation findings confirmed that for most secondary students attending the final showcase,
this was the first time they had learnt about South Australia’s atomic test history (and there was
little or no previous knowledge about the Cold War context). Vox pop video interviews and
informal conversations with adult audiences also demonstrated that prior to attending 10
Minutes to Midnight, low levels of public awareness were prevalent.
Through the combined outreach of the Balaklava events, attended by over 400 people, and the
wide media coverage generated, the project has enabled community stories to reach new state-
wide audiences. Student evaluation and audience vox pops indicated a high level of
engagement was achieved with the historical content of the showcase, attributed to the
innovative use of creative devices for presentation (such as immersive projection, dynamic use
of digital art to convey information, integration of archival material and anecdotes, integrated oral
history excerpts in the surround sound design etc.) Factual handouts about atomic test history
were also distributed at events and school visits, and the lively and informative speakers forums
allowed audiences to hear the stories first hand.
Through trialing and evaluating a mix of engagement strategies via creative arts, the project has
laid important groundwork for the development of subsequent Nuclear Futures showcases.
Future showcases of the Baklava artworks, planned for Australia and United Kingdom in 2015-
16, will enable SA artists and participants to share their work with much wider audiences and
other atomic survivor communities beyond the Balaklava season.
! !
Visitor book excerpts, Courthouse Gallery for Portrait of a Whistleblower and Avon Hudson's feedback card. !
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Above: Feedback word cloud of student descriptions about the projection installation 
(size indicates relative frequency of use- based on 190 questionnaires).  
7.3 !!Project!Reflections!
Reflections collected via individual and collective reflective practice undertaken by artists, the lead 
evaluator and participating community members, on the successes, challenges and processes of 
the project produced the following key insights: 
• Consistently participants, community partners and creative team members positively
commended the project and artistic outputs, noting they exceeded expectat ions.
• Several factors contributed to enhancing local re levance and input, such as: early
community visioning and consultation; securing community champions and advisors
across arts and non arts sectors; and the presence of a locally based team member via the
12-month appointment of Balaklava local Carly Friedrichs which offered increased access,
validity/community acceptance and promotion opportunities.
• In the early stages, wider community engagement was difficult to catalyse and relied on
community ‘gatekeepers’ as inroads to community. A number of successful public and
proactive strategies implemented by the creative team (as the project evolved) resulted in
the diversi f icat ion of community access, representat ion and engagement, and
created opportunities for genuine connections and increased participation.
• The selection and overall cohesion of the creative team played a crucial role in the success
of the project. Prior CACD expert ise and high cal ibre of indiv idual creat ive
pract ice increased the team’s capacity to respond to community led interests and needs.
• Some team members reflected on project challenges such as the changing scope and
level of ambit ion involved in developing and implementing the creative works (at certain
stages of the project), however overall assessed the successes to outweigh the challenges.
• Collaborat ing face-to-face via workshops and residencies proved the most effective
way of progressing the works with community, and internally for the creative team.
• The embedded project legacy initiatives (such as community archiving and future
touring/ story sharing) and the signif icance of the subject mater ia l, added to the
value (merit) attributed to the project and outputs by the creative team and participants.
• The project offers insight into how the creat ive arts and CACD can be utilised to
enhance contemporary understandings of Australia’s historical, political and cultural
association with the nuclear and atomic industry.
• The READ model (integrating Reflection, Evaluation, Analysis and Documentation)
increased the re levance, interest and part ic ipatory potent ia l  of evaluat ion for
the artists (as creative documentation and documentary art-forms were valued/ pursued).
• The power of partnerships was acknowledged, i.e the generous contribution of: the
Hudson family (assistance, yarns, and access to private archives); SLSA; Wakefield
Regional Council; YAC; Courthouse Gallery etc. All partnering organisations made valuable
contributions that positively impacted on the outcomes and reach of the project, that
would not have been possible without the mix of creative partnerships.
!
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8. Promotional!Material!
Promotional material included:
• ‘What’s the story?’ Creative Arts Pop Up promotion (posters, flyers)
• Photography workshops promotion (flyers)
• Field of View promotion (posters, flyers, Gallery invites)
• 10 Minutes to Midnight promotion (posters, postcards, programs)
• Portrait of a Whistleblower promotion (postcards, programs)
• Nuclear Futures website (blogs, news, event promotions)
• Advertisements and Press Releases for media
A selection of promotional materials are included as Appendix 4.  
Below is an example of the branding used for the main showcase. 
9. Media!Coverage!
The 10 Minutes to Midnight showcase was promoted in the 2015 Adelaide Fringe Festival program 
and received media coverage in B-side Magazine, the Advertiser, Plains Producer, Northern Angus, 
The Clothesline (online) and on Radio Adelaide and ABC 891. Mainstream media, social media and 
community newsletters were used to profile the creative development process, regional arts events, 
participant stories, and showcase highlights. Overall, the media coverage extended the public 
storytelling platform for Nuclear Futures’ community partners and artists, and included feature 
articles on individual community and team members, and journalism on Australian atomic test 
history and its contemporary socio-political context. See Appendix 5 for examples and summary. 
In the weeks leading up to 10 Minutes to Midnight, two external events had a positive impact on 
the levels of journalist and public engagement with the historically referenced atomic legacy stories 
being presented in the creative works. First was the announcement by the international Bulletin of 
Atomic Scientists that their doomsday clock, on which the showcase’s title was inspired, had been 
reset from 5 minutes down to 3 minutes to midnight – indicating an increased threat to the 
continued existence of humanity due to unchecked climate change, global nuclear weapons 
modernizations, and outsized nuclear weapons arsenals since 2012. The second announcement 
was by South Australian Premier Jay Weatherill, preempting the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal 
Commission (later initiated in March 2015), sparking immediate media attention on South 
Australia’s nuclear history. 
!
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10. Photos!and!Artwork!
Copies and/or full documentation of artworks are available on request. 
CACD!photography!workshops!and!Field&of&View&exhibition.!!
Photos by Lisa Redpath and Carly Friedrichs 
View the exhibition online:  
http://nuclearfutures.org/projects/balaklava-creative-residencies-and-performance-project/field-view-exhibition/ 
Script!Development!and!Archive!process!
Photos by Jessie Boylan. 
Portrait&of&a&Whistleblower!exhibition!
Photos by Tania Safi. 
! !
! !
!!
! !
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10&Minutes&to&Midnight!immersive!projection!installation!!
The immersive circular projection arena was designed by SA artist Nic Mollison, and allowed audiences to 
view the installation from inside the custom built 8m diameter, 3m high, surround scrim. The set up utilised 
six blended projectors, props, lighting and surround sound technology 
Director Teresa Crea describes the installation creative work as:  
“s itt ing at the creat ive junct ion between history, eye-witness test imony and art ist ic 
interpretat ion. The instal lat ion offers an impressionist ic ref lect ion on the experience of the 
bomb tests from the perspective of many who were direct ly impl icated, leaving us as 
art ists and audience to ponder the consequences of those act ions.” 
Photos by Tania Safi. 
Speaker!Forums!at!the!2015!Adelaide!Fringe!Festival!showcase!and!Schools!Program!!
Photos by Tania Safi. 
The speakers forum weaved through the Fringe Festival event and schools program were lively, informative 
and often emotional sessions, allowing audiences to explore content themes arising in the artworks, ask 
questions and hear community testimonies first hand. 
!
!
!
!
!!
!
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Appendix!1:!!Key!Partnership!Summary!
Wakefie ld Regional Counci l  
The Wakefield Regional Council is one of the largest regional councils north of Adelaide, and was 
established in 1997 as a result of the amalgamation of the former Blyth-Snowtown and Wakefield 
Plains District Councils. The art and production sector is very well regarded in the Wakefield 
Regional Council area, with Balaklava being a strong and significant cultural hub. A large 
percentage (20%) of the Council’s population is under the age of 14 years. 
Wakefield Regional Council’s support of the Balaklava Community Theatre Project was formally 
endorsed at the April 24th, 2013, Council meeting, with the CEO and Community Development 
Officer being delegated to work with Alphaville to develop a suitable CACD program for the 
community. This strategic partnership aimed to ensure CACD activities were suited to the local 
context, align with regional and state objectives, and complement the existing program of Arts and 
cultural events already undertaken in the area. In particular, the activities were designed to align 
with Wakefield Regional Council’s strategic objectives to build sustainable communities; attract 
investment; development partnerships (including cultural tourism); and promote skills development 
opportunities for young people. In addition to the expertise provided with CACD processes and 
project management, Council support assisted with marketing, audience development/ 
participation, promotion and access to networks and venues. 
Wakef ie ld Youth Advisory Community (YAC) 
The Youth Advisory Committee is made up of young people, aged 12-25, from within the Wakefield 
Regional Council area. Set up to positively promote and engage young people, the YAC is a group 
‘run by young people for young people’. The interests of YAC members and their wider network are 
diverse, with the group organising recreational, sporting, and arts/ cultural activities throughout the 
year (including school holiday events for young people and community events open to all ages). 
YAC also provides a formal channel for a ‘youth voice’ to feed into key Council’s decisions that 
affect young people in the area, with YAC inputting into this process via monthly meetings. For the 
Balaklava Community Arts Project, YAC played a number of important roles, from direct 
involvement in the decision-making shaping the CACD program, to contributing hands-on as 
participants in creative arts activities.  
State Library of South Austral ia (SLSA) 
The SLSA is the largest public reference library in South Australia and plays a primary role in the 
collection and preservation of information about South Australia’s cultural heritage. The partnership 
with SLSA offers the project an institutional means of preserving the archival material unearthed 
during the proposed project, which SLSA endorses as having potential South Australian and 
national significance. Ensuring that nuclear veteran stories and records of South Australia’s atomic 
bomb tests are preserved, means future artists, historians, the wider public and future generations 
can access and engage with this important content. SLSA’s role in the archival curation involved 
developing a new collection about SA’s atomic history (no collection previously existed), as well as 
providing the necessary in-the-field expertise and equipment to ensure archival quality collection. 
Expertise from the collection development personnel and oral historians, as well as administrative 
support, was provided. 
Austral ian Nuclear Veterans Associat ion (ANVA) 
The Australian Nuclear Veterans Association (ANVA) came into being in the early 1970’s. At first, it 
consisted of a group of men who had shared the experience of serving at Maralinga, South 
Australia. As time went by many of the men suffered health problems they considered could be 
traced back to their service during the British run atomic tests. ANVA consolidated and formalised 
its organisation for advocacy and legal objectives, and membership was opened to all who had 
served at any of the three locations in Australia where British nuclear weapons tests took place: the 
Monte Bello Islands, Emu Clay pan and Maralinga. Four decades on, the ANVA is in transition, as 
nuclear veterans become fewer as the years go by. SA veteran Avon Hudson is a central figure in 
the network of remaining nuclear veteran communities (ANVA affiliated and otherwise) that span 
across multiple generations to include the families and children also affected from exposure during 
the tests.  
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Appendix!2:!!Balaklava!Community!Arts!Project!Activities,!2013U2015!
NF!Personnel!and!Partner!Key:!Avon.Hudson.(AH),.Ellise.Barkley.(EB),.Carly.Friedrichs.(CF),.Christobel.Mattingley.(CM),.Ingrid.Matthews.(IM),.
Jane.Castle.(JC),.Jessie.Boylan.(JB),.John.Romeril.(JR),.Kate.Hudson.(KH),.Linda.Dement.(LD),.Maree.Freeman.(MF),.Maxine.Goodwin.(MG),.
Mick.Broderick.(MB),.Paul.Brown.(PB),.Ros.Diprose.(RD),.Rowan.Lee.(RL),.Tania.Safi.(TS),.Teresa.Crea.(TC),.Tina.Jackson.(TJ),.
Organisation!Key:.Balaklava.Town.Hall.(BTH),.British.Nuclear.Veterans.Test.Association.(BNVTA),.Maralinga.Tjarutja.Council.(MTC),.
Queensland.University.of.Technology.(QUT),.WRC.Youth.Advisory.Committee.(YAC),.Wakefield.Regional.Council.(WRC).
.
Timeline! Date! Project!Strand! Activity! Purpose! Location! NF!Team! Community!reps! NF!Partners!
Dec.2013. 1stX4th. Planning/.
Partnerships..
Community.meetings. Consult.with.key.
community.leaders.
BALAKLAVA.
ADELAIDE.
PB,.TC,.JR,.EB. community.
leaders,.AH,.KH.
(nuclear.vets.
comm).
WRC,.
Courthouse.
Gallery,.BTH,.
Arts.SA.
Feb.2014. 19X21st. Planning/.
Research.
Team.Workshops. Program.
development.
SYDNEY. PB,.EB,.TJ,.LD,.
JC,.JB,.RD,.IM,.
MB,.TC,.JR.
MG.(nuclear.vets.
comm).
Global.
Hibakusha.
Project,.UWS,.
UNSW.
March.
2014.
17X25. CACDX.‘What’s.
the.story?’.PopX
up.&.Research.
Archive,.mentoring,.
Script.research,.Events..
Initiating.CACD;.
script.development;.
archive.collection.
development.
BALAKLAVA. TC,.JR,.JB,.EB. AH,.KH.. Richard.
Moriarty,.Sue.
Ward.(SLSA),.
WRC,.YAC.
April.
2014.
17X28th. Script.Devt.. RAD.tour. Script.development.
&.documentation.
SA.tour. JR,.JB. AH.. .
May.
2014.
14thX.
June.5.
Research/.
Partnerships.
Meetings,.BNTVA.
conference.
Partnership.
Development.
UK. PB.. MG,.BNTVA. In.Place.of.War,.
Manchester.
University,.
University.of.
Winchester.
June.
2014.
Wed.
4th.
Professional.
Devt.
Tech.meeting,.
Mentoring.
Creative.materials.
register.&.systems.
SYDNEY. LD,.JB,.EB. NoneX.internal.. NoneX.internal.
training.
Thurs.
5th.
Professional.
Devt.
Film.skill.up,.
mentoring.
Film.&.doco.
approach.
SYDNEY. JC,.JB. NoneX.internal.
training.
NoneX.internal.
training.
20th.
June.
10.Minutes.to.
Midnight.
Creative.content.
review.
Assess.relevance.for.
showcase.&.
production.
SYDNEY. TC,.JR,.LD,.JC,.
EB,.PB.
NoneX.internal. NoneX.internal.
training.
July.2014. June.
30X.July.
7.
CACD.residency.
&.community.
workshops.
Photography. Skills.development;.
oral.history.training.
at.SLSA/.mentoring;.
Archives.
BALAKLAVA
/.ADELAIDE.
JB,.CF. Public,.youth,.
regional.SA;.KH.
training,..
Lisa.Redpath.
(freelance).
YAC,.SLSA.
July.25X
28..
.
10.Minutes.to.
Midnight.
Storyboard.workshop. 4.day.creative.
residency.
BALAKLAVA. TC,.JR,.LD,.LH,.
NM,.EB.
AH.. WRC.
Sept.
2014.
3X8. Evaluation.. AES.Conference. Balaklava.case.study. DARWIN. EB. Prof.evaluators. QUT.
Sept.
23X27.
CACD.exhibition. Field&of&View& Present.artwork;.
opening;.scope.
Portrait.of.a.
Whistleblower.
BALAKLAVA. JB,.CF,.EB. Public,.youth,.
regional.SA;.AH,.
KH.
WRC,.YAC.
Dec.2014. 1X4. 10.Minutes.to.
Midnight.
Creative.workshop. Creative.content.
development.,..
ADELAIDE. LD,.TC,.LH,.
NM,.PB,.EB,.
CF.(+.casuals).
noneXinternal. Vitalstatistix,.
Uni.of.Adelaide,.
BNTVA,.SLSA.
12.Dec. Evaluation. presentation. Research.
dissemination.
BRISBANE. EB. . QUT.
Jan/Feb.
2015.
Jan.19X.
Feb.1.
10.Minutes.to.
Midnight.
Collaboration.&.
rehearsal.
Creative.
development.and.
rehearsal.
ADELAIDE. LD,.TC,.LH,.
NM,.PB,.EB,.
RL.(+CF.
/casuals).
internal. Uni.of.Adelaide,.
SLSA,.
Vitalstatistix,.
BNTVA.
Feb.2015. .2X.9. 10.Minutes.to.
Midnight.
Collaboration.&.
rehearsal.
Creative.
development.and.
rehearsal.
BALAKLAVA. LD,.TC,.LH,.
NM,.PB,.EB,.
JB,.RL.,.TS.
(+CF./casuals).
AH,.KH,. University.of.
Adelaide,.
Vitalstatistix,.
SLSA,.WRC,.
BNTVA.
10X14. 10.Minutes.to.
Midnight.
Showcase..
Fringe.and.Schools.
program.
Present.new.
artworks.to.
community;.
networking;.engage;.
evaluation.
BALAKLAVA. LD,.TC,.LH,.
NM,.PB,.EB,.
JB.(+CF.
/casuals).
MF,.TJ,.TS.
Regional.audience.
AH,.KH,.MG.Aust.
vet.comm;.
Schools.
University.of.
Adelaide,.WRC,.
SLSA,.BNTVA,.
Vitalstatistix,.
May.
2015.
28X
29th.
Feedback.
Reporting.
Partner.meetings. Showcase.
evaluation.&.closure.
meetings.
BALAKLAVA
,.ADELAIDE.
EB,.JR. AH,.KH. WRC,.Arts.SA.
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Appendix!3:!!Key!Creative!Personnel!
Teresa Crea (SA): Director/Faci l i tator/ Dramaturg 
Teresa is a leading Australian writer, director and artist in community. Trained in film and theatre, she co-
founded Australia's first professionally recognised bicultural performance company, Doppio Teatro, and 
received national awards for seminal contribution to multiculturalism in the arts. As a creator and director, 
her recent interests have gravitated towards hybrid and new media art, and her work now spans from 
grass roots and participatory projects, to contemporary experimental productions and live art events.  
Nic Mol l ison (SA): Project ion/ Light ing Designer 
Nic has been a stage lighting & projection designer since graduating from the Western Australian 
Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) in 1995. Nic has worked with diverse range of theatre, dance & 
youth arts companies on local, national & international productions, including lighting & video projections 
for concerts, festivals, nightclubs & visual art installations. He has lectured in lighting & Projection at the 
University of SA and The Adelaide College Of the Arts. 
Luke Harrald (SA): Sound Designer/ Composer 
Luke is a composer, performer and new-media artist known for his groundbreaking work with 
improvisation and interactive computer music. Originally from the mid-north of SA, Luke is currently the 
head of studies for the Popular Music and Creative Technologies program at the University of Adelaide, 
and lectures in Sonic Arts. He has performed internationally (in London, Paris and Montreal) and is an 
important contributor to the Adelaide art music scene. 
John Romeri l  (VIC): Playwright  
John is a leading Australian playwright. His plays include The Floating World. Carboni, The Kelly Dance, 
Miss Tanaka and Jack Charles versus the Crown among many others. John has been Playwright-in-
Residence for many communities, theatre companies and tertiary institutions. In 2003 he won the 
inaugural ANPC Award for Australian playwrights who have made a significant contribution to national 
theatre and culture; in 2012 the Green Room Lifetime Achievement Award.  
L inda Dement (NSW): Designer/ Mult i-media Art ist 
Linda is a multi-media artist specialising in computer arts since the 1980s. She is internationally 
recognized for interactive, online, installation and augmented reality artwork, which takes up issues of 
disturbance and bodies, commingling corporeality with the digital and electronic. Twice winner of the 
National Digital Art Award, she was awarded a New Media Arts Fellowship by the Australia Council. 
Recent projects include: Killing the Host, augmented reality for smartphone with the Bundanon Trust; and 
Moving Forest, an installation and 12 hour networked event for Berlin’s Transmediale festival and for 
London 2012. 
Jessie Boylan (VIC): Photographer/ Faci l i tator 
Jessie is a photomedia artist and a key member of the Atomic Photographers Guild, who has previously 
photographed nuclear sites in collaboration with nuclear veterans. Recent work includes: Behind the 
Atom Curtain, Life and Death in the Nuclear Age (2012), exhibited in Australia, USA and Brazil and 
Maralinga Pieces (2012), for the International Uranium Film Festival in Rio De Janeiro, and as Official 
Selection for SoCal Film Festival, California. She produces The Radioactive Show, a weekly segment for 
3CR radio. Jessie is the 2015 winner of the “Images of Justice” award, an Australia wide photographic 
competition. 
Paul Brown (NSW): Creat ive Producer 
Paul co-founded Urban Theatre Projects, a leading Australian community theatre in 1980. Across three 
decades, he combined creative arts practice (scriptwriting, producing, film and theatre) with academic 
environmental studies and community engagement. He developed Australia’s first full-length verbatim 
play Aftershocks with the Newcastle community and adapted this into a mainstage play and an award 
winning film. He was an Asialink Writing Resident in 2013. 
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Appendix!4:!!Examples!of!Promotional!Material!(not.to.scale)!
!
!
!
Promotional material for the 2015 Adelaide 
Fringe Festival showcase, February 2015. 
Distributed in Adelaide and Wakefield region. 
Design by Phoebe Barton. 
Top: Poster (A3 and A4) 
Left: Two-sided postcard design (A5) 
Above: Advert for Plains Producer newspaper 
(layout by Carly Friedrichs) 
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!
!
Promotional material for the Portrait of the 
Whistleblower exhibition, Feb - March 2015. 
Distributed in Adelaide and Wakefield region. 
Top: A5 Postcard. Design by Phoebe Barton. 
Left: Front Page of Exhibition program. 
Designed by Ellise Barkley. 
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Appendix!5:!!Media!Coverage!
2015 Media Summary via ATG Publicity: 
!
31. !
In.addition.to.the.coverage.listed.in.the.above.media.summary.were.additional.articles.in.the.local.
newspaper.Plains&Producer.in.2014;.via.online.media.networks.(such.as.State.Library.of.South.Australia’s.
e2xtra.Autumn.article);.Nuclear.Future’s.website.(www.nuclearfutures.org);.and.social.media.utilising.
Facebook,.Instagram,.and.Tumblr..
.
Some.media.coverage.excerpts.are.included.on.the.following.pages..
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